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Day 1 – Wednesday, March 6, 2002
Time
9:00 am
10:15 am
10:15 am
10:30 am
10:30 am
Noon
12:00 pm
1:30 pm
1:30 pm
2:45 pm
2:45 pm
3:00 pm
3:15 pm
4:30 pm
6:00 pm
8:00 pm

Oceanview South Oceanview North
1. Getting started
with Query 400

2. Getting started
with HTML

Director’s Room
3. Setting up an
ORDER POWER!
Web Store

Break - Fountainview Conference Lobby
1. Getting started
with Query 400
(continued)

2. Getting started
with HTML
(continued)

3. Setting up an
ORDER POWER!
Web Store
(continued)

Lunch - Fountainview Conference Lobby
1. Getting started
with Query 400
(continued)

4. InQUERYing
minds want to
know

3. Setting up an
ORDER POWER!
Web Store
(continued)

Break - Fountainview Conference Lobby
5. Introduction to
Crystal Reports

4. InQUERYing
minds…
(continued)

6. Advanced AS/400
Operations

Welcoming reception - Hibiscus Terrace (So. Florida casual)
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Day 2 – Thursday, March 7, 2002
8:00am
9:00am

Registration
– Fountainview Conference Lobby
Continental Breakfast – Palm Garden Dining Room

9:00 am
10:00 am

Opening Remarks – Lakeview Room

10:00 am
10:15 am

Break - Fountainview Conference Lobby

Time
10:15 am
Noon

Oceanview South
7. PC Integration

12:00 pm
1:30 pm
1:30 pm
2:45 pm
2:45 pm
3:00 pm
3:15 pm
4:15 pm

Oceanview North
8. Introduction to
Activity Tracking

Director’s Room
9. What's new
in 4.0.2?

Lunch - Hibiscus Terrace
5. Introduction to
Crystal Reports
(repeat)

10. Activity Tracking
Round table

11. Warehouse
Management
Enhancements

Break - Fountainview Conference Lobby
12. Web Store
Round table

13. Manifesting &
Rate Shopping

11. Warehouse
Management
Enhancements
(continued)

4:20 pm
5:00 pm

User Group Meeting - Director’s Room

6:00 pm
9:30 pm

User Group Party – Lakeview Room

Private sessions are available throughout the day.

Please sign up at Users Group registration desk.
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Day 3 – Friday, March 8, 2002
8:00am
9:00am
Time

Continental Breakfast

10:30 am
Noon

2:45 pm
3:00 pm
3:15 pm
4:30 pm

8. Introduction to
Activity Tracking
(repeat)

Director’s Room
15. Web Store Designer
and Search
Enhancements

Break - Fountainview Conference Lobby
17. Financial
Enhancements
& Balancing

12:00 pm
1:30 pm
1:30 pm
2:45 pm

Palm Garden Dining Room

Oceanview South Oceanview North

9:00 am 14. Order Entry
Enhancements
10:15 am
10:15 am
10:30 am

–

16. Setting up OP!
Correspondence
with MS Word

18. Promotions,
Daily Specials,
Coupons,
Gift Certificates
and Styles

Lunch - Hibiscus Terrace
20. Stump the
Experts

19. Setting up E-mail
in
ORDER POWER!

9. What's new in
4.0.2? (repeat)

Break - Fountainview Conference Lobby
7. PC Integration
(repeat)

21. Technical
Concepts

Private sessions are available throughout the day.

22. G/L Drill down

Please sign up at Users Group registration desk.
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1. Query 400 Beginners Session
Speakers:

Gene Monroe and Padma Paluri

This session will give attendees an opportunity to gain hands-on experience with
IBM Query/400, a decision support utility that can be used to obtain information
from the AS/400 Database. The session will focus in addressing the steps
necessary to understand and create your own Query with information stored in the
ORDER POWER! database to produce reports.
•
•
•

What are Physical and Logical Files?
ORDER POWER! file and field naming conventions
Query Definition Options:
o Specify file selection
o Define result fields
o Select and sequence fields
o Select records
o Select sort fields
o Specify report column formatting
o Select report summary functions
o Define report breaks
o Select output type and output form
o Specify processing options

2. Getting Started with HTML
Speakers: Andrea Bentley and Debbie Vernon

HTML isn't difficult once you know how to decipher the "code!" Knowing basic HTML
is essential because it gives you far greater control over the appearance of your
pages. This session will cover key programming tags, creating tables, adding
hyperlinks, placing graphics, and more. Discover how to add an exciting and new
dimension to your pages with MS FrontPage. Learn how to use HTML in ORDER
POWER! to customize your Web Store.
3. Setting up an ORDER POWER! Web Store
Speakers: Joyce Bristow, Uri Nathanson, Armando Someillan

An overview of the Web Store, including a demo of the basic Store, plus all the new
and exciting features such as Index page, Extended Search, Web Store Designer.
Web Store setup discussion includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Requirements
Task list
Overview of SSL
Defining a Web Store (setting up the Web Profile)
Setting up an Index of Items page
Setting up an Extended Search page
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4. InQUERYing minds want to know
Speakers: Bonnie Rogers, Darren D'Cunha, Gary Winstel

Bring your issues and problems to us, and we will show you how to run your
difficult queries. Learn how to import a query into MS Excel.
5. Introduction to Crystal Reports
Speakers: Vin Maligaya and Ernie Smith

Learn about using Crystal Reporting to create PC reports from the ORDER POWER!
database. With a $500 PC tool, users can build their own reports embedding
images, logos, colors, fonts, etc.
6. Advanced AS/400 Operations
Speakers: Marv Smith and Lew Pollack

Review of basic AS/400 commands and functions, as they relate to ORDER POWER!,
and overall system maintenance.
• Creating a mass mailing using Query and MS Word
• Using the AS/400 as a file server (for example, to store Excel and Word
documents)
• Importing ORDER POWER! data into MS Excel
• Managing the AS/400 using IBM's graphical Operations Navigator
• Importing an AS/400 spoolfile into MS Word
• Managing User Profiles, Job descriptions, Device descriptions, Output queues
7. PC Integration
Speakers: Armando Someillan, Joyce Bristow, Gene Monroe, Vin Maligaya,
Uri Nathanson

Does it ever seem to you that in a better world your PC and the AS/400 would just
cooperate a little more? A couple of pictures to give the reps a better idea what you
are selling...a modern, PC word processor that is smart enough to use your existing
customer info...numbers are nice, but how about some charts and graphs? ORDER
POWER! provides these PC applications:
• OP! Image Display: You can display up to three images that you associate
to an Item in the Item master file from Order Entry and Item Maintenance.
•

OP! Correspondence/MS Word Interface: The MS Word Interface allows
you to compose letters in MS Word for Accounts Receivable, Order Entry,
Purchase Orders and Credit Card declines.

•

OP!/Crystal Reports Interface: The Order Statistics panel 3.5 accesses
the graphical depth of Crystal Reports to provide formatted text, images,
charts and maps.

•

OP! GUI: See our Graphical User Interface that lets ORDER POWER! run
like a Windows application in a browser window on your PC.
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•

OP! Extended Description editor: This PC text editor supports word-wrap,
cut and paste, and spell check, which all make the job much easier,
especially when you are using Extended Descriptions to add text to your Web
Store.

•

Web Store Designer: Learn to customize your web pages using the new
ORDER POWER! Web Store Designer - a PC browser based interface that
lets you preview your page designs as you work.

8. Introduction to Activity Tracking
Speaker: David Scorca

Learn about Activity Tracking, a **new** ORDER POWER! tool, available in
4.0.2, designed to help you coordinate, schedule and track all the individual tasks
involved in managing your business. Activity Tracking allows your company to
effectively and consistently manage stand-alone tasks and events associated with
customer orders, items, prospects, customers, purchase orders and vendors.
9. What's new in 4.0.2?
Speakers: Mariela Bodden and Stan Galper

10. Activity Tracking Round table
Speakers: David Scorca

Prototype some examples of how Activity Tracking can be used today and share
your ideas for future development. (See Activity Tracking.)
11. Warehouse Management Enhancements

Speaker: Stan Galper

Learn about Directed Putaways, Warehouse-to-Warehouse, Warehouse-to-Pick
replenishment and Cycle counting extensions.
12. Web Store Round table
Speakers: Joyce Bristow, Uri Nathanson, Armando Someillan

Share your ideas and brainstorm with the developers. Learn what other Web Store
Users are doing, and tell us how to make it even better.
13. Manifesting & Rate Shopping
Speakers: Bonnie Rogers and Luis Larrazabal

Demonstration of the Logistics Pro and Clippership interfaces with ORDER
POWER! during ship confirmation. Also, we'll show how to rate shop in order entry
with Logistics Pro or ORDER POWER! without Logistics Pro.
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14. Order Entry Enhancements
Speakers: Armando Someillan, Tony Baldor, Padma Paluri

What's new in OE?
• Extended Search
• Daily Specials
• Promotions
• Gift Orders
• A new Security feature
• Shipping Restrictions
• Prevent overcrediting on Credit Memos.

15. Web Store Designer and Search Enhancements
Speakers: Joyce Bristow and Uri Nathanson

You're going to love this...You can now customize your web pages using the
ORDER POWER! Web Store Designer - a PC browser based interface that lets you
preview your page designs as you work.
16. Setting up OP! Correspondence with MS Word
Speakers: Andrea Bentley and Armando Someillan

The MS Word Interface allows you to compose letters in MS Word for Accounts
Receivable, Order Entry, Purchase Orders and Credit Card declines. Each letter is
based on a template, created by you. You define the information you want to draw
from the ORDER POWER! database to create a custom letter including real-time
information relating to the order, purchase order or customer account.
A secret revealed: How to create a mass mailing using Query and MS Word
17. Financial Enhancements
Speakers: Gary Winstel
• Debit Memo's in Accounts Payable
• Accounts Payable Aging
• Reconciling Inventory with the General Ledger

18. Promotions, Daily Specials,
Coupons, Gift Certificates and Styles
Speakers: Debbie Vernon, Ferdinand Ysibido and Darren D’Cunha

Learn how you can profit from Promotions, Daily Specials, Coupons, Gift Certificates
and Styles.
19. Setting up E-mail in ORDER POWER!
Speakers: Bonnie Rogers

How to set up users for e-mail.
POWER! release 4.0.2.

Find out about the changes to e-mail in ORDER
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20. Stump the Experts
Speakers: Debbie Vernon, David Scorca, Uri Nathanson, Luis Larrazabal,
Gary Winstel

Back by popular demand. Your opportunity to challenge the CSIer. Bring your
toughest questions and we will give it our best shot.
21. Technical Concepts
Speakers: Luis Larrazabal and Tony Baldor

ORDER POWER! has a very strictly defined file and library structure. Learn about
enhancements to the ORDER POWER! architecture that support the Web Store,
GUI, and PC integration for base ORDER POWER! and custom enhancements.
This includes questions and answers about where we store Word documents, GUI
support files, Crystal Report files, and images.
22. G/L Drill down
Speaker: Lew Pollack

The General Ledger Drill-down is a re-design of the Account Transaction History
Inquiry process. While the inquiry originally displayed GL journal transactions and
ending balances for a selected account and range of periods, this new version also
provides the ability to view all the entries within each transaction’s journal and the
ability to display the ORDER POWER! transactions that created the GL journal.

Crystal Reports
Crystal Reports is a Report Writer and Database Access application program developed by
Seagate Software that generates reports, queries and graphs. It runs in a Windows
environment and has the ability to access different types of databases real-time including
the ORDER POWER! iSeries database. It is widely used by several established application
software packages like SAP, Peoplesoft, Great Plains, and Solomon.
At CSI, we have started integrating Crystal Reports in ORDER POWER! on Item Summary
and Order Statistics screens. We also have developed a methodology for running user
written Crystal Reports queries.

In this session, a sample query/report will be created using some of Crystal
Reports features like:
o

Record Selection

o

Sorting and Grouping records easily

o

Imbedding Pictures, Lines, Box, Charts/Graphs

o

Exporting report data to other file formats like Excel, Word, HTML

o

Improve report appearance by changing text /background color,
font size etc.

o

Inserting sub totals, grand totals and % of totals

o

Running the same report for different companies

o

Creating Prompts for data selection

Report Development Options
o

Report Expert
The Report Experts help create reports as quickly. Many new users and
developers alike prefer to create the majority of their reports using them. All
you have to do is choose the Expert that most closely matches your report type.
The Expert walks you through the process of creating reports step-by-step
(similar to Query/400).

You can quickly create the report and see how it looks against the actual data.
And best of all, if you decide to make changes, you can get back to the Report
Expert to further modify the report or do the changes manually instead.
o

As a Blank Report
The “As a Blank Report” option is used to create a report from scratch. This is
useful when you want the full flexibility and control of building a report from
the ground up, or when a report type is different from the many types available
in the experts.

Report Deployment
In a future ORDER POWER! release, you will be able to create your own report and run it
from ORDER POWER! menu for multiple companies.

Acquisition
o

You can order from David Collins at 1-800-877-2340, ext. 8344. Order
Crystal Reports Developer Edition version 8.5 for $499 per development PC
or you can order the $619 which includes another 60 days of free support on
top of the 60 days warranty. Be sure to mention that you are using DB2
database for Crystal Reports. Seagate Software also offers on site or
remote learning Crystal Reports Training Classes .

Reference
o

Seagate Crystal Reports 8 (or more recent): The Complete Reference
(CD and Book) by George Peck, Osborne McGraw Hill

ORDER POWER! PC Applications
Does it ever seem to you that in a better world your PC and the AS/400 would just
cooperate a little more? A couple of pictures to give the reps a better idea what you are
selling...a modern, PC word processor that is smart enough to use your existing customer
info...numbers are nice, but how about some charts and graphs? ORDER POWER! provides
these PC applications:

see page 2
OP! Image Display
You can display up to three images that you associate to an Item in the Item master file
from Order Entry and Item Maintenance.
see page 3
OP! Correspondence/MS Word Interface
The MS Word Interface allows you to compose letters in MS Word for Accounts
Receivable, Order Entry, Purchase Orders and Credit Card declines. Each letter is based
on a template, created by you. You define the information you want to draw from the
ORDER POWER! database to create a custom letter including real-time information
relating to the order, purchase order or customer account.
see page 6
OP!/Crystal Reports Interface
ORDER POWER! Order Statistics panel.3.5 accesses the graphical depth of Crystal
Reports to provide formatted text, images, charts and maps. These tools deliver a clear,
effective message to you, and those who rely on you for information. You can also write
your own reports directly from the data in ORDER POWER!, if you purchase the
Professional version of Crystal Reports.
see page 7
OP! Extended Description editor
This PC text editor supports word-wrap, cut and paste, and spell check, which all make the
job much easier, especially when you are using Extended Descriptions to add text to your
Web Store.
see page 8
OP! Shipper Tracking interface
Track packages on the web by pressing a function key in ORDER POWER!
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OP! Image Display
You can define and display up to three images that you associate to an Item in the Item
master file from Order Entry and Item Maintenance. You might choose to offer a larger
or different view of an Item to help your Representatives in selling Items.

Viewing an item in Order Entry
OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT - CO# 001
Order #
112660
Order Entry Item Selection
Limit
Customer #
473
Used
.00
CSI'S FAVORITE CUSTOMER
Mdse
-----------------------Item Inquiry
- ----------------------------------------------- 1=Select 5=Display 6=Ext Desc
7=Open POs
8=Qty Avail
=Pricing
10=Pricing Levels
11=Components 12=Images
Available
Item
Description
Price
92165.500 EACH TRAINS
Train and tracks II
10.0000
EA
TRAINS_NEXT
Mrs. Doubtfire
10.0000
EACH TRAINSEXPRESS Trains and Track
Track
9.000 2
TRAINS10
item sell selling weight 15
50.0000
EACH TRAINS11
item sell
50.0000
4.666 3
TRAINS15
test get weight
10.0000
2.000 EACH TRAINS2
Trains and Track
EACH TRAINS22
Trains and Track Deluxe Edit
15.0000
More...
More...
--------------------------------- Select Item -------------------------------?Item / Search Words
Quantity
?Price N/C ?Ship To ?Via ?Whs Shp.Date
TRAINS
N
9473 UPS MIA 11/30/01
F1=Help F3=Exit F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd F12=Cancel F13=Header F14=Cust Notes
F15=Orders
F16=Cust Info
F17=AR
F18=Header Notes
F20=Totals
F22=Delete
F23=Review
Order Entry image display (figure 1)
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OP! Correspondence/MS Word Interface
The MS Word Interface is available from Accounts Receivable, Order Entry, Purchase
Orders and for Credit Card Declines. You create a master document that defines the
information you want to draw from the ORDER POWER! database. Real-time information
relating to the order, purchase order, customer account or credit card may be available,
depending which type of letter you are working with. You can create as many letters of
each type as you need for each workstation.
These procedures requires the user have some (minimal) knowledge of Windows. For
detailed and complete instructions on formatting documents using MS Word, please refer
to the documentation from Microsoft.
Designing an OP! letter

Insert Merge Field button on
the Mail Merge toolbar
Document name and path
you specified in
ORDER POWER!.

OP! Word Interface displays a new Master Document (figure 2)
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Sample Accounts Receivable Master Document

Computer
Solutions,
Inc.

February 25, 2002

«BILLING_CUSTOMER_NAME»
«BILLING_COMPANY_NAME»
«BILLING_ADDRESS_LINE_1»
«BILLING_CITY», «BILLING_STATE» «BILLING_ZIP_CODE»

Subject: Account Past Due
Dear Customer,
This letter is to advise you that as of today, we have still not received your payment of
$«GROSS_BALANCE_DUE_FORMATTED» which is now at least 60 days past due. The last payment we
received from you was $«LAST_TENDER_AMOUNT_FORMATTED» on
«LAST_PAYMENT_DATE_FORMATTED».
If there is some problem we are unaware of, please contact Lynne in our Accounts Receivable Department at
your earliest convenience.
The phone number is:

305-558-7000

Please disregard this notice if your payment is actually in the mail. If we do not hear from you, we expect you
will remit your payment to us in 10 days to maintain your good credit …otherwise we know some guys from
South Beach, and they aren’t too nice.
Sincerely,

The CSI Credit Counseling Staff

4
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Sample Accounts Receivable letter

Computer
Solutions,
Inc.

February 25, 2002

Mr. Delinquent Customer
Acme SlowPay, Inc.
1313 N.W. 13th Street
Miami, FL 33015

Subject: Account Past Due
Dear Customer,
This letter is to advise you that as of today, we have still not received your payment of $1,318.42 which is now
at least 60 days past due. The last payment we received from you was $122.98 on 11/26/01.
If there is some problem we are unaware of, please contact Lynne in our Accounts Receivable Department at
your earliest convenience.
The phone number is:

305-558-7000

Please disregard this notice if your payment is actually in the mail. If we do not hear from you, we expect you
will remit your payment to us in 10 days to maintain your good credit …otherwise we know some guys from
South Beach, and they aren’t too nice.
Sincerely,

The CSI Credit Counseling Staff

ORDER POWER! Users Group 2002
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OP!/Crystal Reports Interface
ORDER POWER! Order Statistics panel.3.5 accesses the graphical depth of Crystal
Reports to provide formatted text, images, charts and maps. These tools deliver a clear,
effective message to you, and those who rely on you for information. You can also write
your own reports directly from the data in ORDER POWER!, if you purchase the
Professional version of Crystal Reports.

Displaying the Order Statistics report in graphical format

Press F22 (Crystal Rpt) to display the Order
Statistics interface preferences box
(figure 3).

Order Statistics interface preferences box
(figure 3)

OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT - CO# 001
Order Statistics
Include Credit Memos Y
Filters:
Include Cancelled
Y
?Salesperson.:
Begin
End
?Order Origin:
Date: 12/04/01 12/04/01
Time: 0:00:00 23:59:59
---------------------------------------------------------------------Totals
--Totals------------------------------------Totals------------------------------------Order Count..........:
17
Credit Memo Count......:
1
Order Amount.........:
535.30
Avg Amount /Order......:
29.73
Total Merchandise....:
301.15
Avg Merchandise
16.73
Merchandise /Order.:
Total Discount(s)....:
3.00
Avg Order Duration...:
:12
5=Display Order
OrderOrder
Order-$
Order Date Duration
Order#
Amount
Tndr
Status
Origin
12/04/01
:20
112798
28.92 AR
--- RELEAS
PHO
12/04/01
:57
112799
71.12 $
SHIPPED
POS
12/04/01
:17
112804
79.56 $
--- RELEAS
PHO
12/04/01
:08
112809
18.86 $
--- RELEAS
PHO
12/04/01
:29
112810
3.64 $
--- CRMEMO
PHO
12/04/01
:18
112811
14.25 AR
RELEAS CNFIRM
PHO
12/04/01
More...
F1=Help F3=Exit F4=?list F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd F10=Top F18=Bottom F24=More keys
Order Statistics graphic display window (figure 4)
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OP! Extended Description Editor
Working with Extended Descriptions

An Extended Description in ORDER POWER! is free form text that you may choose to
make available online for information purposes, or in some cases, to print on shipping
documents, invoices, etc. On the Web Store, Extended Descriptions can be designated to
appear beside the object they describe (Item, Product Group, etc.).
OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT - CO# 001
2=Chang
12=Spc P
1 =Media
Ite
A3
A30
6 A31
A4
A40
A41
A42
A43
A44
A45
A5
A56
A56
A56

A31
First Wives Club

Extended Description Inquiry

5=Display
Comment
Code Extended Description
!
This is comment line 1 for A31
A
This comment appears on Customer aging

Show Delete
Delete : N

Line Del
1
2

Bottom
F1=Help F3=Exit F6=Create/Change F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd F =Copy
F10=Top F12=Cancel F16=Line Sequence F18=Bot F21=Print F22=PC
F22=PC Main

F1=Help
Item Extended Description Maintenance box (figure 5)

If you are feeling creative,
you can also include HTML
codes for character
formatting and hyperlinks.
So, if you enter this:

You might see the
following in your browser:
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OP! Shipper Tracking Interface
You can now track packages on the web by pressing a function key in ORDER POWER!.
Online tracking is available for the following shipping companies:
•
•
•
•

United Parcel Service
Federal Express
Canada Post
United States Postal Service

Tracking packages
Press F19 (Tracking information) to
launch Internet Explorer and display
Tracking information from the web
(figure 6) in your browser window.

Tracking information from the web (figure 6)
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Introduction to Activity Tracking
What are Reason, Action, and Resolution Codes ?
What are Representatives and Departments ?
Keeping track of Customer Support problems, questions, and phone calls
Interfacing with Return Authorizations and Customer Support
Convenient (yet hidden) hooks into Activity Tracking on your F24 menus.
•

Order Inquiry

•

During Order Entry

•

When adding an item in Order Entry

•

Mail List Inquiry / Maintenance

•

Item Inquiry / Maintenance

•

Purchase Order Inquiry

•

Vendor Inquiry / Maintenance

What does the future hold ?

ORDER POWER! Users Group 2002
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What’s new in 4.0.2?
This section describes Functional Enhancements included in ORDER POWER! release 4.0.2.
The full technical details of these enhancements, as well as software corrections also
included in this release are described in the Enhancements Summary Bulletin, which is
included on your documentation CD.
The enhancements described in this section are divided into the following groups:
General ...................................................................................................1
Accounts Receivable..........................................................................2
Accounts Payable................................................................................2
Authorization ......................................................................................3
Customer Service...............................................................................3
General Ledger....................................................................................3
Mail List ................................................................................................3
Order Entry .........................................................................................4
Bids.........................................................................................................4
Order Processing ...............................................................................4
PC Applications....................................................................................5
Purchasing.............................................................................................5
Warehouse Management..................................................................6
Web Store............................................................................................6
Work With Files.................................................................................6

General

You can now press F4 in the Selection field on any menu to see Menu
Shortcut Inquiry.
•

We added a prompt for the CO# to the Company Inquiry panel. This
way if you know the company that you want to switch to, you don't
need to position to and then select…just enter the company number.

•

Security Groups allow you to enroll individual users in a group that
defines which transactions and programs its users have permission to
use.

•

Security Events allow you to establish password control and/or dollar
limits on certain transactions for the specified Security Groups.
Different limits can then be set for different groups according to
your needs.

•

OP! Backup option enhanced:
To be able to schedule execution
Not to save the access path.
To save the contents of the IFS

ORDER POWER! Users Group 2002
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Accounts Receivable
•

Debit check tenders can now be used as a form of payment when
entering AR payments.

•

AR Entry programs were modified so that a user can not enter a
single Credit transaction which exceeds his authority as determined
by the Security Events function.

•

Invoice Register was enhanced to select by Warehouse.

•

Create Refund Batch enhance to allow a refund on an order that is
active provided that all lines with billable dollars are shipped in full.
If the order is active, but only lines or components that are free
remain to be shipped, allow a refund.

•

The AR Statements selection panel now supports the following option
when all customer are selected:
Select customers who have Total balance due greater than
(0=ALL)
with Oldest balance between Aging Days and Aging Days.

Accounts Payable

2

•

Group 1 will now correct all five vendors addresses.

•

You can now run Aged Payables as of a prior date.

•

Zero Costing: The ability to close a Purchase Order at zero cost
when no further invoicing is expected. Average cost is recalculated
using zero for the uncosted quantities. This can also be accomplished
through Accounts Payable Invoice Entry or with Inventory
Transaction Entry, Transaction Effect Code 009, “PO Cost without
Receipt.”

•

Remittance Advices: If a large number of invoices are being paid on
one Accounts Payable check, in lieu of printing the list of paid invoices
on multiple voided check stubs, the paid invoice information can be
printed on a separate document. The configuration options for
Remittance Advices are: Always print remittance advice, Never print
remittance advice, or Print remittance advice only if there are too
many invoices for a single check stub.

Enhancements Release 4.0.2
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Authorization
•

Enabled 96 byte format for Paymentech to satisfy the Visanet
requirement to identify internet orders. Requires recertification
with Paymentech.

•

You can now have ORDER POWER! automatically cancel orders, based
on the credit card decline code.

•

You can now send e-mails and letters based on credit card declines,
orders held due to decline code, orders cancelled due to Decline
Code.

•

You can now use real-time credit card authorization in Order Entry
and Accounts Receivable.

•

Added the Override (Tender) Days Between Retries field to the
Decline Code definition, so that you can shorten or lengthen the
number of days until the next retry, based on the Decline Code.

Customer Service
•

The description of the AVS code is now displayed in Customer
Service on the panel which previously displayed just the code.

•

Report for reconciling GL inventory account with inventory activity.
If inventory extended value (quantity * average cost) is out of synch
with its GL balance, it identifies which Items might be out of balance.

•

ORDER POWER! now displays the RFM score in Mail List Maintenance
and Inquiry.

•

During MailList Label selection, when selecting names to print labels
the Amount order date and the amount ordered are compared against
the contact person if selecting contacts.

•

The Combine Customer Activity on the Mail List Management menu,
now prompts for Scheduled date and time to be submitted when
you press the F15 (Exit/Post) it is submitted to batch. This
schedules the execution of the process to the date and time
specified.

•

The Mail Label Selection allows selection by RFM scoring.

General Ledger

Mail List
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•

Omit Previous Usage: As we are creating a new file of labels, ORDER
POWER! compares the names being added against up 30 files that you
can specify. If the name exists in any of the files, it will not be
included in the selection. This is used when selling names to the same
customer, you do not want to sell the same names.

•

Enhanced the Credit Memo entry program to be able to retrieve all
the items in a Return Authorization automatically into the Credit
Memo.

•

Daily Specials: Order Entry will look for the most recently dated
Daily Special, and if the End Date has not passed, will display a list of
the Daily Special items for selection.

•

Order Entry Promised Date will be re-calculated when the order line
is updated without having to change the quantity ordered.

•

Implemented Shipping Restrictions in Order Entry.

•

Implemented Promotions in Order Entry

•

Prevented Over-Crediting in Order Entry by building a file of all
previous returns to be used to automatically deny total returned
quantities exceeding the original shipped quantity.

•

The ability to override the system-calculated price is now secured by
the Security Events function.

•

Added an F23 key to the Bid Entry Selection window to go to Bid
Inquiry to be consistent with Order Entry/Customer Service.

•

Added Show Expired Y/N field to Bid Inquiry. Introduced a status
for Expired, Active and Closed.

Order Entry

Bids

Order Processing
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•

The ability to release orders which are on hold is now secured by the
dollar limit in the Security Events function. The Dollar Amount will
be the maximum remaining amount of an order which that user can
release from hold.

•

Added the ability to manually enter a Gift Certificate into the
system to be able to accept its redemption.

•

Have the ability to fax invoices that are being re-printed.

Enhancements Release 4.0.2
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PC Applications
•

OP! Image Display - You can display up to three images that you
associate to an Item in the Item master file from Order Entry and
Item Maintenance.

•

OP! Correspondence/MS Word Interface - The MS Word Interface
allows you to compose letters in MS Word for Accounts Receivable,
Order Entry, Purchase Orders and Credit Card declines. Each
letter is based on a template, created by you. You define the
information you want to draw from the ORDER POWER! database to
create a custom letter including real-time information relating to the
order, purchase order or customer account.

•

OP!/Crystal Reports Interface - ORDER POWER! Order Statistics
panel.3.5 accesses the graphical depth of Crystal Reports to provide
formatted text, images, charts and maps. These tools deliver a clear,
effective message to you, and those who rely on you for information.
You can also write your own reports directly from the data in ORDER
POWER! , if you purchase the Professional version of Crystal Reports.

•

OP! Extended Description editor - This PC text editor supports
word-wrap, cut and paste, and spell check, which all make the job
much easier, especially when you are using Extended Descriptions to
add text to your Web Store.

•

OP! Shipper Tracking interface - Track packages on the web by
pressing a function key in ORDER POWER!

•

Additional selection criteria, a (creation) From Date and To Date,
are now supported in the printing of purchase orders.

•

The Purchase Order Entry program was modified to support the
creation of Debit Memos. The purpose of this modification is to
notify the people who enter accounts payables invoices, and the
vendor, that a Purchase Order was shipped incorrectly.

•

PO Inquiry now searches against item description (triplets).

•

Added Expected Extended cost to the Costing window in PO receiving
to reduce errors.

•

Added transaction count by transaction effect code to GL Summary
Listing.

Purchasing
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Warehouse Management
•

Order Release Estimate function can create a file of suggested
transfers to replenish picking locations.

•

Add the warehouse to the Pick Batch Inquiry panel.

•

When sorting a pick ticket by location without “Print All,” pickable
items with blank locations should appear first. With "Print All", those
items should still appear first but unpickable items (which also don't
have a location) should print last.

•

Convert pick ticket print to use single printer file so that all three
order types can be printed as a single, sorted batch.

•

Warehouse Transfers options automate the process of determining
what merchandise to move between your warehouses and stores. The
Warehouse Transfers options are accessible from the Inventory
Control menu.

•

Two fields in the Web profile define how many Product Groups and
Subgroups to display, per line.

•

Web Store Designer – a PC browser based interface that lets you
preview your page designs as you work.

•

OP! Extended Description editor supports word-wrap, cut and paste,
and spell check.

•

Revised the Search so that if the search word keyed in is an exact
match of one SKU, go directly to the detail page for that Item.

Web Store

Work With Files
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•

Added two positioning fields to the Ship Via Zones Inquiry so that
you can position using the Originating From zip code (first 5
characters) and the SCF Code (first 3 characters).

•

When viewing an Item’s Quantity on Hand (Item Master option 13,
Item Quantities On Hand window), you can now use option 8 (Locn
Master Dsp) to access the Location Display window to view an Item’s
Picking, Putaway and Receiving locations.

•

Added limit to tax to county/local rate file. Change tax calculation to
find Total Taxable per ship-to, and then calculate tax.

Enhancements Release 4.0.2
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•

Denied illogical combinations in Coupon Maintenance. Within a single
key type, all key codes must either be Required or Denied, no
combinations allowed where some key codes are required and others
are denied. This logically associates Required/Denied flag with key
type, not key code even though the database wasn't designed that
way.

•

Remove e-mail flag from profile inquiry, maintenance, audit, and print
programs, and replaced them with E-Mail Classes.
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Activity Tracking Roundtable
Using Activity Tracking to track…
Item discrepancies, such as empty locations found during the pick process.
Customer follow-ups and reminders, such as…
•

birthdays

•

anniversaries

•

call backs

Create Activities in bulk to handle outbound telemarketing, such as…
•

1st time customers

•

outbound marketing calls for new products offered or special
upsell offers

•

anything else you may need a call back list for

Short paid order follow-ups
AR account balance follow-ups
PO pricing difference follow-ups, also PO receiving issues
Anything else you want to handle but not let fall through the cracks,
such as…
•

catalog misprints or incorrect wording

•

calling someone back

•

buying a gift for someone

Customer complaints where you want someone specific to handle the problem

ORDER POWER! Users Group 2002
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Warehouse Management Enhancements
New Warehouse Parameters

Directed Putaway
Setup requirements for Directed Putaway:
•

Dimensions and (optional) weight for Receiving and Stocking units of measure

•

Dimensions and (optional) weight for locations which allow putaway

•

Storage Codes for items and locations (optional)

Pick Replenishment
Setup requirements for Pick Replenishment:
•

Minimum/Maximum quantity for picking location(s)

Warehouse Replenishment
Setup requirements for Pick Replenishment:
•

Minimum/Maximum quantity for Item/Warehouse (8=Qtys)

Cycle Counting
Setup requirements for Cycle Counting:
•

Cycle count codes

ORDER POWER! Users Group 2002
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Manifesting and Rate shopping
Setup
Shipping/Handling Calculation Method 8, Rate Shop by Segment is available for Ship Via
Codes only. Set up a generic Ship Via in ORDER POWER! and select method 8 as your
shipping/handling calculation method. Think of this as a shipping header record, when this
Ship Via is selected, ORDER POWER! will then use the actual Ship Vias you have defined
under freight/rate shop groups to determine the cheapest rate.
For example, you could set up a generic overnight Ship Via code and then define the
freight/rate groups to shop as Fed Ex, UPS overnight, RPS air, and Airborne. When you
enter the order in Order Entry, and use the generic overnight ship via code,
ORDER POWER! will rate shop all the Ship Vias defined (behind the scenes), and select
the cheapest one to use. The detail lines will be changed to reflect the selected ship via
and the shipping/handling dollars will be distributed to the detail lines
OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT * CO# 001
Ship Via Update

Description
Rate Shop
Allow COD Tender
Tender N
?Manifest Code

Ship Via
RSP

.
.

Clippership Carrier
Barcode Ship Via OP

?Shipper type: (Used for package tracking)
Ship Zone Calculation Method Characters of Zip 3
State
N
Country
N

.

?Shipping/Handling Calculation Method
8
Chart Id
?Alternate Method
Chart Id
AddAmt/Pct
Add-On Charge
Override all Shipping/Handling Calculation Methods Y
Shipping Message
Rate Shop During
During Ord Rel N
URL Address
Delete
F1=Help F3=Exit F4=?List F12=Cancel
Ship Via Update panel must use Shipping/Handling Calculation Method “8,”
Rate Shop by Segment (figure 1)

.
.
.
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OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT * CO# 001
Shipping/Handling
g Calculation Methods
Shipping/Handlin
1=Select 2=Change
Method

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Item Shipping/Handling (Use Item Pricing Maintenance)
Ship Via Weights/Rates (Use Weight/Rate Maintenance)
Merchandise $
% of Merchandise Dollar
Quantity of Items
Flat Charge
(Use AddAdd-On Charge)
Country/State Weights/Rates
Rate Shop by Segment

F1=Help F3=Exit F12=Cancel F21=Print List
Shipping/Handling Calculation Methods selection panel (figure 2)

Rate shopping using ORDER POWER!(Non-Logistics Pro)
Position To :

OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT * CO# 001
Ship Via Inquiry

Show Delete : .

2=Change 5=Display 6=Freight/Rate Ship Groups

Method
Manifest
Zip State Country
Code
Del
3
N
N
3
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
UPS
N
N
UPS
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
More...
F1=Help F3=Exit F6=Create F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd F10=Top F12=Cancel F18=Bot F21=Print
The Freight/Rate Ship Groups option only appears using ORDER POWER!
(Non-Logistics Pro) Rate shopping (figure 3)
Ship Via
Via
OPF
OPR
ORS
OVN
OV2
PO
PRI
PRM
PU
PUP
P01
P02
P03
P04
P43

2

Description
OP Freight Rate
OP Rate Shop in OE
OE Rate Shop
Overnite
Overnite 2
po
test dr 32825 cci
Mary Max - Priority Mail
Customer PickPick-Up
National Bridal Counter Sale
USPS First Class Regular
USPS First Class Presort
USPS First Class Priority
USPS Express ( PO to Address )
USPS Intra?BMC Machinable

Manifesting and Rate Shopping
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Position To :
2=Change 5=Di
Ship Via
OPF
6
OPR
ORS
OVN
OV2
PO
PRI
PRM
PU
PUP
P01
P02
P03
P04
P43

D
O
O
O
O
O
p
t
M
C
N
U
U
U
U
U

OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT * CO# 001
Pstn :
OPR
OP Rate Shop in OE
2=Change
Opt

Ship Via
AIR
BLU
CTC
UL1
UPG
UPS

F1=Help
F10=Top

Freight/Rate
Freight/Rate Groups

Description
Airborne
UPS Blue Label
CTC Dist SVCS ship via USP
UPS Next Day Letter
UPS Ground Svr
UPS Ground

Bottom
F3=Exit
F7=Backward F8=Forward
F6=Create
F12=Cancel F18=Bottom F21=Print

F1=Help F3=Exi
Freight/Rate Groups Inquiry window (figure 4)

In Order Entry to view the selected Ship Via, on the Total panel press F4 on the ?S/H
(shipping/handling) field. Say N(o) to rate shop and you will see what Ship Vias were
selected by segment and the dollars charged.

Order #
115683
Customer #
2782
Jolly Rogers
Tender $
Tender Numb
Auth for Release Appro
Ship Complete
N Y/N
Hold
N Y/N
Apply Discount
Merchandise
25.000 Lbs. ?S/H

OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT * CO# 001
Display how Shipping/Handling was Calculated
Ship To
2782 Jolly Rogers
Ship Via
BLU OP Rate Shop in OE
Warehouse
MIA
Requested 2/15/02
Customer Class EMP Employee
Employees
s
Media
MISC
Miscellaneous Media Code
Total Merchandise
15.75
Qty
Zone
1.000
Total Weight
25.000 Days in Transit

Miscellaneous
?Discount
Method For Calculation 8 Rate Shop by Segment
Country Tax
Taken from the Ship Via Code File
Sales Tax
Total
Total Shipping/Handling
1.50
Total Amount
Amount Tendered
F1=Help F2=Unprotect
F1=Help F3=Exit F6=List Items F12=Cancel
F15=Orders
F16=Cust
Enter=Next Segment
Shipping/Handling Calculations display window in Order Entry (figure 5)

Also available in Order Entry:
If you have defined in your on Company Profile panel 4.5:
Rate Shopping ..... D 'A'utomatic,'D'isplay choices,'N'ot used
When you enter an order, and ORDER POWER! determines that this order is an order
than can be shipped complete, on the totals panel you may do an press F4 on the ?S/H
(shipping/handling) field to display a window asking if you want to rate shop. If you answer
Y(es), then Order Entry will shop all defined Ship Vias, and display the shipping charges,
in dollar order.
ORDER POWER! Users Group 2002
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Rate shopping using Logistics PRO
When using Logistics Pro, you will set up your service levels in Logistics Pro, and then
assign them to the OP! Ship Via you create. When entering an order in Order Entry using
this Ship Via, ORDER POWER! calls the Logistics Pro program to rate shop the selected
service level and return the cheapest rate. The detail lines will be changed to reflect the
selected Ship Via and the shipping/handling dollars will be distributed to the detail lines.
OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT * CO# 001
Ship Via Update
Ship Via
LPR
LPR
Description
Log Pro Rate Ship in OE
Allow COD Tender N
Clippership Carrier
?Manifest Code
Barcode Ship Via
?Logistic Pro Carrier
?Service Level
?Shipper type: (Used for package tracking)
Ship Zone Calculation Method Characters of Zip
State
Country

.
.
.

LP
BST

.

3
N
N

?Shipping/Handling Calculation Method
8
Chart Id
?Alternate Method
Chart Id
AddAmt/Pct
Add-On Charge
Override all Shipping/Handling Calculation Methods Y
Shipping Message
Rate Shop During Ord Rel N
URL Address
Delete
F1=Help F3=Exit F4=?List F12=Cancel
The Service Level must be defined in Log pro (figure 6)

In Order Entry to view the selected ship via, on the total panel press F4 on the ?S/H
(shipping/handling) field. Say N(o) to rate shop and you will see which Ship Vias were
selected by segment and the dollars charged.

Order #
115681
Customer #
2782
Jolly Rogers
Tender
Tender Numb
Tender $
Auth for Release Appro
Ship Complete
N Y/N
Hold
N Y/N
Apply Discount
Merchandise
25.000 Lbs. ?S/H
Miscellaneous
?Discount
Country Tax
Sales Tax
Total
Total Amount Tendered
F1=Help F2=Unprotect
F15=Orders
F16=Cust

OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT * CO# 001
Display how Shipping/Handling was Calculated
Ship To
2782 Jolly Rogers
AIR Log Pro Rate Ship in OE
Ship Via
Warehouse
LPW
Requested 2/15/02
Customer Class EMP Employees
Media
MISC
Miscellaneous Media Code
Media
Total Merchandise
15.75
Qty
1.000
Zone
Total Weight
25.000 Days in Transit
Method For Calculation 8 Rate Shop by Segment
Taken from the Ship
Ship Via Code File
Total Shipping/Handling

9.62

F1=Help F3=Exit F6=List Items F12=Cancel
Enter=Next Segment

Shipping/Handling Calculations display window in Order Entry (figure 7)
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Order Entry Enhancements
Item Shipping Restrictions
You now have the ability to define shipping restrictions at the item level. The conditions
can be based on Country, State, Zip Code ranges, Customer#, Customer Class and Ship Via.
As you are defining the restriction, you can choose to Deny (Item will not be included in
Order), Warning (gives operator the option to override and select item at entry time) or
Hold (item will be added to the order but the order will be held).

Item Assisted Search
Allows the same kind of search common to web pages, where you may be able to look for
items that met the search criteria.

Promotions
These are a subset of the ORDER POWER! Coupons, this feature will automatically show a
list of available promotional offers if the order met the promotion conditions. The same
options and conditions available to coupons apply to the promotions.

Daily Specials
The Media function can now be used to offer Daily Specials in Order Entry. Order Entry
looks for the most recently dated Daily Special, and if the End Date has not passed, will
display a list of the Daily Special items for selection. There will not always be an active
daily special. No two Daily Specials are allowed to have the same start date.
The Items displayed will, depending on the Limit Daily Specials to previously ordered
Product Groups field, may be limited to Items that belong to Product Groups from which
the customer has previously purchased. However, a function key will display all of the
Items. If the customer has not previously purchased from any Product Group, it will be
offered all the Daily Special items.

ORDER POWER! Users Group 2002
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Enhanced Security
ORDER POWER! uses four Security Events to give you finer control over the transactions
of users. Unlike Security Groups, a Security Event is not used to absolutely restrict
access to a program. Instead, it allows you to use Security Groups to establish password
control and/or dollar limits on certain transactions for the specified group. Different
limits can then be set for different groups.
The four types of transaction you can control are:
• AR1
AR Credit transaction maximum amount
• HO1
Can't remove from hold if merchandise amount exceeds
• PO1
PO will not print if total amount exceeds
• PR1
Can't change the price if the difference exceeds

Automatic Over Crediting Prevention
Order Entry will check if an over crediting condition occurs during the creation of a credit
memo that references a shipped order. The checking will take into account not only the
credit memo being created but also any previous credit memos that reference the same
order. The operator will be able to accept or reject the credit memo line that caused the
over crediting condition.

Gift Orders
If you want to send the same Item to a number of people in your Ship-To list (Address
Book), simply key in that item number and order quantity on the Item Entry line and
before pressing Enter to add the line to the order, press F11=Ship-To’s. This action will
result in the display of a window containing all the Ship-To Customers associated with the
Ordering Customer.
The Order Entry operator can then select as many Ship-To's as desired and after
pressing Enter, an order line with the item originally keyed in is automatically added to the
order for every selected Ship-To.

2
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ORDER POWER! Web Store Designer
Every Web Store has a Content and a Personality setting which you select on Web Store
Profile Update panel 4. As you create different themes for holidays, sales, etc., you can
save these settings to reuse in the future.
You must create Content and Personality files and the Default settings for all web pages
on the iSeries 400 within ORDER POWER!, (which we loving refer to as the “Green
screen”). However, you can customize each individual page’s template using either the
green screen or the Web Store Designer – a PC browser based interface that lets you
preview your page designs as you work.

Pstn :

OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT * CO# 001
Web Store Profile Maintenance
Maintenance

Show Delete : N

2=Change 5=Display 6=Demographics 7=Tenders 8=Ship Vias 9=Start 10=End
11=Meta11=Meta-Tags 12=Import Ref Info 15=Web Comment Codes 16=Display
16=Display Sequences
17=Asst. Search Prompts 18=Coupons 19=Shipping Warehouses 20=Config. Module
Web
Opt Store
Description
IP Address
Del
1
Techwriter Web Store
100.100.100.36
2
Armando's test site -Please don't change
100.100.100.39
3
Tressallure
100.100.100.48
5
Demo Store
100.100.100.78
6
Gary's Web Site
100.100.100.39
20
7
Joyce Test Site
100.100.100.44
9
Navy
100.100.100.48
Navy Test WebStore

Bottom

F1=Help F3=Exit F6=Create F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd F10=Top F12=Cancel F18=Bot F21=Print
Web Store Profile Maintenance panel option 20, Configuration Module

The Web Store Designer launches, and displays in the Internet Explorer window
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Content
Web Page Content is the feature that allows you to customize the text in certain areas
and the banners that appear on the edges of your Web Store. By default, if you do not
specify otherwise, each Web Store uses its original generic settings, or settings that you
have specified in the Default settings for all web pages.

Selecting to change the Media Code Entry Prompt on the Web Store Designer

2
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Personality
One of the most powerful ways you can customize your Web Store, is using the
Personalities option. This gives you the ability to control the appearance certain HTML
tags on your Web Store. By default, if you do not specify otherwise, each Web Store uses
its original generic settings, or settings that you have specified in the Default settings
for all web pages. ORDER POWER! allows you to change the fonts, colors, and text on
many of the Web Store’s pages.

Selecting to change the Left Banner Buttons on the Web Store Designer

Selecting to change the Background color on the Left Banner Buttons
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What a great way to choose colors!

No more guessing, referencing and hoping. The ORDER POWER! Internet-Safe WYSISYG
(What You See Is What You Get) Color picker lets you choose from hundreds of colors.

ORDER POWER! Internet-Safe WYSISYG Color picker

4
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File / Directory placement
The table below describes the correct placement of files using various file sharing
scenarios:
HTML

HTI

IMAGES

Cross Application
(multi-company)

op\c\html

op\c\hti

n/a

Company Specific

op\xxxc\html

op\xxxc\hti

op\xxxc\img

Web Store Specific

op\xxxyc\html

op\xxxyc\hti

n/a

…where xxx=company y=Web Store #

Examples:
•

If your Web Store number 5 (in Company 1) uses a particular home page that is not
needed by any of your other sites, the path might be: op\0015c\html\home5.htm .

•

If all your Web Stores share a common top banner, the path might be:
op\001c\hti\top_ban.hti .

See the diagram on the following page.
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ORDER POWER! Web Store
AS400 Database

I. F. S.

OP
001C
HTML
HTI
MAC
IMG
0011C
CSS
MAC
HTML
HTI

Personality
File Data

Content File
Data

OP Web Store
Designer

OP Web Store
Programs

Working with Structured (Extended) Searches
Current release (4.0.2)
Prior to Release 4.0 Enh 2
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Assisted (Structured) Searches
A Structured Search gives your order-takers and web shoppers the ability to search for
Items based on search criteria that are predefined by you. This type of search combines
logic with suggestion to help your shoppers find what they like. Based on the Product
Group, the Web Store displays Extended Search page to offer various secondary criteria
related to that group.
OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT - CO# 001
Assisted Search Values Update
Prompt Heading

PET SIZE

Box Content

Medium

Pet Size

Minimum Value

.

Maximum Value

.

"ALL VALUE" Option N

Y/N

Default

Y/N

N

Sequence #

3

F1=Help F3=Exit F12=Cancel
Search Prompt Possibilities Update panel

Delete .

Search Column Headings

Search Column Values in a
dropdown box

Extended Search page

ORDER POWER! Users Group 2002
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To create an Extended Search for a Product Group
1. Define the Search Column Headings
Repeat this procedure once for each Heading you want to appear for a particular
Product Group. You can combine dropdown lists and check boxes as you see fit.
2. Define the Search Column Values
Repeat this procedure once for each Column Value you want to appear for a
particular Column Headings.
3. Set up the Items for Extended Search
Repeat this procedure once for each Column Heading/Value pair you want to return a
particular Item when the shopper performs an Extended Search.
4. Assign Search Columns to a Web Store
Choose the Column Headings that you want to appear on a for an Extended Search
for a selected Web Store.

Using Assisted Search in Order Entry

This window displays the Default Values for each prompt that you defined on Search
Prompt Possibilities Update. Initially, ORDER POWER! displays only those prompts that
are not associated with a specific Product Group.
OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT * CO# 001
Order #
115119
O
Customer #
9473
Item Assisted Search
CSI'S FAVORITE CUSTOMER
---------------------------?Product Group: PETS
PETS
Qty Item
All Company
Search
Column
PETCOLOR
PET SIZE
PET TYPE

?Search
Value
Green
All Sizes
ALL TYPES

---------------------------Qua
?Item / Search Words
Words
F1=Help F2=Unprotect F3=Ex
F12=Cncl F13=Prc Media F14=C
F19=Qty Available F20=Total
Item Assisted Search window

.

.
.
.

Bottom
F1=Help F3=Exit F4=?List F12=Cancel

If you want to choose Items from a specific Product Group, type the user-defined code
for that group in the Product Group field, then press Enter, otherwise leave that field
blank. In each applicable Search Column field, press F4 (?List) to see all the Search
Values you have defined for that prompt. Type 1 (Select) beside the Search Value that
describes what you are looking for, then press Enter to bring that Value back to Item
Assisted Search window.
8
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Setting up

OP! Correspondence/MS Word Interface
The MS Word Interface allows you to compose letters in MS Word for Accounts
Receivable, Order Entry, Purchase Orders and Credit Card declines. Each letter is based
on a template, created by you. You define the information you want to draw from the
ORDER POWER! database to create a custom letter including real-time information
relating to the order, purchase order or customer account.

OP! Correspondence/MS Word Interface
The MS Word Interface is available from Accounts Receivable,
Order Entry, Purchase Orders and for Credit Card Declines. You
create a master document that defines the information you want to
draw from the ORDER POWER! database. Real-time information
relating to the order, purchase order, customer account or credit
card may be available, depending which type of letter you are working
with. You can create as many letters of each type as you need for
each workstation.

You must be set
up for WORD (MS Word for
ORDER POWER!) to use
the OP! Correspondence/
MS Word Interface.
See the “ORDER POWER!
PC Applications User Guide”
for instructions on setting up
PC applications.

These procedures requires the user have some (minimal) knowledge of Windows. For
detailed and complete instructions on formatting documents using MS Word, please refer
to the documentation from Microsoft.

Setting up OP!/MS Word documents
Follow these steps to set up OP!/MS Word documents:
•
•

Create a Document Definition
Design a Master Document

see page 2
see page 4

To work with PC Application definitions
1. From the ORDER POWER! Main Menu, select: Work with Files Î PC
Application Interface to display the PC Application Interface Inquiry
panel.
2. On the PC Application Interface Inquiry panel, type 6 (Applications)
beside the workstation you want to work with, then press Enter to
display the PC Application Interface Detail Inquiry window (figure 1).
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OP! Correspondence

1

Pstn :
2=C
Opt

6

OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT - CO# 001
PC Application Interface Inquiry

PC Application Interface Detail Inquiry
DSP108*
CSIUSER's
CSIUSER's PC
Pstn :
2=Change 5=Display 6=Documents
Opt Code
CRSTL
CRSTL
IEXPL
IMAGE
WORD
XDESC

.

Description
Crystal Report Applications
Internet Explorer
Display graphic image within ORDER POWER!
MS Word for ORDER POWER! letter writing
Extended Description application

F1=Help
F6=Create
F3=Exit
F12=Cancel F18=Bottom F21=Print

F7=Bkwd

F8=Fwd

Bottom
F10=Top

.
.
.
.
.

F1=H
PC Application Interface Detail Inquiry window (figure 1)

To work with OP!/MS Word documents
1. On the PC Application Interface Detail Inquiry window (figure 1), type 6
(Documents), beside the WORD application you have defined, then press
Enter to display the Correspondence Inquiry panel (figure 2).
Pstn
Pstn :

OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT - CO# 001
PC Application Interface Inquiry

Correspondence Inquiry
DSP108*
Andrea's PC
Pstn :
1=Select 2=Change 5=Display
5=Display 6=Design Letter
Opt Code Description
AR1 Accounts Receivable Letter
OE3 Order Entry Test Letter

F1=Help
F10=Top

F3=Exit
F12=Cancel

F6=Create
F18=Bottom

Template
ARLetter1.doc
OELetter1.doc

F7=Bkwd
F21=Print

F8=Fwd

Type
AR
OE

Bottom

Correspondence Inquiry panel (figure 2)

To create a new document definition
1. On the Correspondence Inquiry panel (figure 2), press F6 (Create) to
display the Correspondence Prompt panel (figure 3).
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OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT - CO# 001
Correspondence Prompt

DSP108*
Andrea's PC

Correspondence Prompt

.

F1=Help F3=Exit F12=Cancel
Correspondence Prompt panel (figure 3)

1a. Type a user-defined code for the document template you are defining,
then press Enter to display the Correspondence Update panel (figure 4).
To change a document definition
1. On the Correspondence Inquiry panel (figure 2), type 2 (Change), beside
the document definition you want to work with, then press Enter to
display the Correspondence Update panel (figure 4).
OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT - CO# 001
Correspondence Update

DSP108*
Andrea's PC
Correspondence #
Description

OE1
Order Entry

From Template

OPOP-OEletter.doc

.
.
.
.
.

From PC Directory
C:\
\OPDOCS
C:
View/Print Mode

1

?Letter Type

OE

Add to audit

N

1=View Only 2=Print Only 3=View/Print
.

Order
Order Audit
F1=Help F3=Exit F4=?List
F4=?List F12=Cancel
Correspondence Update panel (figure 4)

.
Delete .

2. Complete these fields:
Description

Type a descriptive name to identify the document, then press Enter to
update the document definition.
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From Template

Type the name of the correspondence document template you have
created. Instructions for creating a correspondence template can be
found in “ORDER POWER! PC Applications Users Guide.”
From PC Directory

Type the complete Windows path where the correspondence template is
located.
View/Print Mode

Type a code to indicate what you want ORDER POWER! to do after
creating the Word document.

1=View Only – display the Word document
2=Print Only – print the Word document
3=View/Print – display and print the Word document
?Letter Type

Type the OP letter type. (This determines which database fields will be
used to populate the letter.)

AR
CCC
CCD
CCH
OE
PO

Accounts Receivable
Credit Card - Order Cancelled
Credit Card Declined
Credit Card - Order Held
Order Entry
Purchase Order

Add to audit

Type Y(es) or N(o) to indicate whether or not you want to add an audit
record. The type of record depends on the letter type:

AR
OE
PO

Accounts Receivable
Order Entry
Purchase Order

3. Press Enter to update the document definition.
To design an OP! letter Master Document
1. On Correspondence Inquiry panel (figure 2), type 6 (Design Letter)
beside the letter you want to work with, then press Enter. ORDER
POWER! will launch MS Word, displaying a master document, already
loaded with the database connection for the appropriate letter type.

4
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Insert Merge Field button on
the Mail Merge toolbar
Document name and path
you specified on the
Correspondence Update
panel (figure 4).

OP! Word Interface displays a new Master Document (figure 5)

If you are creating a new Master Document, a message in the body of the
document will remind you how to begin. If you are updating an existing
Master Document, ORDER POWER! will open it for you.
2. In the Master Document, type the text that you want to appear in every
form letter (see the sample Accounts Receivable letters on pages 6
and 7).
3. Insert merge fields where you want to merge names, addresses, and
other data from the data source. To insert a merge field, click in the
main document, click the Insert Merge Field button on the Mail Merge
toolbar, and then click the field name you want. Remember that when
the actual data is inserted into the letter, it may be shorter or longer
than the Merge Field , so the line wraps may change.
4. After you complete the Master Document and insert all of the merge
fields you want to use, click Save on the File menu.
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Sample Accounts Receivable Master Document

Computer
Solutions,
Inc.

February 25, 2002

«BILLING_CUSTOMER_NAME»
«BILLING_COMPANY_NAME»
«BILLING_ADDRESS_LINE_1»
«BILLING_CITY», «BILLING_STATE» «BILLING_ZIP_CODE»

Subject: Account Past Due
Dear Customer,
This letter is to advise you that as of today, we have still not received your payment of
$«GROSS_BALANCE_DUE_FORMATTED» which is now at least 60 days past due. The last payment we
received from you was $«LAST_TENDER_AMOUNT_FORMATTED» on
«LAST_PAYMENT_DATE_FORMATTED».
If there is some problem we are unaware of, please contact Lynne in our Accounts Receivable Department at
your earliest convenience.
The phone number is:

305-558-7000

Please disregard this notice if your payment is actually in the mail. If we do not hear from you, we expect you
will remit your payment to us in 10 days to maintain your good credit …otherwise we know some guys from
South Beach, and they aren’t too nice.
Sincerely,

The CSI Credit Counseling Staff

6
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Sample Accounts Receivable letter

Computer
Solutions,
Inc.

February 25, 2002

Mr. Delinquent Customer
Acme SlowPay, Inc.
1313 N.W. 13th Street
Miami, FL 33015

Subject: Account Past Due
Dear Customer,
This letter is to advise you that as of today, we have still not received your payment of $1,318.42 which is now
at least 60 days past due. The last payment we received from you was $122.98 on 11/26/01.
If there is some problem we are unaware of, please contact Lynne in our Accounts Receivable Department at
your earliest convenience.
The phone number is:

305-558-7000

Please disregard this notice if your payment is actually in the mail. If we do not hear from you, we expect you
will remit your payment to us in 10 days to maintain your good credit …otherwise we know some guys from
South Beach, and they aren’t too nice.
Sincerely,

The CSI Credit Counseling Staff

ORDER POWER!
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Financial Enhancements & Balancing
Debit Memo(s):
Debit Memo’s were created to advise the vendor that you would be short paying an invoice
because you have been short shipped on a purchase order.
To accomplish this task, first a debit memo purchase order will be created by referencing
the original purchase order. The items, quantity, amount and notes (if necessary) will be
added to the debit memo purchase order. This debit memo purchase order can be printed
and mailed to the vendor.
In accounts payable when selecting the purchase order to be paid, a window of the debit
memo(s) referenced to the purchase order will be displayed for selection.
When the check is being printed, the debit memo will print out on the check stub or the
remittance advice.
Debit memo(s) cannot be received and are closed when they are attached to an invoice in
accounts payable.

Remittance Advice:
“Remittance Advices” were created to print the check stub information on 8 ½ x 11 sheets
of paper.
There are two different ways “Remittance advices” can be used. The “Remittance Advice”
set up is in the accounts payable profile. “Remittance Advices” can be set up to always
print, or only print the overflow (which can be defined) or not print at all. A user-defined
note can also be printed on the check stub when “Remittance Advice” is activated.

Inventory/GL Comparison:
Report for reconciling general ledger inventory account with inventory activity. If
inventory extended value (quantity * average/standard cost) out of balance with its
general ledger balance, it identifies which Items are out of balance and the amount.
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Coupons, Promotions, Daily Specials,
Gift Certificates and Styles
Coupons

A discount ticket usually found in an advertisement or flier that can
be used in Order Entry.
•
•

Promotions

A coupon that shows up in Order Entry Automatically.
•
•

Daily Specials

Setting up Coupons
Using Coupons in Order Entry

Setting up Promotions
Using Promotions in Order Entry

A list of items suggested in Order Entry to cross-sell for a specific
time period.
•
•

Setting up Daily Special
Using Daily Special in Order Entry

Gift Certificates – A saleable item purchased as a gift for a recipient that can be later
redeemed in Order Entry.
•
•
•
Styles –

Setting up Gift Certificates
Ordering Gift Certificates
Redeeming Gift Certificates

ORDER POWER! will automatically generate multiple items that are
needed to track articles sold in various predetermined variations
(example: Size, Color), rather than requiring you to manually define
each item for every variation you have.
•
•
•

Generating Style Items
Posting Style Items
Maintaining Styles
- Item Pricing
- Item Extended Description
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Setting up E-mail in ORDER POWER!
When setting up users for e-mail in Work with Directory Entries (WRKDIRE), you need to
tell the system if you are using the AS/400 for e-mail or if you are using the PC to receive
e-mail.
Work with
with Directory Entries
Type options, press Enter.
1=Add
2=Change
4=Remove
6=Print details
5=Display details
7=Rename
8=Assign different ID to description
9=Add another description
Opt User ID
ANDREA
ARMANDO
BONNIE
CONNIE
CSI
DARREN
DAVID
DEBBIE
ERNIE
FERDINAN
GARY
GENEM
F3=Exit
F12=Cancel

Address

Description

99999999
99999999
99999999
99999999
99999999
99999999
99999999
99999999
99999999
99999999
99999999
99999999

Andrea Bentley
Armando Someillan
Bonnie Rogers
CONNIE
CSI User
Darren D'cunha
David Scorca
Debbie Vernon
Ernie Smith
Ferdinand Ysibido
Gary Winstel
Gene
Gene Monroe

.

More...
F5=Refresh
F9=Work with nicknames
F11=Sort by description
F13=Work with departments F17=Position to
F24=More keys

Select 2 to change the user and page down until you get to the following panel:
Change Directory Entry
User ID/Address . . . . :

BONNIE

99999999

Type changes, press Enter.
Mail service level . .

1

For choice 9=Other mail service:
Field name . . . .
Preferred address . . .

1

Address type . . . .
For choice =Other preferred address:
Field name . . . .
F3=Exit
F4=Prompt
F5=Refresh
F19=Change name for SMTP

1=User index
2=System message store
4=Lotus Domino
9=Other mail service
F4 for list
1=User ID/Address
2=O/R name
3=SMTP name
9=Other preferred address
F4 for list
F4 for list

More...
F12=Cancel
F18=Display location details
F22=Remove name for SMTP

If you are using the AS/400 to receive e-mail, then set the Mail service level = 1, for user
index.
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If you are using the PC to receive e-mail, then set the Mail service level = 2, for System
message store.
Some E-mail setup tips: If your users are using a green screen for e-mail, and you wish to
have them be able to directly respond to e-mail that is sent, from the AS/400 Main Menu,
and select Office tasks > OfficeVision for AS/400:
Administration
Select one of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Work with Office users
Work with access codes
Permit others to handle mail/filed documents
Work with objects by owner
Work with office files
Work with library descriptions file
Work with text index
Directory
Directory commands

Bottom

Selection or command
===>
F3=Exit

F4=Prompt

F9=Retrieve

F12=Cancel

F19=Display messages

.
.

On the Administration Menu, select 1, Work with Office Users.
Select Option 2 (Change) by the user name you wish to change:
Work with Office Users
Type options, press Enter.
1=Enroll Office user
2=Change
2=Change
4=Delete from system
10=Remove from Office
11=Remove from Office and directory ...
Opt User ID

Office
Administrator Description

Address

BONNIE
99999999
FERDINAN 99999999
STAN
99999999

F3=Exit
F5=Refresh
F23=More options

2
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Y
Y
Y

F12=Cancel

Bonnie Rogers
Ferdinand Ysibido
Stan Galper

F17=Position to

.

Bottom
F19=Display messages

ORDER POWER! Users Group 2002

On the Change Enrollment screen, select option 4, to change Environment information:
Change Enrollment
User
User ID/Address . . . . . . :

BONNIE

Select one of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

All of the following options in se
sequence
quence
Office user information
System information
Enrollment information
Directory information
Environment
Environment information
Calendar information
Distribution list membership
Authorization to access codes
Permission to handle mail/filed documents
documents

Selection
F3=Exit

.
F12=Cancel

F19=Display messages

Change the Allow Internet Addressing field to Y(es).
Change Environment Information
User ID/Address . . . . . . . . :

BONNIE

99999999

Type choices, press Enter.
Copy from . . . . . . . . . . .
Message notification within
Office . . . . . . . . . . .

User ID/Address
F4 for list
4

Current library . . . . . . . .
Initial directory . . . . . . .
Default folder . . . . . . . .

*CRTDFT

Word processing choice . . . .

1

New Mail Indicator . . . . . .
Allow Internet addressing . . .

1
Y

F3=Exit

F4=Prompt

F5=Refresh

BONNIE

F12=Cancel

1=Never, 2=Notify
3=Interrupt, 4=Same
*CRTDFT, name
Name, F4 for list

.
Name, F4 for list
1=Standard or
PC Text Assist
2=Adapted
1=New, 2=Unopened
Y=Yes, N=No
Bottom
F19=Display messages

Receive Undeliverable E-mail:
If you are using the AS/400 as your e-mail server and want to be sure to capture all
e-mail that comes to your domain name. IE: the address the e-mail is being sent to is
bonny@csiflorida.com but this is not the correct spelling of the person’s name or is not a
valid e-mail address. You don’t want the e-mail returned as undeliverable, still want to
receive the e-mail.
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Set up a user profile for user QNONDELI for non-delivery e-mail user id. Set them up so
that their Initial menu is *SIGNOFF. Next set up directory entry for user QNONDELI
and add a second Microsoft Outlook or Netscape Messenger user with the e-mail address
you defined for user QNONDELI and have Outlook check for e-mail to this address as
well.
See e-mail documentation on setting up users and directory entries.

New Feature of E-mail class/type: Override User ID to send e-mail
E-mail class now offers the ability to send out e-mail with another e-mail address as your
from e-mail address. IE: When your shippers send out the packages and you want the
customer to receive e-mail notification that the package was sent, but you don’t want the
shipper’s e-mail address as the from e-mail. For each e-mail class/type, you may specify
the user id of the person who’s e-mail address you want as the from user. This can be a
generic, non-active user, if you so choose. The only rules for the users are that both the
user who is shipping and the user id you specify to use as the from e-mail address MUST
both be set up for e-mail. If you want, the user id you specify to use as the from e-mail
address, does not need to be able to sign on, set their Initial menu is *SIGNOFF, as long
as they are set up for e-mail.

EE-mail Class BON
EORSHP
E-mail Type

Lago Mar Catalog Company
EE-mail Class/Type Detail Update
Bonnie's EE-mail class
Order Was Shipped

Send ee-mail to orderedordered-by customer

Subject line for the ee-mail
Override User ID to send ee-mail

Y

Your Order has Shipped short message
Blank = Runtime User

Where is the document located
A
If "I", what is the document name
F1=Help F3=Exit F12=Cancel

Note:

4

Y/N

I = In folder QDLS/OPEMAIL, A = AS/400
.
Delete

This document refers to IBM OS 4.5. The screens vary somewhat for
other versions of OS.

Setting E-mail in ORDER POWER!
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Technical Concepts
Integrated File System (IFS)
The iSeries 400 has a DOS-like hierarchical file system. ORDER POWER! creates
folders (directories) in the IFS to contain objects used by the IBM HTTP Server,
for use by Web Stores which are hosted on the iSeries 400. Other folders hold
objects used by the ORDER POWER! Word, Excel, and Image interfaces to
Personal Computers.
Networked PC’s access the iSeries 400’s folders with Microsoft’s Netserver
technology, which is a basic function of all Microsoft operating systems as well as
the iSeries 400’s.
The objects contained in Physical Source files QBAHTISRC (base system HTML),
QCSHTISRC (custom HTML), QBAMACSRC (Net.Data Macros) and QCSMACSRC
(custom macros) are copied by ORDER POWER! installation programs to IFS
folders. The folder system used by ORDER POWER! supports multiple companies,
and multiple Web Stores within each company:
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Web Store Folders
Top level Web Store folder

OP

Base system - all companies, all stores

BAS
HTI

HTML Includes (banners, buttons)

LOGS

Server Logs

MAC

Net.Data Macros
User customization for all companies, all stores

C
HTI

HTML Includes (State/Country drop-down lists, banners, buttons)

HTML

Static HTML pages

MAC

Net.Data Macros
User customization for Company 001, all stores

001C
HTI

HTML Includes (banners, buttons)

HTML

Static HTML pages

IMG

IMAGES (.JPG, .GIF)

MAC

Net.Data Macros
User customization for Company 001, Store 1

0011C
CSS

Cascading Style Sheets (Fonts/Colors from store’s “Personality”)

HTI

Includes (Text, banners, buttons, metatags from store’s “Contents”)

HTML

Static HTML pages

MAC

Net.Data Macros

ENHx/CORx

2

Enhancements & Corrections

HTI

HTML Includes (banners, buttons)

MAC

Net.Data Macros

Technical Concepts
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PC Applications
The following folders are also created in the IFS for ORDER POWER!
PC applications:
BROKER INSTALL Contains installable media for a “broker” program which runs
on a PC, and which “listens” for instructions from the iSeries
400 to initiate the other, application specific programs.

Application specific folders
BUDGET

CRYSTAL

This folder contains the G/L budgeting application. Within that
folder are three other folders:
DATA

Contains Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. The
spreadsheets have been specially formatted with
protected cells for the ORDER POWER! G/L account
number, and unprotected cells for budget data. Users will
copy the empty spreadsheet to their PC. Spreadsheets
can be automatically populated with ORDER POWER!
Accounts only, or with accounts and G/L Budget or Actual
amounts. The amounts can be modified by the user and
returned to ORDER POWER! as new budgets.

EXEC

Contains executable Visual Basic programs. The programs
run on the PC, with the iSeries 400 as the application
server. These programs move the data between the
iSeries 400 and the PC.

SRC

Contains source programs for the Visual Basic
executables.

This folder contains the Crystal Reports application. Crystal Reports
is a web-based reporting tool. A licensed copy of Crystal Reports is
not required for the reports and graphs which are delivered with
Order Power!, however a license is needed to write your own
additional reports. Within that folder are three other subdirectories:
DATA

For future use. Currently, the data is loaded real-time
from the iSeries 400 to the PC through an ODBC driver.

EXEC

Contains executable Crystal (.rpt) programs. These
programs run on the PC, with the iSeries 400 as the
application server. The programs display the visual data
(charts and graphs) on the PC.
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SRC
IMAGE

XDESC

WORD

4

Contains source programs for the Crystal Report
executables.

This folder contains the Image application, which displays images of
products on the PC.
DATA

For future use.

EXEC

Contains executable Visual Basic programs. These
programs run on the PC, with the iSeries 400 as the
application server. The programs display product images
on the PC.

SRC

Contains source programs for the Visual Basic
executables.

This folder contains the Extended Description application, which
allows notes and extended descriptions (Customers, Items, Vendors,
Media, Media Book, Product Group, Product Subgroup, Cross-sell
Group) to be maintained with an ORDER POWER! word processing
program which simplifies note maintenance with line wrapping and
spell checking functionality.
DATA

For future use.

EXEC

Contains executable Visual Basic programs. These
programs run on the PC, with the iSeries 400 as the
application server. The programs display the images on
the PC.

SRC

Contains source programs for the Visual Basic
executables.

This folder contains the Correspondence application, which uses the
ORDER POWER! database combined with Microsoft Word to produce
mail-merge documents.
DATA

Contains sample letters as Word Templates (.dot) which
can be copied to a PC and then modified to meet your
needs.

EXEC

Contains executable Visual Basic programs. These
programs run on the PC, with the iSeries 400 as the
application server. The programs call the Word program,
and feed the ORDER POWER! data to the template to
form a mail-merge document.

SRC

Contains source programs for the Visual Basic
executables.

Technical Concepts
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Top level PC Applications folder

OP-PC

Brok er Install

PC Client software for all PC Applications

BAS

Base software (Visual Basic & Crystal) for each PC Application
G/L Budgeting with Microsoft Excel

BUDGET
EXEC

Executable programs

DATA

Data

SRC

Source programs

CRYSTAL

Crystal Reports (Charts / Graphs)

IMAGE

Product Image displays

WORD

Microsoft Word for Correspondence

XDESC

Extended Description maintenance
Customization for all Companies

C

G/L Budgeting with Microsoft Excel

BUDGET

Crystal Reports (Charts / Graphs)

CRYSTAL
IMAGE

Product Image displays

WORD

Microsoft Word for Correspondence

XDESC

Extended Description maintenance
Customization for Company #001

001C

G/L Budgeting with Microsoft Excel

BUDGET

Crystal Reports (Charts / Graphs)
Product Image displays

CRYSTAL
IMAGE
WORD

Microsoft Word for Correspondence

XDESC

Extended Description maintenance
Enhancements & Corrections

ENHx/CORx
BUDGET

G/L Budgeting with Microsoft Excel

CRYSTAL

Crystal Reports (Charts / Graphs)

IMAGE

Product Image displays

WORD

Microsoft Word for Correspondence

XDESC

Extended Description maintenance

NewApps

Folders will be added to ENHx as new applications are developed

EXEC

Executable programs

DATA

Data

SRC

Source programs
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How to install the OP! PC Applications Broker
You need to install the ORDER POWER! PC Broker to allow ORDER POWER! to
communicate with your PC. To begin, you must have the IFS mapped as a Network
Drive.
Assign (map) a drive letter to the IFS
1. Click Start, point to Programs, and then click Windows Explorer.
2. On the Tools menu, click Map Network Drive.
3. In Path, type the path to the IFS (see your System Administrator for this
information). For example:
\\iSeries400name\root

If a password is required, Windows prompts you.
Next, you install the OP! PC Applications Broker from the IFS setup file.
Install the PC Broker
1. Close all Windows applications to avoid conflicts, etc.
2. Click Start, point to Settings, and then click Control Panel.
3. Click Add/Remove Programs to display the Add/Remove Programs
Properties dialog box, then click on the Install button.
4. Follow the instructions on screen as you would for any Windows application.
When you are prompted to browse for the path, locate the SETUP.EXE file
in the OP-PC\BrokerInstall folder in your IFS.
5. Click the SETUP.EXE file to begin installation.
During the installation, you will most likely experience several “errors” due to a
known bug in the Microsoft Package and Deployment Wizard.
(For details, see http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;en-us;Q216368)
•
If the installation tells you a new file already exists on your system,
choose Y(es) to replace the existing file with the one supplied by the
Broker.
•

If you receive any error that gives you the option to I(gnore), please do.

6. You will see a message that informs you when installation is successfully
completed.
The OP! PC Applications Broker will now start itself whenever you boot your PC.
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General Ledger Drill Down

ORDER POWER! general ledger has been enhanced
with ‘Drill Down’ features to allow the user to view the originating transactions from the
‘PGLJRL (entries from general ledger and accounts payable) and PGLTRN’ (entries from
Order Power!) files.
The new drill down feature has been imbedded in the general ledger ‘Account Transaction
History’.
There are options on the ‘Account Transaction History’ 5=Display, 6=Drill-Down, 7=JV#
and an Fll=Fold.

Pstn :
ORDERPOWER! 4.0 Corporate Name
From:
001Account Transaction History
To:
001-000000-00506
SUPPLIES - OPERATING
Opening Bal:
5=Display 6=Drill6=Drill-Down 7=JV#
Effective
Opt
Date
Description
JV#
Debits
02/24/00 test
316
200.00
200.00
02/29/00 test
317
2.00
Period's Activity
202.00
Balance
202.00
05/12/00 testing security
429
100.00
Period's Activity
100.00
Balance
302.00

1/01/00
12/31/00
.00
Credits

Bottom
F3=Exit F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd F10=Top F11=Fold F12=Cancel F18=Bottom F21=Print
Account Transaction History panel (figure 1)
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The first transaction displayed was derived from Account Payable in the ‘PGLJRL’ file.
The F11=Fold will reveal the ‘Journal Batch, Reference 1 & 2 and the Date Posted’.

Pstn :
ORDERPOWER! 4.0 Corporate Name
From:
1/01/00
001Account Transaction History
To:
12/31/00
001-000000-00506
SUPPLIES - OPERATING
Opening Bal:
.00
5=Display 6=Drill6=Drill-Down 7=JV#
Effective
Journal
Reference Reference
Date
Total
Opt
Date
Batch
#1
#2
Posted
Debit/Credit
02/24/00 LEWQUICK02
6000 H&R TRAIN
02/24/00
200.00
02/29/00 LEWQUICK03
1 KREIDMAN
02/24/00
2.00
Period's Activity
202.00
Balance
202.00
05/12/00 LEWQC01
54908 POLLACK
05/12/00
100.00
Period's Activity
100.00
Balance
302.00

Bottom
F1=Help F3=Exit F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd F10=Top F11=Fold F12=Cancel F18=Bot F21=Print
Account Transaction History panel (figure 2)

When the user enters 5=Display a window will appear showing the information below:
Pstn :
ORDERPOWER! 4.0 Corporate Name
From:
1/01/00
001Account Transaction History
To:
12/31/00
001-000000-00506
SUPPLIES - OPERATING
Opening Bal:
.00
5=Display 6=Drill6=Drill-Down 7=JV#
Effective
Journal
Reference Reference
Date
Total
Opt
Date
Batch
#1
#2
Posted
Debit/Credit
5 02/24/00 LEWQUI
02/29/00 LEWQUI
Journal Entry Display
05/12/00 LEWQC0

Batch LEWQUICK02 Quickchecks
Quickchecks
3
Seq#
JV No.
316
Source AP
Effective Date 2/24/00
Date Posted 2/24/00
Account
001001-000000-00506
Check/Wire
Check#
Debit
200.00
Credit
.00
Description test
Ref 1
6000
Ref 2 H&R TRAIN

F1=Help F3=Exit F12=Cancel
F1=Help F3=Exit F7=B
Journal Entry Display window (figure 3)
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Or, if the user enters a 6=Drill-Down from the Account Transaction History panel
(figure 2), he/she will be brought to the details of what made up the journal voucher
(entry), in this example the entry was derived from an accounts payable invoice. Below you
will find the ‘Accounts Payable Invoice History’ window:

Pstn Vnd:
6000
6000
ORDERPOWER! 4.0 Corporate Name
Pstn Inv:
Accounts Payable Invoice History
Batch
: LEWQUICK02
5=Display
Opt
5

Vendor Invoice
6000 GHI246

Description
test

Show
Show
Show

Open
Paid
Void

:
:
:

Y
Y
Y

Original
Invoice Amt Status
200.00 OPEN

Bottom
F1=Help F3=Exit F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd
F8=Fwd F10=Top F11=Fold F12=Cancel F18=Bottom
Accounts Payable Invoice History panel (figure 4)

The user can take an option ‘5=Display’ that will bring the user to invoice detail display
windows See below:

Pstn Vnd:
6000
ORDERPOWER! 4.0 Corporate Name
Pstn Inv:
Accounts Payable Invoice History
Batch
: LEWQUICK02
5=Display
Opt
5

Show Open : Y
Show Paid : Y
Show Void : Y

Invoice Display
Vendor# / Name
6000 H & R Trains, INc.
Invoice / Description
test
GHI246
Batch
LEWQUICK02
Status
Invoice Date
1/24/00
Invoice Due Date
Original Invoice Amount
200.00
Invoice Amount Due
200.00
Amount Subject to Discount
200.00
Discount Due Date
Original Discount Amount
10.00
GL Effect Date
Discount Amount Taken
Completion Date
Accounts Payable Account
001Hold
001-000000-00200
AR Interface
Purchase Journal #

OPEN
2/29/00
2/15/00
2/24/00
2/23/00
N
N
316

F3=Exit F12=Cancel F23=User
F1=H
Invoice Display window (figure 5)
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Additionally, the user can enter an ‘F11=Fold’ on the ‘Accounts Payable Invoice History’ to
display the following information:

Pstn Vnd:
6000
ORDERPOWER! 4.0 Corporate Name
Vnd:
Pstn Inv:
Accounts Payable Invoice History
Batch
: LEWQUICK02
5=Display
Invoice
Inv Due
GL Eff
Opt
Vendor Invoice
Date
Date
Date
6000 GHI246
1/24/00 2/29/00
2/24/00

Show Open : Y
Show Paid : Y
Show Void : Y
Purch Void Inv
JV#
JV# Status
316
OPEN

Bottom
F1=Help F3=Exit F7=Bkwd
F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd F10=Top F11=Fold F12=Cancel F18=Bottom
Accounts Payable Invoice History panel (figure 6)

If the user enters a ‘7=JV#’ he/she will be taken to the ‘Journal Transaction History’ to
view the complete journal voucher (entry) see below:
Pstn :
ORDERPOWER! 4.0 Corporate Name
Batch: LEWQUICK02
Journal Transaction History
Desc : Quickchecks
5=Display 6=Drill6=Drill-Down
Batch
Opt Seq#
Account
Description
1 001test
001-000000-00556
2 001test
001-000000-00509
3 001test
001-000000-00506
4 001001-000000-00200
A/P Batch No. LEWQUICK02

JV#:

316

Total
Debit/Credit
150.00
195.00
200.00
545.00545.00-

Bottom
F1=Help F3=Exit F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd F10=Top F11=Fold F12=Cancel F18=Bot F21=Print
Journal Transaction History panel (figure 7)

The user can also enter a ‘6’=Drill-Down here to see details of what made up any entry in
this journal voucher (entry).
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The following is an example of drill down capabilities of a journal voucher (entry) created
by Order Power! via the ‘PGLTRN’ file. From the ‘Account Transaction History’, take an
option ‘6’=drill-down.
Pstn :
ORDERPOWER! 4.0 Corporate Name
From:
1/01/01
001Account Transaction History
To:
12/31/01
001-333333-33333
Test Account
Opening Bal:
.00
5=Display 6=Drill6=Drill-Down 7=JV#
Effective
Total
Opt
Date
Description
JV#
Debit/Credit
01/02/01
Issue - Shipment
169
19.22
01/03/01
Issue - Shipment
166
38.43
01/08/01
Issue - Shipment
406
19.14
01/09/01
Cr. Memo - Returned Inventory
427
4.004.0001/15/01
Issue - Shipment
511
1.00
01/16/01
Drop Ship Receipt W/O Invoice
489
86.75
01/16/01
Issue - Shipment
503
19.14
01/30/01
Issue - Shipment
723
.50
Period's Activity
180.18
Balance
180.18
6 02/21/01
Issue - Shipment
1343
18.30
02/28/01
AR Post
1359
90.0090.00Period's Activity
71.7071.70Balance
108.48
Bottom
F1=Help F3=Exit F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd
F8=Fwd F10=Top F11=Fold F12=Cancel F18=Bot F21=Print
Account Transaction History panel (figure 8)

The ‘6’ Drill-Down option will bring the user to the ‘GL Interface Transactions’ inquiry as
shown below. Additionally, the user can take option ‘5’ to display the transaction. The ‘GL
Interface Transaction Display’ will reflect the order and item number for this particular
transaction type.

ORDERPOWER! 4.0 Corporate Name
001GL Interface Transactions SHIP
001-333333-33333
33333
Test Account
Cost
5=Display 6=Drill6=Drill-Down
Effective
Opt
JV# Description
Date
5
1343 Issue - S
GL Interface
Interface Transaction

Batch: MO022201
CONFIRM
of Goods Sold
Debits

Credits

Display

Batch
MO022201
JV No.
1343
Account 001001-333333-33333
Effective Date 2/21/01 Date Processed 2/21/01
Debit

18.30

Credit

.00

Description Issue - Shipment
Primary Ref
102634 Secondary Ref BELL2004
Item Number
Order/Credit Memo#
F1=Help F3=Exit F12=Cancel

F1=Help F3=Exit F7=B
GL Interface Transaction Display panel (figure 9)
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If the user takes, option ‘6’ Drill-down on the ‘GL Interface Transactions’ see below:

ORDERPOWER! 4.0 Corporate Name
Batch: MO022201
001GL Interface Transactions SHIP CONFIRM
001-333333-33333
Test Account
Cost of Goods Sold
5=Display 6=Drill6=Drill-Down
Effective
Opt
JV# Description
Date
Debits
Credits
6
1343 Issue - Shipment
02/21/01
18.30

Bottom
F1=Help F3=Exit F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd F10=Top F11=Fold F12=Cancel F18=Bot F21=Print
GL Interface Transactions panel (figure 10)

An option ‘6’ Drill-down from the ‘GL Interface Transactions’ displays the ‘Item
Transaction History’ see below:

ORDERPOWER! 4.0 Corporate Name
BELL2004
Karen's Test Bell

Item Transaction History

5=Display 6=Order Inquiry
5

Order# Line Whs Location Code
102634
1 BLK BLK
BLK-0109 002 Issue - Shipme

Batch: MO022201
JV#: 1343
Stock U/M: EA
Transaction
Quantity
10.000

Date
2/21/01

Bottom
F1=Help F3=Exit F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd F10=Top F12=Cancel F18=Bottom
Item Transaction History window (figure 11)
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From option ‘5’ to display, the ‘Item Transaction History’ the ‘Item Transaction History
Display window will be shown, see below:

ORDERPOWER! 4.0 Corporate Name
BELL2004
Karen's Test Bell
5=Display 6=O
5

Order# L
102634

F1=Help F3=Ex

Batch: MO022201

Item Transaction History

JV#: 1343
Stock U/M: EA

Item Transaction History Display
Item
BELL2004
BLK
Location BLKWarehouse
BLK-0109
Transaction Code 002
Date 2/21/01
Issue - Shipment
Shipment
Order/PO Number
102634
Line
1
Quantity
10.000
Costed Quantity
.000
Transaction Cost
18.3000
GL Company Number
1
JV # 1343
Before Avg Cost
1.8301
Reason
QOH
10.000
Created by
KAREN
/ DSP231S1
2/21/01 / 14:37:30
030 SHIP CONFIRM
F1=Help F3=Exit F12=Cancel

Item Transaction History Display window (figure 12)

If option 6=Order Inquiry is taken the ‘Order Display’ will be shown, see below:

Order #

ORDER Display
-- Status -102634
Date 2/21/01 Last
Next
Completed 2/23/01 PRT SHP/CANCL
109074 KAREN FARNHAM

Customer
Contact
Bill To
109074 KAREN FARNHAM
Contact
Tender / #
AR
Preauthorization PrePre-Approved by OE
Authorization
Reference Order #
Totals Original
245.71
Cancelled
.00
Net
245.71
Invoiced
245.71
OE Tendered
.00

Exp
Decl
Decl

S 3 6
Order Notes Exist
Customer Notes Exist

Bank
#
Date 2/21/01
#
Date

Credit Memo
Priority Code
Freight Collect
Customer Class
Terms
PO #
Earliest Ship

N
N
ASE
N50
2/21/01

F1=Help F3=Exit F5=Coupons F7=Audit F8=Pkgs F9=Segs F10=Addl F11=Letter
F12=Cancel F13=Sold Outs F14=Cust Notes F15=Maint F16=Cust Info F17=AR
F18=Ord Notes F19=Ref Ord F20=Ord Total F21=Print F22=Add'l Pay F23=User
ORDER Display panel (figure 13)
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Getting Started with HTML
HTML
What is HTML?

H-T-M-L is an acronym that stands for HyperText Markup Language. That means you
start with text (pictures come later) and mark it up to look however you want. It also
means that HTML documents are always “plain text,” “ASCII” or some other name that
refers generic, unformatted text.
You can create HTML documents in Windows Notepad or any other word processor (just
be sure to “Save As” a text file, not a formatted document). As you may have noticed,
web pages all end in .htm or .html depending on the restrictions of the systems being
used. Be sure when you are saving your web pages to always use one of those extensions
(not .doc or .txt).

Browsers

A browser is the program your computer uses to display an HTML file as a web page. A
browser reads the file and interprets the tags so that the end result is a hypertext
document, with colors, pictures, fonts, links, etc. You do not need to be connected to the
Internet to see a web page that is saved on your PC or network. Of course, when you are
connected to the Internet, you have access to the millions of pages that have been
published on the World Wide Web.
The two most popular browsers in use today are Internet Explorer and Netscape, but
there are several versions of these, and many others, like AOL. Although the display you
will see on each one is very similar, each of the different browsers has its own unique way
of interpreting HTML source. Of course the text and the pictures are always the same,
but the formatting varies.

Tags

You can type plain text into a document, and if you display that file on your browser you
will see just that: plain text, all the same size and color, without any margins or even line
breaks. Not too exciting…we can do better than that.
HTML works in a very simple, very logical, format. It reads like you do, top to bottom, left
to right. That's important to remember. HTML is written with TEXT. You will use a
series of commands called tags to set certain sections apart as bigger text, smaller text,
bold text, underlined text, etc.
Most tags come in pairs that mark the beginning and end of the text you want affected.
Let's say you want a line of text to be bold. You will put a tag at the exact point you want
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the bold lettering to start and another tag where you want the bold lettering to stop. If
you want just a word to be italic, you will place a start italic tag at the beginning of the
word and an end italic tag at the end of the word.
Tags begin with a less-than sign: < and end with a greater-than sign >
What goes inside the < and > is the tag. Here's an example:
The tag for bold lettering is B. The tag for italic lettering is I. As some of you may know,
we are so proud of our product, ORDER POWER!, that we try to write it in bold, italics as
often as we can. Here's what the tags look like to turn the words "ORDER POWER!" into
our trademark:
<B><I>ORDER POWER!</I></B>
The end tags are exactly the same as the beginning tags except there is a slash in front.
It’s not rocket science.
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Parts of an HTML document

Some tags describe the appearance of text; others define the structure of the document.
There are two basic parts of an HTML document: Head and Body. The head of the
document contains information that may be used by the browser or other authors who may
want to see the source code. For example, the page title is the text that appears in the
Title Bar of the shopper’s browser. The body of the document holds the actual “content,”
which is the source code for the text, pictures, hyperlinks, and whatever else you want to
be seen in the browser. All of these start and end with the obvious HTML tags.
So, if we enter this
in Notepad:

This is what we will
see in the browser:

Notice that although there is a blank line between the sentences in Notepad, it is ignored
by the browser.
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Formatting Text

But we don’t want our text to look like it just fell out of a very old typewriter. Just like
when we are writing a page for print, we need headings to organize the material for the
reader. If you have ever used “styles” in a word processor you will be familiar with this
concept. Browsers recognize up to 6 levels of headings. The tags for these headings are
<H1> through <H6>. The lower the heading number, the higher level of heading. Plain text
within the headings gets formatted too using the <P> tag. That’s how the browser knows to
leave space between paragraphs. So, if we enter this in Notepad:
<html>
<head>
<title>Welcome to Users Group 2000</title>
</head>
<body>
<h1>HTML</h1>
<h2>What is HTML?</h2>
<p>H-T-M-L is an acronym that stands for HyperText Markup Language. That means you
start with text (pictures come later) and mark it up to look however you want. It also
means that HTML documents are always "plain text," "ASCII" or some other name that
refers generic, unformatted text.&nbsp;</p>
<p>You can create HTML documents in Windows Notepad or any other word processor (just
be sure to "Save As" a text file, not a formatted document). As you may have noticed,
web pages all end in .htm or .html depending on the restrictions of the systems being
used. Be sure when you are saving your web pages to always use one of those extensions
(not .doc or .txt).&nbsp;</p>
<h2>Browsers</h2>
<p>A browser is the program your computer uses to display an HTML file as a web page.
A browser reads the file and interprets the tags so that the end result is a hypertext
document, with colors, pictures, fonts, links, etc. You do not needed to be connected
to the internet to see a web page that is saved on your PC or network. Of course, when
you are connected to the internet, you have access to the millions of pages that have
been published on the World Wide Web.</p>

This is what we will see in the browser:
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Since ORDER POWER! users really are smarter than the average bear, we’re going to let
you see some more formatting codes now without a lot of further explanation:
Tag

Looks like this in the browser

<p><b>Bold</b></p>

Bold

<p><i>Italic</i></p>

Italic

<p><u>Underline</u></p>

Underline

<p><font color="#FF0000">Bright Red
Text</font></p>

Bright Red Text ← (sorry, you’ll have to take our word on
that one)

<p><font face="Technical">Font change to
Technical</font></p>

Font change to Technical

<p><small>Smaller Text</small></p>

Smaller Text

<p><big>Bigger Text</big></p>

Bigger Text

<p><p align="center">Center paragraph</p>

Center paragraph
Right justify paragraph

<p><p align="right">Right justify paragraph</p>
<p><a href="http://www.orderpower.com">Hyperlink
to the CSI Web Page</a></p>

Hyperlink to the CSI Web Page

<p><img src="usergroup.jpg"></p>

<table border="1" width="100%">
<tr>
<td width="100%" colspan="2">
<p align="center"><b>A Simple Table</b></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="50%">A table is used to organize
information</td>
<td width="50%">Or to line up text side-byside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width="50%">&nbsp;</td>
<td width="50%">&nbsp;</td>
</tr>
</table>

A Simple Table
A table is used to
organize information

Or to line up text
side-by-side

Are you starting to get the idea how this works? There are many books available on HTML
authoring, and now you don’t need to be intimidated by any of them.
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About Cascading Style Sheets

One of the best reasons to use Heading Tags (remember H1 through H6?) instead of
manually formatting plain text everywhere you go is to maintain consistency. That way the
text will look the same everywhere you use a specific Heading Tag. Ordinarily, each
browser uses its own default settings to determine how it displays standard page elements
such as Heading text.
But what if you don’t like the defaults? They can be very boring.
You can override these defaults manually by formatting text directly like this:

<h1><font face="Arial" color="#000080"><i>Here’s your Heading</i></font></h1>

That will change the appearance of the text “Here’s your Heading” from the browser’s
default for H1 (Times New Roman, black) to whatever you choose, which in this case is
Arial Italic, Navy Blue. That’s great, but on a large web site it can be really tedious
because you have probably used H1 on every page.
HTML lets you define a file with all the specifications you want the browser to use instead
of its usual default settings. This is not part of your HTML document; it is saved in a
separate Stylesheet file with a .css (Cascading Style Sheets) extension. Here’s a simple
Stylesheet that would change H1 the way we described above:
In this example we have
changed the appearance of
H1, but you can use a single
Stylesheet to redefine all
of your HTML basic tags.
This includes font size,
color and background to
name a few.
Then you must put a statement in the <Head> section of your HTML document to tell the
browser that you want to use this particular Stylesheet:
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="UserGroup.css">

Here’s the really cool part
Now that you have created an external Stylesheet (UserGroup.css) you can link all your
web pages to it. Now, if you decide tomorrow that H1 should be green instead of blue,
just change the Stylesheet, and your whole web displays H1 in green. This is how the
ORDER POWER! Web Store gives you so much control from the AS/400.
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FrontPage
You can buy a book and teach yourself HTML, and we recommend that you do that.
However, there are many repetitive and time-consuming tasks involved in HTML authoring
that you need to understand, but will not benefit from coding manually over and over again.
For this reason, we recommend using a WYSIWYG (What-You-See-Is-What-You-Get)
editor for HTML. This allows you to create HTML pages using an interface similar to a
word processor. One such editor is available for free with the Netscape browser. It is
called Netscape Composer. It does a lot of the tasks you may need. A more advanced,
although not free, tool is Microsoft FrontPage. FrontPage greatly resembles MS Word,
with which you may already be familiar.

Can’t MS Word and other word processors create HTML documents?

Yes, but they contain very messy code. They often insert complex codes that are difficult
to maintain.

So why bother to learn HTML?

After you edit a document for a while in FrontPage, it may start to misbehave a bit. Codes
get nested in twisted ways, especially when you use tables. Sometimes you need to go into
the source code to straighten it out.
FrontPage web pages generally look great in Internet Explorer, because it is also a
Microsoft product. Other browsers may be another story. FrontPage is supposed to be
sensitive to this and allow you to develop “generic” pages, but if you know a little HTML,
you can be sure.
Some things just don’t exist in a Microsoft world. Two of them are the AS/400 and the
ORDER POWER!. Although the Web Store does a tremendous job for you, many of the
pages will be even more flexible if you become a “Power User.” Your Web Stores will
benefit from your knowledge of the “guts” of HTML.

The Web Store
ORDER POWER! features a multi-company, multi-warehouse structure that reflects the
real world operation of catalog, web-marketing and fulfillment operations. Documentation
and source code, plus online 24-hour support are included. ORDER POWER! is easy to
learn and easy to use.
ORDER POWER! views each of your Web Stores as a trackable Catalog (Media or Media
Book). The Catalog defines which Items you want to sell on the web. This gives you the
flexibility of Internet promotions and deals, the accountability of Media Reporting, and
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the ability to interactively add or remove items from the Web Store using ORDER
POWER!.
Each Web Store needs a “look and feel” unique to your own business. For example, you will
want to have a distinctive Homepage, you may wish to have your company’s logo in a certain
place on every page, and you may want to offer links to other sites. CSI offers creative
services for users who are not interested in web authoring. These dynamic pages are
populated by the ORDER POWER! database and updated constantly with your latest
inventory and promotional information.
The Web Store displays real time data from your ORDER POWER! database. The use of
dynamic page generation (web pages quickly assembled from components stored in a
database) reduces the cost of updating web content. With dynamic page delivery, it’s a
relatively small step to personalized pages based on a customer’s history.

Multiple Web Stores using shared Inventory

ORDER POWER! allows you to define and run up to 998 companies with up to nine Web
Stores for each one using your AS/400 web server. These multiple storefronts, each with
a unique identity are perceived to be different Web Stores by web shoppers. This greatly
increases your odds of attracting customers. Using only one inventory, you can maintain
separate Web Stores for Consumer, Business-to-Business and Wholesale customers. Each
ORDER POWER! Web Store’s Personality Profile can easily be changed to reflect
Christmas and Easter, or summer and winter. A few keystrokes on the AS/400, and you
can change it back again.

Using HTML to customize the Web Store
An Extended Description in ORDER POWER! is free form text that you may choose to
make available online for information purposes, or in some cases, to print on shipping
documents, invoices, etc. On the Web Store, Extended Descriptions can be designated to
appear beside the object they describe (Item, Product Group, etc.).
The following example describes a procedure for working with Item Extended
Descriptions, but also applies to other Extended Descriptions throughout
ORDER POWER!.

Working with Extended Descriptions

An Extended Description in ORDER POWER! is free form text that you may choose to
make available online for information purposes, or in some cases, to print on shipping
documents, invoices, etc. On the Web Store, Extended Descriptions can be designated to
appear beside the object they describe (Item, Product Group, etc.).
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OP! 4.0 DEVELOPMENT - CO# 001
2=Chang
12=Spc P
1 =Media
Ite
A3
A30
6
A31
A31
A4
A40
A41
A42
A43
A44
A45
A5
A56
A56
A56

A31
First Wives Club

Extended Description Inquiry

5=Display
Comment
Code
Extended Description
!
This is comment line 1 for A31
A
This comment appears on Customer aging

Show Delete : N

Line Del
1
2

Bottom
F1=Help F3=Exit F6=Create/Change F7=Bkwd F8=Fwd
F8=Fwd F =Copy
F10=Top F12=Cancel F16=Line Sequence F18=Bot F21=Print F22=PC Main

F1=Help
Item Extended Description Maintenance box

If you are feeling creative,
you can also include HTML
codes for character
formatting and hyperlinks.
So, if you enter this:

You might see the
following in your browser:
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Getting Started With Query/400
Query/400 is a utility that can be used to obtain information from database files stored on an AS/400. You
can use Query/400 to arrange and analyze information stored in one or more of these files to display
information to your terminal, create printed reports, and create new database files that you can then download
to your PC. These new files can be used to create MS Excel spreadsheets or perform MS Word mail merges –
just to name two possibilities!
In this session you will learn how to design a simple query. We will take you through the steps necessary to
select a file, select records from the file, select fields from the records, format those fields, and display the
output to your terminal. We will show you how to create a database file from these records and show you how
to use this file in a Microsoft Word mail merge. We will then let you get some ‘hands-on’ experience creating
your own queries from data on our system and try to give you advice on how best to use Query/400 for your
own purposes.
First and most important! DO NOT be afraid to ‘play’ with Query/400 when you get back home! You cannot
destroy data residing on your AS/400 with this utility. Query/400 does not delete or change records in any
way. This utility is only a reporting tool.
A database is simply a collection of files, much as a library is a collection of books. Most of the databases on
your AS/400 are organized and stored in objects called physical files. A physical file contains individual units
of information called records. Each record contains one or more related pieces of data called fields. For
example, if the telephone company had a physical file of customer records on an AS/400, each customer listing
would be a record in that physical file. For each record there would be fields for customer name, address, and
phone number. Each field in a record is related because it pertains to a specific account with the telephone
company.
A record format defines how the individual fields in a file are organized. The record format of a file specifies
the order of each field within a file and what type of data is contained in each field (i.e. alphabetic data,
numeric data, etc.). It is possible to have more than one record format for a file – but in Order Power! we use
only one record format per physical file. If the contents of a telephone book were a physical file, the
customer name would be defined as an alphabetic field – it can contain both letters and numbers, but the
numbers are treated as text. The telephone number would be defined as a numeric field – it cannot contain
anything but numbers.
The records within a physical file can be sorted in two ways. One way is to arrange the records by the value
contained in a field, or a group of fields. This field or group of fields is called the file key. Another method the method we use in ORDER POWER! - is to arrange the records based on the order in which they arrive in
the file.
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One object used on the AS/400 to access the records in a physical file is called a logical file. A logical file
does not contain any data – instead, it “borrows” the data from a physical file. It can sort that data in an order
different from that determined by the physical file’s key. If the file has no key - like the files in ORDER
POWER! – using logical files is a way to sort the records in the physical file into a coherent order. Going back to
our telephone company’s records – a logical file might use the customer name as the file key to sort the
records… and the records would appear in the same order as your standard telephone book. Another logical file
might use telephone number as the file key to sort the records… and the records would appear in order of
telephone number. A third logical file might use the customer address… and the records would appear in order
of customer address. In addition, a logical file can be used to select or omit specific records, based on the
value of a field in the file. In each case, the records are not changed. All that is changed is the order in which
they are presented.
When you create a query you write a small program to use the files, fields, and the record formats to get the
information you want from the database in the form of records. The records you retrieve can be displayed on a
terminal, printed to paper, or put into a new database file. The program you write is called a query definition,
and you can save this definition to reuse it.

Starting Query/400
To start Query/400, get to an AS/400 command line. You can get to an AS/400 command line from most
ORDER POWER! menus by pressing F9. Type the following:
WRKQRY
and press Enter.
Function key options will appear on each screen you enter in Query/400. An appendix to this document will list
each function key that appears in Query/400 along with a description of the action it initiates when pressed.
Note: the F1 function key will not appear on any of the screens you will see, but the F1 key will always display a
help screen containing further information for the option or field that the cursor is positioned on when F1 is
pressed.
The Work With Queries screen will appear. Query/400 will use the entry made in the Option field to perform
the selected action upon the query named by the combination of the Query and Library fields. To create a new
query, type 1 in the Option field. Type a name of your choice in the Query field. We recommend you create a
library for query definitions you want to retain. For purposes of this class type QUERYDEMO in the Library
field. Press Enter.
The Define the Query screen will appear. Query/400 will use the options selected on this screen to take you
through the Query Definition Options required to set options that will define your query.
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Defining a query

The process of defining a query consists of nine basic steps:
• Specifying the file(s) to be used,
• Defining result fields, if any,
• Selecting and sequencing the fields to be displayed,
• Selecting the records to be displayed,
• Sorting the selected records into the desired order by field values,
• Specifying report column formatting,
• Specifying report summary functions, if any,
• Defining report breaks,
• Specifying the format of the output

Specifying a file

A list of ORDER POWER! physical and logical file names as well as the naming conventions used in ORDER
POWER! can be found on the CD-ROM containing the additional documentation for this session. While you could
use a logical file for your query, we suggest you create your queries using physical files. You get no practical
benefit from using logical files to create your queries. For purposes of this demonstration, we’ll create a query
using records in the Mailing List Master file. It is possible to “link” multiple files together to use fields from all
of them in your query – but that technique falls outside the scope of this class.
This is the only required step. A 1 should already be in the Specify file selections option. Press Enter. The
Specify file selections screen will appear. The file and file member specified on this screen will be the file used
to retrieve records from for your query.
On the Specify file selections screen, type PMLLST001 in the File field. This is the name of the mailing list
master file for company #1 in ORDER POWER!. Type *LIBL in the Library field. This instructs the AS/400 to
search for this file and use the first copy it finds. Leave the Member and Format fields as *FIRST. ORDER
POWER! physical files have only one member and record format, so *FIRST will suffice. When you press Enter,
the value in the Library field will change to OP40CAPF. This is the library where PMLLST001 was first found.
The value in the Format field will change to PMLLSTF1. This is the record format name for the mail list file. In
general, you will not need to be concerned about the record format name. Press Enter again. You will return to
the Define the Query screen.
Move the cursor down to the Define result fields option and type 1. The Define Result Fields screen will
appear.

Defining result fields

On this screen, we can manipulate the data stored in the various fields in the file to create new fields. For the
purposes of this demonstration, we are going to create a field that displays the date that the records we
select were created. We will do this by creating three new fields – CENT, YEAR, MONTH – and using them to
create a new field – LODATE - containing the last order date from each selected record.

We store dates in ORDER POWER! using four fields. One field contains the century, a second field contains
the year, a third field contains the month, and the fourth field contains the day. Each field has a length of 2.
If we’re going to construct a date field, we must create a field with a length of 8 (CCYYMMDD). This means
that we will need a way to put these fields in their proper place in the new date field.
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All the fields in the file are listed on the bottom half of the screen, with the field description and the length.
We are first going to find the field labeled ‘Last Order Century’.
Use your Roll key to page through the list of field names, looking for ‘Last Order Century’ in the Text column.
As you will see, the first field we want is named MLLPCC. It has a length of 2.
Since these are numeric fields (Note that MLLPCC has a 0 in the Dec column – it has no places to the right of
the decimal point. Only numeric fields require an entry in the Dec column.) we can get the value from each field
into the right position by multiplying it.
So – our first step will be to create a field that contains the value of MLLPCC, multiplied by the appropriate
amount.
Type CENT in the first position of the Field column. This will be the name for the Century field we create. Tab
over to the Expression column. Here is where we will tell the query how much to multiply MLLPCC by. But by
how much? Let’s look at CCYYMMDD again – if we substitute 19 for CC, and make the rest of the letters zeroes
(19000000) – we can see that there are six zeroes to the right of the century. So – if we multiply the century
(19) by 1 followed by six zeroes, that will give us the correct numeric value for CENT. Type MLLPCC *
1000000 in the Expression column. The asterisk tells the query to multiply. That’s all there is to it!
Find the field for Last Order Year. Type YEAR in the Field column under CENT. Type the field name you’ve
found (it should be MLLPYY) in the corresponding Expression column, followed by an asterisk for multiplying.
How much do we need to multiply by? Type that value after the asterisk.
Find the field for Last Order Month (it should be MLLPMM). Type MONTH in the Field column under YEAR.
Type the field name and an asterisk in the Expression column. How much do we need to multiply by now? Type
that value after the asterisk.
Find the field for Last Order Day – why don’t we need to multiply it at all?
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The last thing we’re going to do is create a new field that will be the total of the above fields. Type LODATE in
the Field column under MONTH. All we need to do is add the values in CENT, YEAR, MONTH, and MLLPDD.
How would we do that? Type that expression in the Expression column. We’re going to specify the length of the
result field, too. Move your cursor over to the Len column and type 8 (remember CCYYMMDD?). Since this is
a numeric field, we must also specify the number of decimal places. Type 0 in the Dec column. Once you’ve
typed that in, press Enter. You will return to the Define the Query screen.
Move the cursor down to the Select and sequence fields option and type 1. The Select and Sequence Fields
screen will appear. This screen is used to determine the fields that will appear in the query output, and the
order in which these fields will appear.

Selecting and sequencing fields
This screen lists the fields in the file that you have selected to query and any result fields that you have
defined. If the text for F11 at the bottom of the screen is ‘Display text’, press F11. Once you have pressed F11
if required, a description of each field and its length will be displayed. We select a field by putting a number in
the Seq column to the left of the entry in the Field column. The sequence in which the fields will be displayed
is determined by the order of the numbers we put in that column. If we put 1 in MLDELE, 2 in MLNAME and 3
in MLCST# the values for these fields will be displayed for the records we select – MLDELE will be followed by
MLNAME, which will be followed by MLCST#. You can put any value from 1 to 9999 in these columns. Type 10
opposite MLNAME, 20 opposite MLCITY, 30 opposite MLSTAT, 40 opposite MLZIPC, 50 opposite MLCNTY, 60
opposite MLCST# and 70 opposite LODATE. You may need to press the Roll button to find all these fields.
Press Enter. See how the fields that we selected by putting entries into the Seq column have been sorted into
ascending order? These fields have been selected and sequenced. The fields with no entry in the Seq column
will not appear in the query output. Press Enter again. You will return to the Define the Query screen.
Move the cursor down to the Select records option and type 1. The Select Records screen will appear.

Selecting records

On this screen, we select records to include by comparing the values of one or more fields to a desired value or
set of values. We can compare the value of any field in the file, not just the ones we’ve selected for output. If
you move your cursor anywhere below line 14 on the screen and press Roll, you can see that all the fields in the
file are listed. We’re going to select those records that are not deleted.

Use your Roll key to move through the fields until you see MLDELE in the Field column. The text associated
with this field is ‘Deleted’. MLDELE is the field we’ll use to select records. Move your cursor up to the first line
of the Field column (on line 7) and type MLDELE. Having the letter ‘D’ in the MLDELE field designates deleted
mailing list records. So – we will select only records where MLDELE does not equal ‘D’.
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Here is a summary of the possible values for the Test column:
EQ
NE
GT
LT
GE
LE
RANGE
LIST
NLIST
LIKE
NLIKE

Equal
Not equal
Greater than
Less than
Greater than or equal to
Less than or equal to
Range (between Value1 and Value2, or equals a value)
List (field equals Value1, or equals Value2,...)
Not list (field does not equal Value1, or....)
Like (field starts with, ends with, or matches the pattern in Value)
Not like (field does not start with, does not end with, or does not match the pattern in Value)

You can see this summary for yourself by putting the cursor on any of the fields in the Test column and
pressing F1 for Help.
Since we’re looking for records where MLDELE does not equal ‘D’, type NE in the Test column on the same line,
and type ‘D’ in the Value column. The letter must be enclosed in apostrophes since it is a text value. In addition,
the case of the letter is important. Make sure that the ‘D’ is in upper case. Press Enter. You will return to the
Define the Query screen.
Move the cursor down to the Select sort fields option and type 1. The Select Sort Fields screen will appear.

Sorting records

On this screen, we’ll select the order in which we want the records to be displayed. We can sort in any
combination of the fields that we’ve selected. In addition, we can sort in ascending or descending order for
each field we select for sorting with.
For purposes of this demonstration we’re going to sort by country/state/city/zip code/customer #. In general,
you want to try to sort records in an order such that the field that will change least often will have the lowest
value, and so on. In the case of the mailing list, the field that will change least often is the Country field, next
would be the State, then the City, then the Zip Code. The field likely to change most often in the fields we’ve
selected for display is the Customer Number. Type 10 in the Sort Prty column opposite MLCNTY, 20 in the
column opposite MLSTAT, 30 in the column opposite MLCITY, 40 in the column opposite MLZIPC, and 50 in the
column opposite MLCST#. Press Enter. See how the fields have been sorted? The A in the A/D column
indicates that the records within each sort priority will be sorted in ascending order. In other words, records
with a country of AA will appear before records with a country of AB, and so on.
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Any combination of A (‘A’scending) and D (‘D’escending) can be set. Since there is no entry opposite MLNAME
or LODATE, the contents of those fields will not be used to determine the order in which the selected records
will be presented. You have created a sort order for the fields in the query. Press Enter. You will return to the
Define the Query screen.
We’re going to skip the Select collating sequence screen – the options on this screen are used to manipulate the
methods used to sort fields. In general, the default method used by Query/400 will prove to be best suited to
your needs, especially when just beginning to learn.
Move the cursor down to the Select report column formatting option and type 1. The Specify Report Column
Formatting screen will appear.

Formatting fields

On this screen, we’ll format the column headers for the data that will appear in our query. We’ll also format
the numeric data that appears in the query. For purposes of this demonstration we’ll change the column header
for our Country field and format the Customer Number field to remove the thousands separators.

Roll down and find the MLCNTY field. The Column Heading column entry for MLCNTY currently reads
‘Country’. Move the cursor over to that column heading and change it to read ‘Ctry Name’. Find the MLCST#
field. Move your cursor to the Column Spacing column. On the bottom of the screen you can see that F16=Edit.
The Edit function can only be used on numeric fields. Since MLCST# is numeric – note that there is a 0 in the
Dec column – we can edit it. Press F16.
The Define Numeric Field Editing screen will appear. The cursor is positioned in the Edit option field. For
purposes of this demonstration, we will use edit option 1 – numeric editing choices. If 1 is not in this field, type
1 there and press Enter. The Describe Numeric Field Editing screen will appear.
We’re going to remove the thousands separator from MLCST#, since customer number is not a field containing
a dollar value. Move the cursor down to the field opposite Thousands separator. A ‘5’ in this field will cause
Query/400 to omit all separators when displaying this field. Type 5 in this field.
We’ll leave the other fields on this screen at their default settings. Come back here sometime when you’re
writing your own queries and play with these values – they’ll prove to be quite useful when generating printed
output, especially for fields that represent dollar values!
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Use your Roll key to find the LODATE field. Again, press F16. The Define Numeric Field Editing screen will
appear. We’re going to create an edit word for LODATE. An edit word can be thought of as a mold that
Query/400 fits data into. It’s a way to make a field more readable. Type 4 in the Edit option field and press
Enter. The Specify Edit Word screen will appear. The Edit word field currently contains a string of 8 blanks
enclosed in quotes. Each blank represents one character in the LODATE field. We’re going to create an edit
word that will cause Query/400 to display this field in the CCYY/MM/DD format. To format the LODATE field
in this way means that we have to insert a slash at position 5 and position 8. The easiest way to do this might
be to move your cursor just to the right of the left quote and press the Field Exit key to clear the rest of the
field. Then press the Spacebar 4 times, type a /, press the Spacebar 2 times, type another /, press the
Spacebar 2 more times, then type a ‘. Press Enter. If you’ve done this correctly – it can be tricky - the Specify
Report Column Formatting screen will appear. If you get an error message, count the spaces between the
slashes – there should be four spaces before the first slash, two between the slashes, and two after the last
slash but before the last apostrophe.
Press Enter. The Define the Query screen will appear.
Move the cursor down to the Select report summary functions option and type 1. The Select Report Summary
Functions screen will appear.

Selecting report summary functions
On this screen we can select different types of summaries to apply to the records being displayed.
Here is a list of the summary functions that can be applied:
1=Total - Shows the sum of the values in the field for the break level (We’ll explain what a ‘break level’ is in the
next step.) or for the whole column (numeric fields only). Obviously, a numeric field with a zero value will add
nothing to the total.
2=Average - Shows the average of the values in the field for the break level or for the whole column (numeric
fields only). The average is the total divided by the number of records that contain non-zero values in the
field. This can be misleading, since Query/400 will not add records that have a zero value in the field being
averaged. This can cause misleading values to appear in this field – if you choose to use this summary function
in the queries you write yourselves, be sure to check that there are no records in the file you query for which
the value of the field you average is zero.
3=Minimum - Shows the lowest value in the field for the break level or for the whole column. As with the
‘average’ summary function, you should be aware that records in the file you query for which the value of the
field you check for minimum is blank (for alphabetic fields) or zero (for numeric fields) will register as the
minimum value.
4=Maximum - Shows the highest value in the field for the break level or for the whole column.
5=Count - Shows the total number of records with a non-null value in the field for each break level or for the
whole report.
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For purposes of this demonstration we’re going to display a count of records for each country. Move your
cursor to any of the - - -Options- - - fields opposite the MLCNTY field and type 5, then press Enter. The
Define the Query screen will appear.
Move the cursor down to the Define report breaks option and type 1. The Define Report Breaks screen will
appear.

Defining report breaks:
Report breaks are possibly the most powerful feature of Query/400, and are also possibly the most difficult
feature to use. Careful planning in using report breaks will result in query output that is useful and easy to
interpret. Incautious use of report breaks can result in the generation of confusing – perhaps even useless query output.
Report breaks combined with report summary functions are a way of generating “sub-totals” for one or more
fields used as sort criteria in your query. When a report break for a field is set, Query/400 monitors the value
of the data stored in that field. When the value changes, Query/400 performs any report summary functions
that have been requested. You can request as many as six break levels for as many as nine different field
names.
In general, you will only apply break levels to fields that you have previously designated as sort fields. Assigning
a break level to a field that is not being sorted during the processing of your query may result in break levels
that bear no relation to the sequence of the data being presented in your query by the sequenced sorting of
fields.
In general, you will want to assign break levels beginning with level 1 for the highest break level – the break
that will occur least often – and progressing downwards. Break level 0 always occurs – the end of the selected
data determines this break level. In other words, if your only intent is to perform summary functions on all the
data selected by your selection criteria earlier, then no break levels need be set.
A break at one level always triggers breaks at all lower break levels. In other words, if you have a break set at
level 4, and that break is triggered, breaks for levels 5 and 6 (if any) are also triggered.
When you use sort fields as break fields, the break levels should be assigned in the same relative order as the
sort sequence. As with assigning a break level to a non-sorted field, assigning a break level to a field “out of
order” may result in break levels that bear no apparent relation to the sequence of data being presented by
your query.
For the purposes of this demonstration, we will set a break level of 1 on the MLCNTY field. Move the cursor
down the Break Level column to the field opposite MLCNTY and type 1. This will assign break level 1 to the
values in the MLCNTY field. Press Enter.
The Format Report Break screen for break level 0 (remember, there will always be a break level 0!) will appear.
The Suppress Summaries field can be either Y or N. If this field were answered with a Y, any report summary
functions requested earlier would be suppressed for the break level. In other words, no total information would
be displayed at this break level. Leave this field as N. The Break Text field can be changed to print a line of
text at the break level indicated on the screen – in this case, break level 0. We’ll change this text to make it
more descriptive of what this break level indicates. Move your cursor down to the Break Text field and change
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it to read ‘Final Total Of Active Records’. You do not have to enclose this text in quotes. Press Enter. The
Format Report Break screen for break level 1 will appear.
Down in the bottom part of the screen, you can see that the level – 1, and the field to which this break level is
assigned – MLCNTY, is displayed.
For the purposes of this demonstration, we will leave Skip to new page and Suppress summaries as N. Skip to
new page has no significance to displayed output, and we want to see the summaries generated by this break
level. Move the cursor to the Break text field and change it to read ‘Record Count for &MLCNTY’. Again, do
not enclose this text in quotes. The use of &MLCNTY will tell Query/400 to replace it with the value of
MLCNTY that this break is for. Press Enter. The Define the Query screen will appear.
Move the cursor down to the Select output type and output form option and type 1. The Select Output Type
and Output Form screen will appear.

Selecting output format:
On this screen, we’ll select the method with which to display the records that we’ve selected for output. We
can display these records on a terminal, create a print file, or create a database file. For purposes of this
demonstration, we’ll display the selected records on your terminal. When first creating a query, you should
select option 1 in order to verify that you are getting the data you expect in the format you expect in your
query before you print it or create an output file from it. Since we are going to display these records, we will
use the term ‘display’ to indicate the form of output we’re going to use – but the options on this screen for
formatting the output data would apply equally well to printed output, unless specifically noted otherwise.
A 1 should already be in the Output type field. This will send output to the display.
A 2 in this field would create printed output.
A 3 in this field would cause the query to bring up the Define Database Output screen, with prompts to allow
you to create a new database file from the records that have been selected.
A 1 should already be in the Form of output field. This will display the contents of all the fields chosen for
display in the records previously selected for output.
A 2 in this field would cause Query/400 to generate a summary report from the fields chosen as break levels
for display in the records previously selected for output. If no break level fields were chosen, a summary
report for all the records would be created, listing totals for each of the report summary functions that were
chosen – again, this is because break level 0 always exists.
An N should already be in the Line wrapping field. When the data to be displayed on a line exceeds the amount
of space available to display it Query/400 uses the value of this field to determine how to do so. If this value
is ‘N’, Query/400 will simply not display any data that exceeds the width of the space available on the current
line. If this value is ‘Y’, Query/400 will determine whether there is enough space left on a line to fit an entire
field before it displays it. If there is not, the program will move to the next line before displaying the contents
of the field. We will leave this value as ‘N’. Query/400 uses this field and the following field to determine the
format of your query’s output. If the data is being displayed on a terminal and the Wrapping width field is
blank, Query/400 disregards this field.
The Wrapping width field should currently be blank. ‘Wrapping width’ is the maximum width of a line in the
generated report. This value can be between 1 and 378. In general, you can leave this field blank for output to
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a display. If the amount of data to be displayed exceeds the width that can be displayed, you will be able to
“shift” the data to the left to see data that wouldn’t otherwise fit on the screen. The value in this field is
somewhat more critical for printed output. If you leave this field blank, Query/400 will rely on the capabilities
of the printer you select to print the output to format the data. If you specify a value for this field, we
recommend that you specify 80, 132, or 198, depending on the length of the fields on a single line of your
output. A value of 80 will print on any printer or display on any terminal. A value of 132 will print on any printer
that can print on standard fanfold computer paper and display on any terminal that can display 132 columns of
data. A value of 198 will print on any printer that can print characters of 15 CPI or smaller – this much
information will not fit on a single screen of any terminal. For purposes of this demonstration we will leave this
field blank.
An N should already be in the Record on one page field. Query/400 uses the contents of this field as an
additional guide for formatting printed output only. If this field contains an ‘N’, Query/400 will attempt to
print as many records on a page as will fit, depending on the values in the Line wrapping and Wrapping width
fields. If this field contains a ‘Y’, Query/400 will attempt to print all the requested fields for one record on a
single page, again depending on the values in the Line wrapping and Wrapping width fields. If there is enough
room to fit all the requested fields for one record, each record will be printed on its own page. If there is not
enough room to fit all the requested fields for one record on a single page, Query/400 will print as many
requested fields from a record as will fit on each page, and skip to a new page when all the requested fields
have been printed. For the purposes of this demonstration, we will leave this field as ‘N’. Press Enter. The
Define the Query screen will appear. Move the cursor down to the Specify processing options option and type
1. The Specify Processing Options screen will appear.

Specifying processing options

On this screen you can select options to process the query data when the query is run. In general, you should
have no need to change these options. The only exception might be to change the default value of the Use
rounding field from the default value - blank -, which rounds numeric values, to turn off rounding. Other
options are beyond the scope of this class. Press Enter. The Define the Query screen will appear.
We’re ready to display the query output!

Displaying output data

Press F3 from the Define the Query screen. The Exit this Query screen will appear.
A Y should already be in the Save definition field. Leaving this field as ‘Y’ will instruct Query/400 to save a
copy of the query definition before running the query. In general, you will be saving the queries you create. If
for some reason you do not want to save the query, type N in this field.

A 1 should already be in the Run option field. Query/400 can run your query interactively or as a batch job. If
you have specified that the output should be displayed, running the query as a batch job is possible, but the
output will not display. Always run a query that displays output to the terminal as an interactive job. Typing a 2
in this field will submit your query to batch to run. You will receive a message from the AS/400 when the job
completes. Typing a 3 in this field will cause Query/400 to exit without running the query.
The name you gave the query when you originally began this procedure is shown in the Query field. If you
choose to rename this query, move the cursor down to this field and type in the new value. The Library field
shows the library in which this query will be saved (if Save Definition is ‘Y’). It currently shows the library
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entered when you began this procedure, QUERYDEMO. Again, we recommend that you create a library on your
own AS/400 for storing your queries.
The Text field is currently blank. This is an optional field, but it can be useful to enter text that describes the
function of the query.
The value of the Authority field is currently *CHANGE. This value allows other users to change values in this
query. They cannot copy, delete, or transfer ownership of the query. A complete discussion of the concept of
Authority is beyond the scope of this class, but other possible values are:
*ALL
All authority allows other users to perform all operations on the query except those limited to the owner,
transferring ownership of the query, or changing the authority being granted.
*USE
Use authority allows other users to run the query or to display or print the query definition. Other users
cannot copy the query definition or save the query definition with changes made to it.
*EXCLUDE
Exclude authority prevents other users from doing anything with the query definition. Unless given specific
types of authority, no user except its owner can use the query definition.
In general, if you do not want others to be able to access the query at all, use *EXCLUDE. If you want others
to be able to use it but not change it, use *USE. If you’re willing to let others change the query for their own
purposes, use *CHANGE. If you’re willing to allow other users the ability to delete the query, use *ALL.
When you have the values you want in these fields, press Enter to run the query.
Here’s a small sample of what should appear on your screen:

Name

City

State

Cnty Name1

Zip

Customer #

DATE3

250204

1996/12/03

9677
9693
55772
9614
600601
91082
91074
50435
91090

2000/02/17
2000/03/08
1994/10/19
1999/03/15
1993/01/29
1998/04/16
1998/04/16
1993/08/05
1998/04/16

2

MILTON S AUERBACH

HAZLETON

1820118201-5770
Totals for4
COUNT 1

DARLENE JOHNSTON
BRUNO MOSES
B ROGERS
BRANDON KINGSTON
ROBERT R. LONGPRE
DONNA MAZING
JOAN LEGSTRONG
PETER EDWARDS
JANEY IVORY

CORSICANA
MONTREAL
TORONTO
NB1
OTTAWA
EDGARPLACE
LET’S GO JCT
SEAGULL BAY
STCITY

AB
NB
ON
PE
PE
PE
PE

H3C 1X6
T0A0A0
E0A 3B4
K1A0G8
C0A14
C0A13
C0A 3F5
C0A30

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
Totals for CA4
COUNT 9
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As you can see,
1. The label Cnty Name has been substituted for Country in the column headers.
2. The records have been sorted by increasing order of country – the first record has a blank for the
country name.
3. A new field – LODATE – has been created and formatted as we required.
4. A break level has been set for the MLCNTY field (country) and a count of records for each country is
being printed.

Summary
That’s about it! We hope this introduction to Query/400 has been informative and enjoyable for you – or at
least that we haven’t bored you to tears!
Query/400 can be a powerful tool to provide you with information from your data that you can customize to
your own particular needs without incurring the expense of having to request custom programming.
Please do not hesitate to experiment with this tool – as we said at the outset, you simply cannot delete or
change your data using Query/400, and there is no better way to learn about its capabilities than to use it, now
that you understand the basics.
The last page of this booklet contains a form for you to provide us with comments on how we could improve this
Getting Started With Query/400 course. We’d really like to get your feedback, both negative and positive!
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Appendix 1: Creating printed output
Another possible option for output of the data retrieved by a query is the creation of printed output. Creating
printed output would allow you to retain a hard copy of the data, share it with other users, or even download
the printed output to your PC for further processing if you are using IBM Client Express emulation software.
In this appendix, the procedure for creating printed output as the output format will be outlined.
All the steps noted in Getting Started With Query/400 should be followed until the Select Output Type and
Output Form screen is reached.
In the Output type field, type 2 and press Enter. The Define Printer Output screen will appear. Entries on this
screen will be used to define the printer used to print the query output and details on the form to be used in
printing the query output.

Printer:
For the Printer parameter, two entries are possible. The value in this parameter will specify the printer to
receive the output of the query being run. We do not make a recommendation for a value in this field.
The first possible value is *PRINT. This is the default value. Entering this value will direct the output of the
query being run to the printer assigned to the job running the query.
The second possible value is the actual name of the printer to receive the output of the query. If you use this
option, be sure that the printer can handle the output of the query – especially if you’ve created a query that
requires printing characters at 15 CPI to fit all the fields selected on one line.

Form size:
For the Form size: parameter, two entries are possible. There are two parts to this parameter. The values in
this parameter specify the length and width of the forms on which the query output is printed. We recommend
you use the default values for both parts of this parameter. Changing the values for the form size parameters
may require experimentation with the printed output generated by the query.
For each part of the Form size: parameter, the first possible value is Blank. This is the default value. Leaving a
parameter blank will cause Query/400 to replace the blank with the same value as the corresponding parameter
in the default query printer file.

Form size:(Length)
The other possible value for the Form size:(Length) parameter is the actual form length to be used when
generating printed output for the query. Valid values are from 1 to 255. The most common form length used is
60.
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Form size:(Width)
The other possible value for the Form size:(Width) parameter is the actual form width to be used when
generating printed output for the query. The default value is 132. Valid values are from 1 to 378. The most
common form widths are :
80, for printed output at 10 CPI on paper that is 8 inches wide,
132, for printed output at 10 CPI on paper that is 14 inches wide (standard computer fanfold paper),
198, for printed output at 15 CPI on paper that is 11 inches wide (standard letter size paper in landscape
format).
Start line
For the Start line parameter, two entries are possible. The value in this parameter specifies where the first
line to be printed on each page of the printed output will begin. Depending on other parts of the query
definition, the first line could contain page headings, column headings, or the next record of the printed
output. In general, we recommend that you use the default value for this parameter.
The first possible value is Blank. This is the default value. Leaving this parameter blank will cause Query/400
to set the start line at line 6.
The second possible value is the actual starting line to start printing on. If you specify a starting line number,
it must be no greater than the ending line value and less than or equal to the form length value. Valid values are
from 1 – 255.

End line
For the End line parameter, two entries are possible. The value in this parameter specifies where the first line
to be printed on each page of the printed output will begin. Depending on other parts of the query definition,
the last line could contain the page footing or a record (or part of a record if the record is wrapped). In
general, we recommend that you use the default value for this parameter.
The first possible value is Blank. This is the default value. Leaving this parameter blank will cause Query/400
to set the end equal to the form length value.
The second possible value is the actual line to end printing on. If you specify an ending line number, it must be
greater than the ending line value and less than or equal to the form length value. Valid values are from 1 – 255.

Line spacing
For the Line spacing parameter, only one entry is possible. The value in this parameter specifies the number of
blank lines to leave between lines of the query output to be printed. An entry in this parameter will only be
used if the query output is printed. We make no recommendation for a value in this parameter. If the value of
this parameter is not changed, 1 is the default value, and a single-spaced report will be generated.
The only possible value is the actual number of lines you want to leave between lines of data. This value must be
between 1 and 3. A value of 1 will cause the report to be printed with single-spacing (no blank lines between
complete records). A value of 2 will cause the report to be printed with double-spacing (one blank line between
complete records). A value of 3 will cause the report to be printed with triple-spacing (two blank lines between
complete records).

Print definition

ORDER POWER! Users Group 2002
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For the Print definition parameter, only one entry is possible. The value in this parameter specifies whether or
not Query/400 should print a copy of the query definition whenever the query is run. The default value is N.
The query definition displays a description of the query and details on what selections were made for each
option on the Define the Query screen. This printout could be used to provide instructions on how to recreate a
given query. In general, we recommend that you leave this field as N, but that you print out and store the
definition for a query the first time you run it, and whenever you change it – in other words, treat the
definition as a file to be backed up.
Once you have made entries to the fields on this screen to your satisfaction, press Enter. The Define Spooled
Output screen will appear. Entries on this screen will name the form to be used in printing the query output and
instruct the AS/400 in details about some of the printing options.

Spool the output
For the Spool the output parameter, three entries are possible. The value in this parameter specifies whether
or not the report generated by the query should be spooled (i.e. sent to an output queue and printed when the
printer attached to the output queue is available). In general, we recommend that you use specify Y for this
parameter.
The first possible value is Blank. This is the default value. Leaving this parameter blank will cause Query/400
to set the value of this parameter equal to the value specified in the default query printer device file.
The second possible value is Y. If the value of this parameter is set to Y, the output for your query will be
spooled and sent to an output queue. When the report is printed is determined by the scheduling value
specified in the default printer device file.
The third possible value is N. If the value of this parameter is set to N, the output for your query is not
spooled; it is sent directly to the printer to be printed as each output record becomes available. We do not
recommend this option; it can result in errors if the printer is not available when the query is run.

Form type
For the Form type parameter, three entries are possible. The value in this parameter specifies the type of
form on which the query output is printed. We recommend you use form type *STD if you used the default
values for the Form size, Start line, and End line parameters. If not, we recommend you specify a different
form type.
The first possible value is Blank. This is the default value. Leaving this parameter blank will cause Query/400
to set the value of this parameter equal to the value specified in the default query printer device file.
The second possible value is *STD. If you use this value, the AS/400 assumes that the report can be printed
on standard forms. If the system thinks that form is already in the printer specified by the value entered in
the Printer parameter, printing of the report will begin when the report is complete (if the entry in the Spool
the output parameter is Y) or when the first record is processed (if the entry in the Spool the output
parameter is N).
The third possible value is the actual name of a form. This name must be the name of a form already defined on
the system. When the query output is ready to be printed (depending on the value in the Spool the output
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parameter), a message appears on the console telling the operator to change the forms in the printer you
specified in the Printer field to the forms type that you specified by name.

Copies
For the Copies parameter, two entries are possible. The value in this parameter specifies the number of copies
of the query output to be printed. We make no recommendation for a value in this parameter.
The first possible value is Blank. Leaving this parameter blank will cause Query/400 to use the value specified
in the default query printer file.
The second possible value is the actual number of copies you want to print. This value must be between 1 and
255. The default value is 1.

Hold
For the Hold parameter, three entries are possible. The value in this parameter indicates to Query/400
whether or not your report is to be printed as soon as it is ready or to be held on the output queue and
released manually to print at a later time. This parameter is ignored if the value in the Spool the output
parameter is N. We recommend that you specify Y or N for this parameter, depending on your requirements.
Do not leave it blank.
The first possible value is Blank. This is the default value. Leaving this parameter blank will cause Query/400
to set the value of this parameter equal to the value specified in the default query printer device file.
The second possible value is Y. If you enter this value, the AS/400 will hold your report on the output queue
attached to the printer specified in the Printer parameter. The report is not printed until the spooled file is
released for printing at a later time.
The third possible value is N. If you enter this value, the AS/400 will begin printing your report as soon as it
can be scheduled.
Once you have made entries to the fields on this screen to your satisfaction, press Enter. The Specify Cover
Page screen will appear. Entries on this screen will instruct Query/400 in details of the cover page of your
query’s printed output, if any.

Print cover page
For the Print cover page parameter, two entries are possible. The entry in this parameter specifies whether or
not Query/400 should print a cover page when creating your query’s printed output. A cover page will contain
any text specified in the Cover page title parameter, the date and time of printing, and information about the
query (its name, its library name, the files selected, and text describing the query, if any). We do not make a
recommendation for a value in this field.
The first possible value is Y. This is the default value. If the value of this parameter is set to Y, a cover page
will be printed.
The second possible value is N. If the value of this parameter is set to N, no cover page will be printed. If you
specify text in the Cover page title parameter, it is saved for future use.
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Cover page title
An entry in the Cover page title parameter is optional, even if the value of the Print cover page parameter is Y.
You can type as many as four full lines of text using all characters (including uppercase and lowercase letters)
that can be printed by the printer that you specified on the Define Printer Output screen. This title will not be
shown if you press F5 (Report) or F13 (Layout) to preview the output of the report on your display. We do not
make a recommendation for a value in this field.
Once you have made entries to the fields on this screen to your satisfaction, press Enter. The Specify Page
Headings and Footings screen will appear. Entries on this screen are used to specify and lay out page heading
and footings for your query’s printed output. These entries will not appear on your query’s cover page, if any.
You can also specify the version of page heading information to be printed on your query – the standard page
headings used by Query/400, page headings that you create, or both.

Print standard page headings
For the Print standard page headings parameter, two entries are possible. The entry in this parameter
specifies whether or not Query/400 should print standard page headings when creating your query’s printed
output. Standard page headings contain the current system date and time in the top left corner of the printed
output and the page caption and number in the top right corner. We do not make a recommendation for a value
in this field.
Query/400 allows the use of three special codes in the printing of page headers and footers. These codes can
be inserted anywhere in the headers or footers, can be used more than once if required, and will be printed
exactly where they are placed. These codes are:
•
•
•

&date - This code will print the system date, printed in the format specified by your job.
&time -This code will print the system time, printed in the format specified by your job.
&page -This code will print the current page number of the report, printed without a caption. You can
specify your own caption. Leading zeroes will be replaced with blanks up to page 9999. Pages greater
than 9999 will include leading zeroes.

The first possible value is Y. This is the default value. If the value for this parameter is set to Y, Query/400
will print standard page headings on your query’s printed output. If the value for this parameter is set to Y and
you also specify your own heading text, Query/400 prints the standard information in the locations noted
above on the first line and includes as much of your first line of heading text as it can. Your text is centered
between the standard information and is truncated on the right end if it cannot all be used. Your other two
heading lines, if any, are also centered and printed below the first line.
The second possible value is N. If the value for this parameter is set to N, Query/400 will not print standard
page headings on your query’s printed output. Only the text specified in the Page heading parameter, if any, will
be printed. If you do not specify any text in the Page heading parameter, no page heading information will be
printed.

Page heading
Any entry in the Page heading parameter is optional. Type the text you require for the heading to be printed at
the top of each page of your report (except for the cover page) here. You can type up to three lines of text
using all characters (including uppercase and lowercase letters) that can be printed by the printer that you
specified on the Define Printer Output screen. This heading will not be shown if you press F5 (Report) or F13
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(Layout) to preview the output of the report on your display. We do not make a recommendation for a value in
this field.

Page footing
Any entry in the Page footing parameter is optional. Type the text you require for the heading to be printed at
the top of each page of your report (except for the cover page) here. You can type up to one full line of text
using all characters (including uppercase and lowercase letters) that can be printed by the printer that you
specified on the Define Printer Output screen. This footing will not be shown if you press F5 (Report) or F13
(Layout) to preview the output of the report on your display. We do not make a recommendation for a value in
this field.
Once you have made entries to the fields on this screen to your satisfaction, press Enter. The Define the
Query screen will appear. From this screen, you can continue to define your query, or press F3 to go to the Exit
this Query screen and run your query.
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Appendix 2: Creating A Database File
Another possible option for output of the data retrieved by a query is the creation of a database file. Creating
a database file would allow the retrieved data to be used by another query, another ORDER POWER! program,
or even by a PC-based program.
In this appendix, the procedure for creating a database file as the output format will be outlined.
All the steps noted in Getting Started With Query/400 should be followed until the Select Output Type and
Output Form screen is reached. However – you should note that defining report breaks is of no value when you
create a database file as your output format. Query/400 will not write a database file record for the report
break totals you specify. In addition, any edit words you use to format numeric data will not be retained.
In the Output type field, type 3 and press Enter. The Define Database File Output screen will appear.
The default file name of QQRYOUT usually should be changed. It’s good practice to give the file a name that
will assist in remembering what data the file contains. For purposes of this explanation, we will name the file
MAILLIST. Type MAILLIST in the File field.
If the library name that appears in the Library field is QGPL, change it. We strongly recommend that you
never place objects of any type – queries, files, printed output, etc. – in the QGPL library. This library is used
by your AS/400 to store files and programs related to your AS/400’s operating system. For purposes of this
explanation, we will assume that the QUERYDEMO library exists on your system. Type QUERYDEMO in the
Library field.
The default member name of *FILE will usually be adequate for beginning users. Most ORDER POWER! files
are single-member files. In some ways, a file member is a copy of a file. The records in the file member contain
the fields in one of the file’s record formats – but different file members can (and usually will) contain
different records.
As an illustration, suppose that we gave you a quiz on how well you understood the material covered in the
Getting Started With Query/400 course. We create a file with 10 fields, one field for the response to each
question on the quiz. In order to store the responses you each give for the 10 questions, we might create a
member for each of you.
Each member will have 10 fields, one for the response to each question – but each member might have a
different value in each field. We might identify each file member by using your name.
In ORDER POWER!, those files that are multi-member files often identify the file member in some way that is
tied to the user creating the member.
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For purposes of this explanation, we will tell Query/400 to use the first member of the file that it finds. When
we selected a file for use in the Specifying a file: option of the query definition we also told Query/400 to use
the first member of the file. Type *FIRST in the Member parameter.
Query/400 uses the value in the Data in file parameter to determine what to do with the data if a file and
member with the name you specified already exists in the library you specified above.
If a 1 is in the Data in file parameter, Query/400 assumes that this file/member/library combination does not
already exist. If it does, you will get an error message advising that the file already exists when running this
query.
Answering this error message with an ‘I’ will instruct Query/400 to continue without replacing the file. No
changes will be made to the file.
Answering this error message with a ‘G’ will instruct Query/400 to replace the existing file.
Answering this error message with a ‘C’ will instruct Query/400 to cancel the running of the query. The file will
not be replaced.
If a 2 is in the Data in file parameter, Query/400 will replace the file/library/member combination when you
run the query. If the combination exists, Query/400 will replace it. If the combination does not exist,
Query/400 will create it. We recommend using this option.
If a 3 is in the Data in file parameter, Query/400 assumes that the member specified does not already exist in
the file/library combination. If it does not, Query/400 will create it. If it does, you will get an error message
advising that the file member already exists when running this query.
Answering this error message with an ‘I’ will instruct Query/400 to continue without replacing the member. No
changes will be made to the file or file member.
Answering this error message with a ‘G’ will instruct Query/400 to replace the existing member.
Answering this error message with a ‘C’ will instruct Query/400 to cancel the running of the query. The
member will not be replaced.
If a 4 is in the Data in file parameter, Query/400 will replace the member in an existing file/library
combination when you run the query. If the member exists, Query/400 will replace it. If the member does not
exist, Query/400 will create it.
If a 5 is in the Data in file parameter, Query/400 will attempt to add the data retrieved by the query to the
file/library/member combination specified.
If the combination exists, Query/400 will add the data retrieved by the query to the member specified in the
query.
If the combination does not exist, Query/400 will create a new member and add the data to it.
For the purposes of this explanation, we will instruct Query/400 to replace the file if it exists. Type a 2 in the
Data in file parameter.
The value of the Authority parameter is currently *LIBCRTAUT. This value assigns an authority to the created
file equal to the value in the “Create Authority’ parameter of the library description that the file is being
created into. Basically, *LIBCRTAUT will create authority for the file equal to the authority given to the
library it will exist in. In general, we recommend changing this value unless you know what the ‘Create
Authority’ value is for the library this file will be in, since you have no direct control over what authority is
assigned to the file.
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Some other possible values are:
*ALL
All authority allows other users to perform all operations on the query except those limited to the owner,
transferring ownership of the query, or changing the authority being granted.
*USE
Use authority allows other users to run the query or to display or print the query definition. Other users
cannot copy the query definition or save the query definition with changes made to it.
*CHANGE
Change authority allows users to change or use the file in any way except to replace
or add new members to the file, delete the file, or transfer it to a new owner.
*EXCLUDE
Exclude authority prevents other users from doing anything with the query definition. Unless given specific
types of authority, no user except its owner can use the query definition.
In general, if you do not want others to be able to access the file at all, use *EXCLUDE. If you want others to
be able to use it but not change it, use *USE. If you’re willing to let others change the query for their own
purposes, use *CHANGE. If you’re willing to allow other users the ability to delete the query, use *ALL.
The Text parameter is currently blank. This is an optional parameter, but it can be useful to enter text that
describes the contents of the file
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An N should already be in the Print Definition parameter. Entering a ‘Y’ in this parameter instructs Query/400
to print a copy of the query definition whenever the output of the query is stored in the database file
specified. The query definition displays a description of the query and details on what selections were made for
each option on the Define the Query screen. This printout could be used to provide instructions on how to
recreate a given query. A copy of the printout for the query we created here is included on the CD you receive.
The Print Definition parameter is also available on the Define Printer Output screen when defining printed
output for a query. In general, we recommend that you leave this parameter as an N, but that you print out and
store the definition for a query the first time you run it, and whenever you change it – in other words, treat it
as a file to be backed up.
Once you have begun using Query/400, ask your system operator to include the library you create to store
your queries in in the list of libraries to be backed up. For the purposes of this explanation, leave this
parameter as N.
Once you have made entries to the parameters on this screen to your satisfaction, press Enter. The Define the
Query screen will appear. From this screen, you can continue to define your query, or press F3 to go to the Exit
this Query screen and run your query.
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Appendix 3: Using RUNQRY
Once you have created and saved a query, you can use the RUNQRY command as a shortcut to run it.
In order to use the RUNQRY command, you must at least know either the query name and the library that the
query is stored in, or the file name that you want to query.
You must first display a Command Line on your terminal. You can do this from most ORDER POWER! menus by
pressing F9. Type RUNQRY and press F4. The Run Query (RUNQRY) screen will appear. Pressing F9 from this
screen will cause all the parameters for this command to be displayed. Pressing F11 will cause the names of
each parameter to be displayed. For the purposes of this explanation, press F9 and F11. This will cause all the
command parameters and the names of each parameter to be displayed. For purposes of this explanation, the
parameter name will be used to refer to the field that holds the value for that parameter in the format
PARAMETER. If the parameter has more than one part, each part within the parameter will be referred to in
the format PARAMETER(Field), where Field is the text opposite that parameter.
Function key options will appear on each screen you enter in RUNQRY. An appendix to this document lists each
function key that appears in RUNQRY along with a description of the action it initiates when pressed. Note:
the F1 function key will not appear on any of the screens you will see, but the F1 key will always display a help
screen containing further information for the option or field that the cursor is positioned on when F1 is
pressed.
There are two methods that you could use to run a query from this screen. The first method is to specify a
query name in the QRY(Query) parameter. Doing so will run the query that is specified. For this option you
must know the name of the query you want to run. This is one of the reasons we recommend that you use a
meaningful name when naming your queries.

QRY

There are two parts to this parameter. The first part is the actual name of the query that will be run. The
second is the library where this query can be found.

QRY(Query)
There are two possible values for this parameter. The value in this parameter will specify the query that will be
used to process the data retrieved from the file named in the query, or the file named in the QRYFILE
parameters, if any.
The first possible value is the actual name of the query you want to run.
The second possible value is *NONE. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to create what’s called a “Quick
Query”. We will cover Quick Queries later in this appendix.

Specifying a query name in QRY(Query) :
Once you have specified a query name, there are three possible values for the QRY(Library) parameter. In
general, we recommend that you specify a library name. This gives you the greatest control over the query that
is run with the RUNQRY command.
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The first possible value is *LIBL. This is the default value. Using *LIBL requires that the library that contains
the query you specify is in your library list. This may require changes to your library list entries.
The second possible value is *CURLIB. If you enter this value, RUNQRY will search your job’s current library
for the query specified in the QRY(Query) parameter. We recommend that you do not use this value – it
requires the greatest amount of user intervention to ensure that the query specified is in your library list.
The third possible value is the actual name of the library where the query specified in the QRY(Query)
parameter is stored. Specifying a library name pinpoints the exact query you want to run. You are responsible
for ensuring that the query you want is in the library you specify.

QRYFILE
If you have specified a query name and library value, the QRYFILE(File) and QRYFILE(Library) parameters are
optional. You can use these two parameters to override the file and/or library names that the specified query
will run against, but the new file must use the same record format listed in the query. In other words, you
cannot run a query designed to run against the mail list master file for company 1 and run it against the item
master file for company 1. The record formats do not have the same name. But – you could specify the query
designed to run against the mail list master file for company 1 in the QRY(Query) parameter and specify the
file name and library for company 2 in the QRYFILE(File) and QRYFILE(Library) parameters. Your query would
run against the mail list master file for company 2.
For the QRYFILE(File) parameter, three values are possible if the QRY(Query) parameter has an entry.
The first possible value is to leave the parameter blank. Doing so will instruct RUNQRY to use the name of the
file specified in the query definition. If you leave this value blank, you cannot enter a value other than *LIBL in
the QRYFILE(Library) parameter below.
The second possible value is *SAME. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use the name of the file
specified in the query definition.
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The third possible value is to specify a file name. Doing so will instruct RUNQRY to use this file in place of the
file specified in the query definition. You are responsible for insuring that one of the record formats in the file
you specify is the same as the record format specified in the original query.
For the QRYFILE(Library) parameter, five values are possible if the QRY(Query) parameter has an entry.
However, if you enter a value other than *LIBL in this parameter, an entry in the QRYFILE(File) parameter is
also required. If you enter a value other than *LIBL in this parameter we recommend that you also explicitly
specify the file name you want to query. If you enter a value other than *LIBL in this parameter, we
recommend that that entry be the library where the file you want to query is stored.
The first possible value is *SAME. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to search the library specified in
the query definition for the file named in the QRYFILE(File) parameter. If you enter this value you must also
enter a value in the QRYFILE(File) parameter.
The second possible value is *LIBL. This is the default value. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to
search the libraries in your current library list for the first occurrence of the file to be queried. This file can
either be the file listed in the query definition named in the QRY(Query) parameter or the file named in the
QRYFILE(File) parameter. If your intent is to query the file named in the query definition, you must leave the
QRYFILE(File) parameter blank, specify *SAME in it, or enter the name of the file originally named in the
query definition when entering this value. If your intent is to override the file named in the query definition,
you must specify a file name in the QRYFILE(File) parameter when entering this value.
The third possible value is *CURLIB. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to search your job’s current
library for the file named in the QRYFILE(File) parameter. If you enter this value you must enter a value in
the QRYFILE(File) parameter.
The fourth possible entry is *RUNOPT. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to search the library
specified in the query description for the file named in the query. If you make this entry you must enter a
value in the QRYFILE(File) parameter.
The fifth possible entry is the actual name of the library where the file named in the QRYFILE(File)
parameter is stored. You are responsible for ensuring that the file you want to query is in the library you
specify.
For the QRYFILE(Member) parameter, four entries are possible if the QRY(Query) parameter has an entry. In
general, we recommend that you leave the default entry, *FIRST, in this parameter. Most ORDER POWER!
files are single member files. We recommend that you enter a value other than *FIRST here only if you are
certain that the file you are querying has more than one member. If this is so, then we recommend that you
specify the exact member name in this parameter.
The first possible value is *FIRST. This is the default value. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use
the first member in the file to be queried.
The second possible value is *LAST. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use the last member in the
file to be queried. We recommend that you do not use this value. Since most ORDER POWER! files are singlemember, using *LAST is equivalent to using *FIRST. Using *LAST could be misleading to someone else
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modifying the query definition and could possibly provide incorrect output if the file to be queried is in fact a
multi-member file.
The third possible value is *RUNOPT. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use the member specified in
the query definition for the file to be queried.
The fourth possible value is the actual name of the member to be used in the file to be queried. We
recommend that you make this value only if you are certain of the exact file member name you want to query.

OUTTYPE
For the OUTTYPE parameter, four entries are possible if the QRY(Query) parameter has a value. We do not
make a recommendation for a value in this parameter. The value in this parameter will determine the type of
output generated for the query being run.
The first possible value is *RUNOPT. This is the default value. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use
the output method specified in the definition of the query being run.
The second possible value is *DISPLAY. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to override the output
method specified in the definition of the query being run and send the output to the display station running the
command. If this value is selected and the query is run in batch, printed output will be generated instead.
The third possible value is *PRINTER. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to override the output method
specified in the definition of the query being run and send the output to the printer.
The fourth possible value is *OUTFILE. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to override the output
method specified in the definition of the query being run and create an output file for the query output. If you
enter this value and the OUTFILE parameter is not displayed (if F9 has not been pressed), RUNQRY will
automatically display all the command parameters so that the file name, library, and member name can be
entered.

OUTFORM

For the OUTFORM parameter, four entries are possible if the QRY(Query) parameter has a value. We do not
make a recommendation for a value in this parameter. The value in this parameter will determine whether detail
or summary information is retrieved for the query being run.
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The first possible value is *RUNOPT. This is the default value. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use
the output form specified in the definition of the query being run. The default value for the output format
parameter when defining a query is *DETAIL, so if *RUNOPT is entered in this parameter, and no selection was
made during the query definition process, detail information will be retrieved for the file being queried.
The second possible value is *DETAIL. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to create a report containing
detail records and any summary records as may have been defined in the query being run. Note – if the value in
the OUTTYPE parameter is *OUTFILE, or if the value in the OUTTYPE parameter is *RUNOPT and the query
description calls for an output file to be created, then no summary records will be created. No summary
records are created for an output file if detail records are being created.
The third possible value is *SUMMARY. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to create a report containing
summary records for each report break only. If no report breaks were set, the report will contain only a record
count.

RCDSLT
For the RCDSLT parameter, four entries are possible if the QRY(Query) parameter has a value. We do not
make a recommendation for a value in this parameter. The value in this parameter will determine whether
RUNQRY displays the record selection display from Query/400. This display was covered in the main part of
this document in Selecting Records. You must run the query interactively if you specify *YES for this
parameter.
The first possible value is *NO. This is the default value. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use the
record select criteria set in the query definition, if any. The record selection display from Query/400 will not
be displayed before the query is run.
The second possible value is *YES. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to display the record selection
display from Query/400 before the query is run. The record select criteria set in the query definition, if any,
will be displayed and can be changed.

PRTDFN
For the PRTDFN parameter, three entries are possible if the QRY(Query) parameter has a value. We do not
make a recommendation for a value in this parameter. The value in this parameter will determine whether
RUNQRY prints the query definition when the query is run. The value of this parameter will only apply if the
output of the query is printed or stored in a database file.
The first possible value is *RUNOPT. This is the default value. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use
the value from the Print Definition parameter in the query definition, if any. Again, RUNQRY will print a query
definition only if the query output is not being sent to the display running the query.
The second possible value is *NO. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY not to print the query definition,
regardless of what the value of the Print Definition parameter in the query definition is.
The second possible value is *YES. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to print the query definition,
regardless of what the value of the Print Definition parameter in the query definition is. As with the *RUNOPT
value, RUNQRY will only print a query definition if the query output is not being sent to the display running the
query.
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PRTDEV
For the PRTDEV parameter, three entries are possible if the QRY(Query) parameter has a value. The value in
this parameter will determine where RUNQRY prints the output of the query. The value in this parameter will
only be applied if the output of the query is sent to a printer. We recommend that you leave this parameter at
the default value if the query you are running already sends output to the printer you want to print the output.
If not, we recommend that you specify the actual name of the printer to be used.
The first possible value is *RUNOPT. This is the default value. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use
the value from the Printer parameter in the query definition, if any. If no printer was specified in the query
definition, the default output printer will be used.
The second possible value is *PRINT. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use the default printer to
print the query output. Note – the default printer is not necessarily the printer defined in the query to print
the query output. In general, we recommend that you avoid using this option unless you’re sure that your job’s
default printer can handle the output of the query – especially if you’ve created a query that requires printing
characters at 15 CPI to fit all the fields selected on one line.
The third possible value is the actual name of the printer you want to print the query output on. In general, we
recommend that you exercise caution in using this option, for the same reasons that we recommend you avoid
the *PRINT option.

FORMSIZE
For the FORMSIZE parameter, two entries are possible if the QRY(Query) parameter has a value. There are
two parts to this parameter. The values in this parameter specify the length and width of the forms on which
the query output is printed. Entries in these parameters will only be used if the query output is printed. We
recommend you use the default values for both parts of this parameter if the query you are running already
creates printed output. Changing the values for the form size parameters may require experimentation with
the printed output generated by the query.
For each part of the FORMSIZE parameter, the first possible value is *RUNOPT. This is the default value.
Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use the form size specified in the query definition. If the form
size in the query definition is blank, the value from the default query printer file will be used.

FORMSIZE(Form length)
The other possible value for the FORMSIZE(Form length) parameter is the actual form length to be used when
generating printed output for the query. Valid values are from 1 to 255. The most common form length used is
60.
FORMSIZE(Form width)
The other possible value for the FORMSIZE(Form width) parameter is the actual form width to be used when
generating printed output for the query. Valid values are from 1 to 378. The most common form widths are :
80, for printed output at 10 CPI on paper that is 8 inches wide,
132, for printed output at 10 CPI on paper that is 14 inches wide (standard computer fanfold paper),
198, for printed output at 15 CPI on paper that is 11 inches wide (standard letter size paper in landscape
format).
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FORMTYPE
For the FORMTYPE parameter, two entries are possible if the QRY(Query) parameter has a value. The value in
this parameter specifies the type of form on which the query output is printed. An entry in this parameter will
only be used if the query output is printed. We recommend you use the default value for this parameter if the
query you are running already creates printed output. If not, we recommend you specify form type *STD. If
this parameter is blank, the value from the default query printer file will be used.
The first possible value is *RUNOPT. This is the default value. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use
the form type specified in the Form type parameter in the query definition. If no form type was specified in
the query definition, the form type specified in the printer definition used by Query/400 will be used.
The second possible value is the actual name of the form on which you want to print the query output. This
form must already have been defined on your system.

COPIES
For the COPIES parameter, two entries are possible if the QRY(Query) parameter has a value. The value in
this parameter specifies the number of copies of the query output to be printed. An entry in this parameter
will only be used if the query output is printed. We make no recommendation for a value in this parameter.
The first possible value is *RUNOPT. This is the default value. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use
the value specified in the Copies parameter in the query definition. If the number of copies was not specified
in the query definition, 1 is assumed.
The second possible value is the actual number of copies you want to print. This value must be between 1 and
255.
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LINESPACE
For the LINESPACE parameter, two entries are possible if the QRY(Query) parameter has a value. The value
in this parameter specifies the number of blank lines to leave between lines of the query output to be printed.
An entry in this parameter will only be used if the query output is printed. We make no recommendation for a
value in this parameter. If the number of blank lines was not specified in the query definition, 1 is assumed, and
a single-spaced report will be generated.
The first possible value is *RUNOPT. This is the default value. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use
the value specified in the Line Spacing parameter in the query definition. If this parameter is blank, the
default value of 1 is assumed.
The second possible value is the actual number of lines you want to leave between lines of data. This value must
be between 1 and 3. A value of 1 will cause the report to be printed with single-spacing (no blank lines between
complete records). A value of 2 will cause the report to be printed with double-spacing (one blank line between
complete records). A value of 3 will cause the report to be printed with triple-spacing (two blank lines between
complete records).

OUTFILE
For the OUTFILE parameter, two entries are possible if the QRY(Query) parameter has a value. There are
four parts to this parameter. The values in this parameter specify the name, library, member, and file
replacement options for a database file you may elect to have RUNQRY create. Entries in these parameters
will only be used if a database file is created from the query output. We recommend that you use the default
values if the query you are running already creates an output file. If not, we recommend that you specify values
for all parts of this parameter. This gives you the greatest control over the output file generated by your
query.
OUTFILE(File)
This parameter specifies the name of the file to be created by RUNQRY. If your query does not already
create an output file, we recommend that you specify a file name that will serve to remind you of the contents
of the file being created.
The first possible value is *RUNOPT. This is the default value. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use
the value from the File parameter on the Define Database Output screen in the query definition, if any. If no
file was specified in the query definition, the file QQRYOUT will be created.
The second possible value is the actual name of the file to be created. If this file does not already exist on
your system in the library you specify in the OUTFILE(Library) parameter, it will be created.
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OUTFILE(Library)
This parameter specifies the name of the library that will store the file to be created by RUNQRY. If your
query does not already create an output file, we recommend that you use the name of a library specifically
created to store files created by running queries.
The first possible value is *RUNOPT. This is the default value. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use
the value from the Library parameter on the Define Database Output screen in the query definition, if any. If
no library was specified in the query definition, the library in which the query was stored will be used.
The second possible value is the actual name of the library in which the file will be created. This library must
already exist on your system.

OUTFILE(Member)
This parameter instructs RUNQRY on the details of the member to be created in the output file containing the
output data from the query. Most ORDER POWER! files are single-member files. For this reason, we
recommend that you use the default value for this parameter unless you are certain that your query requires
specifying a different value.
The first possible value is *FIRST. This is the default value. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to
specify that the file member being created is the first member of the file being created.
The second possible value is *LAST. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to specify that the file member
being created is the last member of the file being created.
The third possible value is *RUNOPT. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use the value specified in
the Member parameter on the Define Database Output screen. If no member was specified in the query
definition, a member will be created that shares the name of the file in which it exists.

OUTFILE(Option)
This parameter instructs RUNQRY how to use the data created by running the query in creating or updating
the file specified in the OUTFILE(File) parameter. If the query you are running already creates an output file,
we recommend using the *RUNOPT value. If it does not, we recommend using the *NEWFILE value.
The first possible value is *RUNOPT. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use the value specified in the
Data in file parameter on the Define Database Output screen. If no value was specified in the query definition,
the value *NEWFILE is assumed.
The second possible value is *NEWFILE. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to create a new database
file for the data created for the query output. If the file already exists, you will get an error message when
the query runs.
The third possible value is *RPLFILE. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to delete the old database file
and create a new one for the data created for the query output.
If the file does not exist, RUNQRY will create it.
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The fourth possible value is *NEWMBR. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to create a new member with
a name specified in the OUTFILE(Member) parameter in the file specified in the OUTFILE(File) parameter and
add the data created for the query output to it.
If the file member already exists, you will get an error message when the query runs.
The fifth possible value is *RPLMBR. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to clear the member specified in
the OUTFILE(Member) parameter and add the data created for the query output to it. If the file member
does not exist, RUNQRY will create it.
The sixth possible value is *ADDMBR. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to add the data created for
the query output to the file member specified in the OUTFILE(Member) parameter. If the file member does
not exist, RUNQRY will create it.

AUT
For the AUT parameter, seven entries are possible if the QRY(Query) parameter has a value. The value in this
parameter instructs RUNQRY as to the authority to be attached to the database file created from the output
data retrieved by the query being run. We make no recommendation for a value in this parameter.
A complete discussion of the concept of Authority is beyond the scope of this document, but some of the
possible values are:
*RUNOPT
This is the default value. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use the value specified in the Authority
parameter on the Define Database Output screen. If no value was specified in the query definition, the value
*LIBCRTAUT is assumed.
*LIBCRTAUT
This value assigns an authority to the output file equal to the value in the “Create Authority’ parameter of the
library description that the file is being created into.
Basically, *LIBCRTAUT will create authority for the file equal to the authority given to the library it will exist
in. In general, we recommend changing this value unless you know what the ‘Create Authority’ value is for the
library this file will be in, since this value gives you no direct control over what authority is assigned to the file
*CHANGE
Change authority allows users to change or use the output file in any way except to replace or add new
members to the file, delete the file, or transfer it to a new owner.
*ALL
All authority allows other users to perform all operations on the output file except those limited to the owner
or controlled by an authorization list.
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*USE
Use authority allows other users to perform basic operations on the output file such as running a query against
it or reading it. Users with this authority cannot change the output file.
*EXCLUDE
Exclude authority prevents other users from accessing the output file.
In general, if you do not want others to be able to access the file at all, use *EXCLUDE. If you want others to
be able to use it but not change it, use *USE. If you’re willing to let others change the query for their own
purposes, use *CHANGE. If you’re willing to allow other users the ability to delete the query, use *ALL.
Once you have made entries to the parameters on the second RUNQRY screen to your satisfaction press Enter.
The RUNQRY command will run your query.
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Specifying QRY(Query) = *NONE :
The second method is to specify *NONE in the QRY(Query) parameter. Entering *NONE in this parameter will
create what’s called a “Quick Query”. A “Quick Query” is a query that isn’t saved, and that is defined “on the
fly”. This will require a value in the Query file: parameter, and may require an entry in the Library parameter.
For this option, you must at least know the name of the file you want to query. In general, you will leave the
Member parameter as *FIRST. As has been noted earlier, most ORDER POWER! files are single-member files.

Once you have typed *NONE in the QRY(Query) parameter, press F9 and F11 for the purposes of this
explanation. This will cause all the command parameters and the names of each parameter to be displayed. For
purposes of this explanation, the parameter name will be used to refer to the field that holds the value for
that parameter in the format PARAMETER. If the parameter has more than one part, each part within the
parameter will be referred to in the format PARAMETER(Field), where Field is the text opposite that
parameter.
Move the cursor down to the QRYFILE(File) parameter.
For the QRYFILE(File) parameter, only one value is possible if the QRY(Query) parameter has an entry of
*NONE. You must specify a file name. This file name must be the name of a physical or logical file on the
AS/400 in the library or library list in the value for the QRYFILE(Library) parameter.
For the QRYFILE(Library) parameter, three values are possible if the QRY(Query) parameter has an entry of
*NONE We recommend that you leave this parameter as the default value, *LIBL. If you enter a value other
than *LIBL in this parameter you are responsible for ensuring that the file named in the QRYFILE(File)
parameter is in that library or library list.
The first possible value is *LIBL. This is the default value. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to search
the libraries in your current library list for the first occurrence of the file named in the QRYFILE(File)
parameter.
The second possible value is *CURLIB. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to search your job’s current
library for the file named in the QRYFILE(File) parameter.
The third possible entry is the actual name of the library where the file named in the QRYFILE(File)
parameter is stored. You are responsible for ensuring that the file you want is in the library you specify.
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For the QRYFILE(Member) parameter, three values are possible if the QRY(Query) parameter has an entry of
*NONE We recommend that you leave this parameter as the default value, *FIRST. If you enter a value other
than *FIRST in this parameter you are responsible for ensuring that the member exists in the file to be
queried.
The first possible value is *FIRST. This is the default value. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use
the first member in the file to be queried.
The second possible value is *LAST. Entering this value will instruct RUNQRY to use the last member in the
file to be queried. We recommend that you do not use this value. Since most ORDER POWER! files are singlemember, using *LAST is equivalent to using *FIRST. Using *LAST could be misleading to someone else
modifying the query definition and could possibly provide incorrect output if the file to be queried is in fact a
multi-member file.
The third possible value is the actual name of the member to be used in the file to be queried. We recommend
that you make this value only if you are certain of the exact file member name you want to query.
For all the other parameters on the two RUNQRY screens, the possible values that can be used for each
parameter are the same as in the Specifying a query name in QRY(Query) portion of this appendix with one
exception. The *RUNOPT value is not applicable to any parameter when creating a Quick Query since no
previously defined query definition is being referenced.
Once you have made entries to the parameters on the second RUNQRY screen to your satisfaction press Enter.
The RUNQRY command will create your Quick Query on the fly and run it according to the entries you have
made in the various parameters.
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Appendix 4: Function Keys in WRKQRY
Some of the function keys in WRKQRY share the same function as they do in ORDER POWER!, but many do
not. This appendix will review the functions performed by the various function keys in WRKQRY.

Function Key

FKey Text

Function Performed

F1

None

Displays a screen containing further information for the option or field that the
cursor is positioned on when F1 is pressed. This option does not appear on any
Query/400 screen, but is always available.

F3

Exit

Exits program that is running.

F4

Prompt

Displays list of objects. The type of objects to be listed is determined by the type
of object the cursor is on when F4 is pressed. The location of the object is
determined by the file and/or library listed in the appropriate file and library field.

F5

Refresh

Removed all the options displayed on the screen and replaces them with the
default values, if any. The previous options are not processed.

F5

Report

Runs the query using the current definition and shows the output on your
display.

F9

Add file

Displays a new set of file selection prompts to add an additional file to the query
definition.

F9

Insert

Inserts a blank set of result field definition lines after the set in which the cursor
is positioned and moves the cursor to the first position in the new set.

F10

Process/previous

Processes the changes made on the current display and returns you to the first
display of the previous definition step that you used, or to the Define the Query
screen.

F11
F11

Display names only
Display text

Displays only the names of the file fields.
Displays file field names and additional information
(text, field length, decimal positions)

F12

Cancel

Discards any entries or changes made to the current screen and
returns to the first display of the previous definition step you used, or to the
Define the Query screen.

F13

Layout

Processes the entries made on the current screen and shows a model of how
the query will look. The model uses Xs to represent character data and 9s to
represent numeric data.

F16

Edit

Shows the Numeric Field Editing screen for the numeric field the cursor is
positioned on.

F17

Constants format

Shows the Display Constants Format screen, which shows the date and time
format and date and time separators.

F18

Files

Shows the Display File Selections screen, which lists the names
of all the files selected for this query. Also shown is each file's ID within the
query, the library containing the file, and the member and record format being
used with the file.

F19

Next group

Positions the list to the first field in the next logical group of fields. The order of
the groups is: selected fields (in report sequence or sort priority sequence), then
the fields not selected in each selected file. If already positioned to the last
group, shows the last field at the end of the list. If you press F19 again, the first
field in the list is shown.

F20

Renumber

Renumbers the selected fields by increments of 10, puts them into ascending
order, and positions the list to the first field in sequence.
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Function Key

FKey Text

Function Performed

F20

Reorganize

Reorganizes the result field display, moving blank entries to the end and
repositions the cursor to the first result field definition entry.

F21

Select all

Selects all the options on the Define the Query screen or all the fields on the
Select and Sequence Fields screen and then shows the first display for the first
option or field.

F23

Long comment

Shows detailed information about the field in the list area that the cursor is
positioned on for IDDU fields only. ORDER POWER! does not use IDDU fields.

F24

More keys

Shows additional function keys available on this screen.
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Appendix 5: Function Keys in RUNQRY
Some of the function keys in RUNQRY share the same function as they do in ORDER POWER!, but many do not.
This appendix will review the functions performed by the various function keys in RUNQRY.

Function
Key

FKey Text

Function Performed

F1

None

Displays a screen containing further information for the
option or field that the cursor is positioned on when F1 is
pressed. This option does not appear on any RUNQRY
screen, but is always available.

F3

Exit

Exits program that is running.

F4

Prompt

Displays a list of possible values for the parameter the
cursor is positioned on.

F5

Refresh

Removed all the options displayed on the screen and
replaces them with the default values, if any. The previous
options are not processed.

F9

All parameters

Displays all the parameters available for the RUNQRY
command.

F11

Keywords

Displays the command keywords for each parameter
displayed.

F12

Cancel

Discards any entries or changes made to the current screen
and returns you to the command line.

F13

How to use this display

Displays the Prompt Display Help screen.

F24

More keys

Shows additional function keys available on this screen.
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ORDER POWER! files and field naming conventions

Data Files

The different kinds of files used in ORDER POWER! are:
Physical Files which always contain data. Their names start with a “P.”
Example: PORHDR – Order Header
Logical Files which never contain data, but only provide a view of the physical file data. Their
names begin with an “L.”
Example: LORHDR01 – Logical file by Order #
Work Files which contain data for the duration of the job that created them. When the job
is completed, they are usually purged. In ORDER POWER!, the names of work files start with
a “W” if they are physical files, and with an “X” if they are logical files.
Example: WARDTL – Accounts Receivable Detail Work File. (Physical)
XARDTL01 – Accounts Receivable Detail Work File. (Logical)
Custom Files are created for a specific customer and purpose. In ORDER POWER!, the names
of custom files start with a “Y” if they are physical files and with a “Z” if they are logical
files.
Example: YAPSEL – Payments Selected File. (Custom Physical)
ZAPSEL01 – Payments Selected File (Custom Logical)
Interface Files are used by ORDER POWER! to communicate data to other computer
systems. In ORDER POWER!, the names of interface files start with an “R” if they contain
data received from another system, and with a “T” if they contain data to transmit to another
system.
Example: RAUPYT – Paymentech Receive File
TAUPYT - Paymentech Transmit File

File and Field naming conventions used in ORDER POWER!
The files used in OP! are categorized into:
• Never Shared Files
• Sometimes Shared Files

Never Shared Files are specific to each company and they are never shared. They reside in a
company-specific library like OPF001.
Example: PORHDR
Order Header
PORDTL
Order Detail
Sometimes Shared Files always reside in OPCAPF. They are cross-company files and shared across
different companies.
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Example: PMLLST001
Mail List Master
PINVNT001
Inventory Master
The last three characters (001, in this example) represent the company number.
Field Names: The database fields are usually 6 characters long with a few exceptions. We use
positions 2 and 4 of the physical file name as the first two positions of the field name. The last four
characters identify the field.
Examples:
OHORD#
Order #
This is a field in the Order Header. The first two characters, O and H, are the second and fourth
characters of the Order Header file (PORHDR).
MLCST#
Customer #
This is a field in the Mail List Master File. The first two characters, M and L, are the second and
fourth characters in the file name PMLLSTXXX.
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ORDER POWER! processes and affected files

Create Order

Header
(PORHDR)

Detail
(PORDTL)

Audit
(PORAUD)

Detail Comments

Comments
(PORCMT)

(PORDCM)

Release Order –
Print Pick Ticket

Order Detail
in Pick Status
(PORPCK)
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Order Detail
for Ship Doc
(PORDOC)

Order
Audit
(PORAUD)

ORDER POWER! Users Group 2002

Ship Conf Type 1
(Calls Invoicing)

Shipped
History
(PORSHP)

Audit

A/R Detail

(PORAUD)

(PARDTL)

Item
History
(PINHSTx)

Manifest

GL Trans

(PCAMAN)

(PGLTRN)

Tax
Records
(PTAXST)

Note: the Item History file is company-specific. The last 3 characters are the company number, like 001.

Ship Conf
Type 2 & 3

GL Trans

Manifest

Audit

(PGLTRN)

(PCAMAN)

(PORAUD)

Shipped
History
(PORSHP)

Item
History
(PINHSTx)

Note: the Item History file is company-specific. The last 3 characters are the company number, like 001.
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Invoicing
Type 2 & 3

Audit

A/R
Detail
(PARDTL)

(PORAUD)

GL Trans
(PGLTRN)

Create
Credit Memos

Header

Detail

Audit

Comments

(PORHDR)

(PORDTL)

(PORAUD)

(PORCMT)
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Detail
Comments
(PORDCM)

Post Credit Memos

GL Trans

A/R Detail

(PGLTRN)

(PARDTL)

Inventory
History*
(PINHSTx)

Settlement
File**
(PAUTRN)

Shipped
History
(PORSHP)

Audit
(PORAUD)

**If an amount is being refunded to credit card.

*If item is returned to stock.

Note: the Inventory History file is company-specific. The last 3 characters are the company number, like 001.

Create
Counter Sales Order

Header

Detail

Comments

(POCHDR)

(POCDTL)

(PORCMT)

ORDER POWER! Users Group 2002
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Detail
Comments
(PORDCM)
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Post
Counter Invoice

Header

Detail

Audit

GL Trans

(PORHDR)

(PORDTL)

(PORAUD)

(PGLTRN)

Shipped
History
(PORSHP)

Item
History
(PINHSTx)

Tax
Records
(PTAXST)

Note: the Item History file is company-specific. The last 3 characters are the company number, like 001.

Create
Purchase Order

Header

Detail

Audit

Comments

(PPOHDR)

(PPODTL)

(PPOAUD)

(PPOCMT)
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Detail
Comments
(PPODCM)

Receive
Purchase Order

Item
History
(PINHSTx)

GL Trans

Audit

(PGLTRN)

(PPOAUD)

Note: the Item History file is company-specific. The last 3 characters are the company number, like 001.

Cancel
Back Order Items

GL Trans
Type 1 Only
(PGLTRN)

ORDER POWER! Users Group 2002
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(PPOAUD)
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General Ledger

GL Interface/
GL Journal Entry

GL Batch
Header
(PGLBHD)

GL Interface and GL Journal Entry use
the same files.

GL Batch
Detail
(PGLBDT)

GL
Batch Posting

48

GL Master

GL Journal

(PGLLGR)

(PGLJRL)

Query 400
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Accounts Payable
Select Invoices
For Payment

Selection
Header
(PAPSLH)

Selected
Invoices
(PAPSEL)

Post
AR Refunds
(See Note)

Post
Disbursements

AP Invoice
Payments
(PAPPMT)

AP Checks
(PAPCHK)

1

Post
AR Refunds

1

ORDER POWER! Users Group 2002

Note: Post AR refund is called only if profile Accounts
Receivable “Generate entries for refunds” option is set to “N.”

AR Detail

GL Trans

(PARDTL)

(PGLTRN)

Query 400
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AP Invoice
Batch Entry

If Costing…

AP Batch
Header
(PAPBHD)

AP Batch
Invoice Header
(PAPBIH)

AP Batch
Invoice Detail
(PAPBID)

AP Batch
Purchases
(PAPBPR)

AP Invoice
Batch Posting

AP Invoice
Header
(PAPHDR)

If Hand
Checks Do 1

AP Invoice
Detail
(PAPDTL)

If hand checks entered

1

AP
Payments
(PAPPMT)
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GL Batch
Header
(PGLBHD)

2

If Costing Do
2

GL Batch
Detail
(PGLBDT)

If costing

AP Checks

AP Purchases

(PAPCHK)

(PAPPUR)

PO Receipts
Costing File
(WRCCST)

ORDER POWER! Users Group 2002

Table of ORDER POWER!
files and field naming conventions

File
Name

File Description

First 2 Letters
of Field Names

Library

EGLTBA

EDS, GL TABLE DETAIL, "A"ccumulate

TA

OPGNL

EGLTBC

EDS, GL TABLE DETAIL, "C"omments

TC

OPGNL

EGLTBD

EDS, GL TABLE DETAIL, "D"enominator

TD

OPGNL

EGLTBH

EDS, GL TABLE DETAIL, "H"eadings

TH

OPGNL

EGLTBP

EDS, GL TABLE DETAIL, "P"rint Total

TP

OPGNL

EGLTBS

EDS, GL TABLE DETAIL, "S"tored Amts

TS

OPGNL

EGLTBT

EDS, GL TABLE DETAIL, "T"itle Lines

TT

OPGNL

EGLTBU

EDS, GL TABLE DETAIL, "U"nderline

TU

OPGNL

PACAUD

AR CONTROL AUDIT

IX

OPBAS

PACPOF

OUTFILE: ACCESS PATHS

AP

OPCAP

PADPAY

ADDTL/MULTI OE PAYMENTS

AO

OPBAS

PAPBHD

AP BATCH HEADER

AB

OPACP

PAPBID

AP BATCH INVOICE DETAIL

AD

OPACP

PAPBIH

AP BATCH INVOICE HEADER

AN

OPACP

PAPBPR

AP BATCH PURCHASES

AQ

OPACP

PAPBSH

AP BATCH DROP SHIP CONF S&H/MISC

AM

OPACP

PAPCHK

AP CHECKS ISSUED

AC

OPACP

PAPCMT

VENDOR COMMENTS

AC

OPCAP

PAPCTL

AP CONTROL/CONFIGURATION

AT

OPACP

PAPDTL

AP INVOICE DETAIL

AL

OPACP

PAPEDI

AP EDI CONTROL FILE

AX

OPACP

PAPEGL

AP EDI GL ITEM CLASS OVERRIDES

AO

OPACP

PAPHDR

AP INVOICE HEADER

AH

OPACP

PAPICL

AP INTER-COMPANY CONTROL

AI

OPACP

PAPIID

AP EDI 810 INBOUND INVOICE DETAIL

AZ

OPACP

PAPIIH

AP EDI 810 INBOUND INVOICE HEADER

AY

OPACP

PAPOPT

VENDOR: SEARCH OPTIMIZER

AQ

OPCAP

PAPPMT

AP INVOICE PAYMENTS

AP

OPACP

PAPPUR

AP INVOICE PURCHASES

AU

OPACP

PAPSEL

AP PAYMENTS SELECTED

AS

OPACP

PAPSLH

AP PAYMENT SELECTION HEADER

AE

OPACP

PAPSRC

VENDOR: SEARCH TRIPLETS

AR

OPCAP

PAPVGL

AP VENDOR GL DEFAULTS

AG

OPACP
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File
Name

File Description

First 2 Letters
of Field Names

Library

PAPVND

VENDOR MASTER FILE

AV

OPCAP

PARBDC

AR BATCH DETAIL CUSTOMER

BC

OPBAS

PARBDT

AR BATCH DETAIL

BE

OPBAS

PARBHD

AR BATCH HEADER

BH

OPBAS

PARBTD

AR BATCH TENDER DETAIL

BT

OPBAS

PARCTL

AR CONTROL FILE

AX

OPBAS

PARDTL

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE DETAIL FILE

AD

OPBAS

PARLCM

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE LOAN COMMENTS

AM

OPBAS

PARLON

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE LOAN FILE

AL

OPBAS

PARSUM

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE SUMMARY FILE

AS

OPBAS

PARTRM

PAYMENT TERM CODES

AT

OPCAP

PAUAVS

AUTHORIZATION AVS CODES

AV

OPBAS

PAUCNT

AUTHORIZATION CENTERS

AC

OPBAS

PAUCSI

AUTHORIZATION TRAN/CSI INFO

AU

OPBAS

PAUDCL

AUTHORIZATION DECLINE CODES

AE

OPBAS

PAUDFT

AUTHORIZATION DEFAULTS

AF

OPBAS

PAUJCL

AUTHORIZATION CENTER JCL

AJ

OPBAS

PAULOG

AUTHORIZATION PROCESS LOG

AU

OPBAS

PAUPOS

AUTH: POINT OF SALE LOG FILE

PP

OPBAS

PAUSET

AUTHORIZATION SETTLEMENT LOG

PE

OPBAS

PAUTCP

AUTH: TCP/IP ONLINE CONTROL

TP

OPBAS

PAUTCX

AUTH: TCP/IP COMMUNICATIONS LOG

TL

OPBAS

PAUTRN

AUTHORIZATION TRANSACTION

AT

OPBAS

PBDCMT

BID: COMMENTS NOTES

BC

OPBAS

PBDCPD

BID: COUPON INFO DETAIL

BB

OPBAS

PBDCPN

BID: COUPON INFO

BQ

OPBAS

PBDDCM

BID: DETAIL COMMENTS NOTES

BF

OPBAS

PBDDTL

BID: DETAIL

BD

OPBAS

PBDGFT

BID: GIFT CERTIFICATE

BV

OPBAS

PBDHDR

BID: HEADER

BH

OPBAS

PBDPSD

BID: PERSONALIZATION INFO DETL

BJ

OPBAS

PBDPSL

BID: PERSONALIZATION INFO

BK

OPBAS

PBLSHP

BILL TO/SHIP TO/ORDER XREF

BS

OPBAS

PCAACT

ACCOUNT CODES

CA

OPCAP

PCABUY

BUYER CODES

BC

OPCAP

PCACMP

CORPORATE COMPANIES

CC

OPCAP

PCACUR

CURRENCY CODE

BC

OPCAP
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File
Name

File Description

First 2 Letters
of Field Names

Library

PCAHLP

DOCUMENTATION: ON-LINE HELP

HP

OPCAP

PCAMAN

MANIFEST

CM

OPCAP

PCAPAU

CORPORATE PROFILE AUDIT

IY

OPCAP

PCAPRF

CORPORATE PROFILE

CP

OPCAP

PCASIC

STANDARD INDUSTRY CLASS SIC

CV

OPCAP

PCASWT

CORPORATE COMPANY SWITCH CODE

CS

OPCAP

PCATOP

DOCUMENTATION: TOPICS

TP

OPCAP

PCAZIP

ZIP/CITY,STATE

CZ

OPCAP

PCAZOV

ZIP/CITY,STATE OVERRIDES

ZO

OPCAP

PCINFO

DEBIT CHECK INFO

DC

OPBAS

PCMAUD

COMPANY CONTROL AUDIT

IA

OPBAS

PCMWAU

WEB: CONTROL AUDIT

IU

OPBAS

PCMWEB

WEB: CONTROL

GZ

OPBAS

PCNREA

CANCEL REASON CODES

CR

OPBAS

PCNTCL

COUNTRY TAXABLE CLASSES

CT

OPBAS

PCORLT

CORRESPONDENCE LETTER TYPES

CL

OPBAS

PCORSP

CORRESPONDENCE MASTER

CO

OPBAS

PCPEXT

COUPON EXT DESCRIPTION

CX

OPBAS

PCPMST

COUPON MASTER

CP

OPBAS

PCPREQ

COUPON REQUIREMENTS

CQ

OPBAS

PCSACT

CUST SRVC: ACTION CODES

YH

OPBAS

PCSARG

CUST SRVC: ASSIGNMENT RANGE

YG

OPBAS

PCSAUD

CUST SRVC: CONTROL RECORD AUDIT

IK

OPBAS

PCSCMT

CUST SRVC: CALL LOG NOTES

YE

OPBAS

PCSCTL

CUST SRVC: CONTROL RECORD

YK

OPBAS

PCSLOG

CUST SRVC: CALL LOG

YD

OPBAS

PCSREA

CUST SRVC: REASON CODES

YI

OPBAS

PCSREP

CUST SRVC: REPRESENTATIVES

YF

OPBAS

PCSRSL

CUST SRVC: RESOLUTION CODES

YJ

OPBAS

PDBROF

OUTFILE: DATABASE RELATIONS

WH

OPCAP

PECDTL

EMAIL CLASS DETAIL

EQ

OPCAP

PECHDR

EMAIL CLASS HEADER

EP

OPCAP

PEMTYP

EMAIL TYPE

ET

OPCAP

PFCDTL

FUTURE COST DETAIL

FA

OPBAS

PFCMST

FUTURE COST MASTER

FC

OPBAS

PFCQTY

FUTURE COST QUANTITY

FQ

OPBAS

PFFDOF

OUTFILE: FILE FIELD DESCRIPTION

WH

OPCAP
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File
Name

File Description

First 2 Letters
of Field Names

Library

PFILCK

FILE LOCK

FL

OPBAS

PFPBPR

FUTURE PRICING: BASE

KB

OPBAS

PFPBSH

FUTURE SH/HANDLING: BASE

QB

OPBAS

PFPCPR

FUTURE PRICING: CONTRACT

KC

OPBAS

PFPCSH

FUTURE SH/HANDLING: CONTRACT

QC

OPBAS

PFPIPR

FUTURE PRICING: CUSTOMER CLASS

KI

OPBAS

PFPISH

FUTURE SH/HANDLING: CUSTOMER CLASS

QI

OPBAS

PFPKPR

FUTURE PRCING: MEDIA BOOK

KK

OPBAS

PFPKSH

FUTURE SH/HANDLING: MEDIA BOOK

QK

OPBAS

PFPMPR

FUTURE PRICING: MEDIA

KR

OPBAS

PFPMSH

FUTURE SH/HANDLING: MEDIA

QR

OPBAS

PFPMST

FUTURE PRICE CHANGE MASTER

IF

OPBAS

PFPSPR

FUTURE PRICING: SPECIAL

KS

OPBAS

PFPSSH

FUTURE SH/HANDLING: SPECIAL

QS

OPBAS

PFRADR

FRAUD ADDRESS

FA

OPBAS

PFRCRD

FRAUDULENT CREDIT CARDS

FR

OPCAP

PFRSEA

FORECASTING SEASON CODES

FE

OPBAS

PFRTEL

FRAUD TELEPHONE

FT

OPBAS

PFTDTL

FTC NOTICE DETAIL

FD

OPBAS

PFTHDR

FTC NOTICE HEADER

FH

OPBAS

PGCAUD

GIFT CERTIFICATE CONTROL AUDIT

IZ

OPBAS

PGCCTL

GIFT CERTIFICATE CONTROL

GZ

OPBAS

PGFAUD

GIFT CERTIFICATE AUDIT

GI

OPBAS

PGFCRT

GIFT CERTIFICATE

GG

OPBAS

PGLADJ

GENERAL LEDGER AR ADJ ACCOUNTS

GJ

OPBAS

PGLBDT

BATCH JOURNAL TRANSACTIONS

BD

OPGNL

PGLBHD

BATCH JOURNAL HEADER

BH

OPGNL

PGLCHT

ACCOUNT NAME MASTER

GM

OPGNL

PGLCTL

ACCOUNT COMPANY MASTER

GC

OPGNL

PGLDFT

GENERAL LEDGER DEFAULT

GF

OPBAS

PGLDPT

ACCOUNT DEPARTMENT MASTER

GD

OPGNL

PGLJRL

LEDGER JOURNAL TRANSACTIONS

GJ

OPGNL

PGLLGR

LEDGER ACCOUNT BALANCES

GL

OPGNL

PGLRDT

BATCH RECURRING JOURNAL DETAIL

BD

OPGNL

PGLRHD

BATCH RECURRING JOURNAL HEADER

BH

OPGNL

PGLTBD

GL FINANCIAL TABLE DETAIL

GE

OPGNL

PGLTBL

GL FINANCIAL TABLE HEADER

GT

OPGNL
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File
Name

File Description

First 2 Letters
of Field Names

Library

PGLTRN

GENERAL LEDGER TRANSACTION

GR

OPBAS

PINAISxxx

ZONE AISLE MASTER

IS

OPCAP

PINASDxxx

ITEM: ASSORTMENT DETAIL

AI

OPCAP

PINASHxxx

ITEM: ASSORTMENT HEADER

AH

OPCAP

PINASWxxx

ITEM: MORE SEARCH WORDS ARRAY

JB

OPCAP

PINAUDxxx

ITEM: AUDIT

IA

OPCAP

PINBPR

ITEM PRICING: BASE

IB

OPBAS

PINBSH

ITEM SH/HANDLING: BASE

HB

OPBAS

PINCGPxxx

ITEM: CROSS-SELL GROUPS

JC

OPCAP

PINCNDxxx

ITEM: CONTINUITY DETAIL

KD

OPCAP

PINCNHxxx

ITEM: CONTINUITY HEADER

KH

OPCAP

PINCYCxxx

ITEM: CYCLE CODES

IC

OPCAP

PINDDXxxx

ITEM: INDEX DETAIL

JN

OPCAP

PINDSCxxx

ITEM: EXTENDED DESCRIPTION

ID

OPCAP

PINGLC

ITEM GL CLASS

IG

OPBAS

PINHDXxxx

ITEM: INDEX HEADER

JM

OPCAP

PINHGDxxx

ITEM: HIGH LEVEL PROD GROUP DTL

DK

OPCAP

PINHGHxxx

ITEM: HIGH LEVEL PROD GROUP HDR

DJ

OPCAP

PINHLD

INVENTORY HOLD CODES

HL

OPBAS

PINHSLxxx

ITEM: HISTORY SERIAL/LOT DATA

LH

OPCAP

PINHSTxxx

ITEM: TRANSACTION HISTORY

IH

OPCAP

PINIPR

ITEM PRICING: CUSTOMER CLASS

II

OPBAS

PINISH

ITEM SH/HANDLING: CUSTOMER CLASS

HI

OPBAS

PINISTxxx

ITEM: STORAGE CODE

SI

OPCAP

PINKITxxx

KIT COMPONENTS

IP

OPCAP

PINLOCxxx

LOCATION MASTER

IL

OPCAP

PINLSTxxx

LOCATION: STORAGE CODE

SL

OPCAP

PINMSWxxx

ITEM: MORE SEARCH WORDS

JA

OPCAP

PINOPTxxx

ITEM: SEARCH OPTIMIZER

NO

OPCAP

PINPGDxxx

ITEM: PRODUCT GROUP EXT DESCR

JJ

OPCAP

PINPGPxxx

ITEM: PRODUCT GROUPS

IJ

OPCAP

PINPRGxxx

ITEM: PRICE GROUP

PG

OPCAP

PINPSMxxx

ITEM: PERSONALIZATION MASTER

PM

OPCAP

PINPSPxxx

ITEM: PERSONALIZATION PROPERTIES

PP

OPCAP

PINQOHxxx

ITEM: QUANTITY ON HAND

IO

OPCAP

PINQTYxxx

ITEM: QUANTITIES

IQ

OPCAP

PINRDTxxx

ITEM: CROSS-SELL GROUP DETAIL

JD

OPCAP
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File
Name

File Description

First 2 Letters
of Field Names

Library

PINRFXxxx

ITEM: RF PHYS INV COUNT ATTEMPT

RI

OPCAP

PINRGDxxx

ITEM: CROSS-SELL GROUP EXT DESCR

JL

OPCAP

PINRGPxxx

ITEM: CROSS-SELL GROUP HEADER

JH

OPCAP

PINRSHxxx

ITEM: SHIP TO RESTRICTIONS

JR

OPCAP

PINSCAxxx

ITEM: SEARCH COLUMN ASSIGNMENT

JM

OPCAP

PINSCDxxx

ITEM: SCALE DETAIL

BK

OPCAP

PINSCHxxx

ITEM: SCALE HEADER

BJ

OPCAP

PINSCLxxx

ITEM: SEARCH COLUMN MASTER

JE

OPCAP

PINSCTxxx

ITEM: SEARCH CATEGORY VALUES

JG

OPCAP

PINSDTxxx

ITEM: SUBST. GROUP DETAIL

SD

OPCAP

PINSGDxxx

ITEM: PRODUCT SUB GROUP EXT DESCR

JK

OPCAP

PINSGPxxx

ITEM: PRODUCT SUB GROUPS

IK

OPCAP

PINSGRxxx

ITEM: SUBST. GROUP HEADER

SH

OPCAP

PINSHPxxx

WAREHOUSE: SHIPPER #

IM

OPCAP

PINSMW

ITEM SUMMARY BY WHSE

IM

OPBAS

PINSPR

ITEM PRICING: SPECIAL

IS

OPBAS

PINSPSxxx

ITEM: SEARCH POSSIBILITIES

JF

OPCAP

PINSRCxxx

ITEM: SEARCH

NS

OPCAP

PINSSH

ITEM SH/HANDLING: SPECIAL

HS

OPBAS

PINSTDxxx

ITEM: STYLE DETAIL

BB

OPCAP

PINSTHxxx

ITEM: STYLE HEADER

BA

OPCAP

PINSUM

ITEM SUMMARY

IU

OPBAS

PINTRN

INVENTORY TRANSACTION EFFECTS

IC

OPBAS

PINTRSxxx

ITEM: IN-TRANSIT

TN

OPCAP

PINTXC

ITEM TAX CLASS

IT

OPBAS

PINUDTxxx

ITEM: UPSELL GROUP DETAIL

UD

OPCAP

PINUGPxxx

ITEM: UPSELL GROUP HEADER

UH

OPCAP

PINUOMxxx

ITEM: UNIT OF MEASURES

UM

OPCAP

PINVCS

ITEM/VENDOR COSTING

IN

OPBAS

PINVED

ITEM/VENDOR EXT DESCRIPTION

IE

OPBAS

PINVNTxxx

ITEM: MASTER

IV

OPCAP

PINVRF

ITEM/VENDOR REFERENCE

IR

OPBAS

PINWEBxxx

ITEM: WEB MASTER

IE

OPCAP

PINWHSxxx

WAREHOUSE MASTER

IW

OPCAP

PINWSTxxx

WAREHOUSE: STORAGE CODE

SW

OPCAP

PINWWBxxx

WAREHOUSE: WEB INFO

JW

OPCAP

PINZSTxxx

ZONE: STORAGE CODE

SA

OPCAP
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File
Name

File Description

First 2 Letters
of Field Names

Library

PIPRAU

ITEM PRICING: AUDIT ALL

KA

OPBAS

PISHAU

ITEM SH/HANDLING: AUDIT ALL

KT

OPBAS

PLBREQ

LABEL REQUEST CODE

LB

OPBAS

PLSORD

LOST ORDERS

LS

OPBAS

PMABEX

MEDIA BOOK EXTENDED DESCRPITION

BG

OPBAS

PMABOK

MEDIA BOOK

BM

OPBAS

PMABPR

ITEM PRICING: MEDIA BOOK

MK

OPBAS

PMABSH

ITEM SH/HANDLING: MEDIA BOOK

HK

OPBAS

PMABTM

MEDIA BOOK ITEM

BI

OPBAS

PMAEXT

MEDIA EXTENDED DESCRIPTION

MG

OPBAS

PMAGLC

MEDIA GL CLASS

MB

OPBAS

PMAITM

MEDIA ITEM

MI

OPBAS

PMAMED

MEDIA MASTER

MM

OPBAS

PMAMPR

ITEM PRICING: MEDIA

MR

OPBAS

PMAMSH

ITEM SH/HANDLING: MEDIA

HR

OPBAS

PMARSP

RESPONSE CURVE

MJ

OPBAS

PMBROF

OUTFILE: MEMBER LIST

ML

OPCAP

PMLAGE

MAIL LIST AR AGING AS OF

MG

OPBAS

PMLCHGxxx

MAIL LIST: AUDIT

MA

OPCAP

PMLCMC

COMMENT CODES

MF

OPBAS

PMLCMT

CUSTOMER COMMENTS

MO

OPBAS

PMLCPR

ITEM PRICING: CONTRACT

MC

OPBAS

PMLCSH

ITEM SH/HANDLING: CONTRACT

HC

OPBAS

PMLDCL

ALERT CLASS CODES

MD

OPBAS

PMLDCN

DEMOGRAPHIC CODES FOR CONTACTS

KE

OPBAS

PMLDEM

DEMOGRAPHIC CODES

ME

OPBAS

PMLEMLxxx

MAIL LIST: E-MAIL ADDRESSES

ME

OPCAP

PMLFEMxxx

MAIL LIST: FINDER E-MAIL ADDR

FE

OPCAP

PMLFNDxxx

MAIL LIST: FINDER FILE

FL

OPCAP

PMLFOPxxx

MAIL LIST: FINDER SEARCH OPTIMIZER

FO

OPCAP

PMLFSRxxx

MAIL LIST: FINDER SEARCH TRIPLETS

FS

OPCAP

PMLLSTxxx

MAIL LIST: MASTER

ML

OPCAP

PMLNAMxxx

MAIL LIST: CONTACT NAMES

MN

OPCAP

PMLOPTxxx

MAIL LIST: SEARCH OPTIMIZER

MO

OPCAP

PMLPRC

CUSTOMER CLASS

MP

OPBAS

PMLSHPxxx

MAIL LIST: SHIP TO

MH

OPCAP

PMLSRCxxx

MAIL LIST: SEARCH TRIPLETS

MS

OPCAP
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File
Name

File Description

First 2 Letters
of Field Names

Library

PMLSTA

STATE CODES

MS

OPBAS

PMLSUFxxx

MAIL LIST: VALID SUFFIX FILE

MU

OPCAP

PMLTRY

COUNTRY CODES

MT

OPBAS

PMTCMP

COMPANY CONTROL

GC

OPBAS

PMTPAY

MULTIPLE PAYMENTS FOR SEGMENTS

AP

OPBAS

PNONBD

NON-BUSINESS DATES

NB

OPCAP

PNTLCK

NOTE LOCK CONTROL

NC

OPBAS

POCDTL

ORDER: COUNTER SALES DETAIL

CD

OPBAS

POCHDR

ORDER: COUNTER SALES HEADER

CH

OPBAS

PODEDI

ORDER: DETAIL EDI INFO

EG

OPBAS

POESRL

ORDER: ENTRY SERIAL/LOT DATA

EN

OPBAS

POOSTK

OUT-OF-STOCK FILE

PS

OPBAS

POPCFA

CONFIGURATION AUDIT

QA

OPCAP

POPCFG

CONFIGURATION

QQ

OPCAP

PORAUD

ORDER: AUDIT

OA

OPBAS

PORCMT

ORDER: COMMENTS NOTES

OC

OPBAS

PORCPD

ORDER: COUPON INFO DETAIL

OB

OPBAS

PORCPN

ORDER: COUPON INFO

OQ

OPBAS

PORCRH

HOLD CODES

OL

OPBAS

PORCSI

ORDER RELEASE/CSI INFO

XX

OPBAS

PORDCM

ORDER: DETAIL COMMENTS NOTES

OF

OPBAS

PORDOC

ORDER: DETAIL FOR SHIP DOCS

OE

OPBAS

PORDTL

ORDER: DETAIL

OD

OPBAS

PORGFT

ORDER: GIFT CERTIFICATE

OV

OPBAS

PORHDR

ORDER: HEADER

OH

OPBAS

PORORT

ORDER ORIGIN CODES

OO

OPBAS

PORPCK

ORDER: DETAIL FOR PICKING

OP

OPBAS

PORPSD

ORDER: PERSONALIZATION INFO DETL

OJ

OPBAS

PORPSL

ORDER: PERSONALIZATION INFO

OK

OPBAS

PORPTY

PRIORITY CODES

OI

OPBAS

PORRET

RETURN CODES

OR

OPBAS

PORSEG

ORDER: SEGMENT

OG

OPBAS

PORSHP

ORDER: SHIPPED HISTORY

OS

OPBAS

PORSRL

ORDER: SHIPPED SERIAL/LOT

RL

OPBAS

PORTND

TENDER MASTER

OT

OPBAS

PORWHS

ZIP/WAREHOUSE PREFERENCE

OW

OPBAS

PPBLOG

PICK BATCH LOG

PB

OPBAS
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Library

PPCSHP

PC SHIP CONIRM

PS

OPCAP

PPGLOG

PURGE/REFRESH LOG

PL

OPBAS

PPGMOF

OUTFILE: PROGRAM REFERENCE

WH

OPCAP

PPKCOD

PICK TICKET CODES

PK

OPBAS

PPOAUD

PURCHASE ORDER AUDIT TRAIL

PA

OPBAS

PPOBDT

PO BATCH DETAIL

QD

OPBAS

PPOBHD

PO BATCH HEADER

QH

OPBAS

PPOCMT

PURCHASE ORDER COMMENTS

PC

OPBAS

PPODCM

PURCHASE ORDER DETAIL COMMENTS

PF

OPBAS

PPODTL

PURCHASE ORDER DETAIL

PD

OPBAS

PPOHDR

PURCHASE ORDER HEADER

PH

OPBAS

PPRDFT

PRINTER DEFAULTS

PR

OPBAS

PPSBPR

PERSONALIZATION PRICING: BASE

NB

OPBAS

PPSCPR

PERSONALIZATION PRICING: CONTRACT

NC

OPBAS

PPSGLC

PERSONALIZATION GL CLASS

PG

OPBAS

PPSIPR

PERSONALIZATION PRICING: CUST CLS

NI

OPBAS

PPSKPR

PERSONALIZATION PRICING: BOOK

NK

OPBAS

PPSMPR

PERSONALIZATION PRICING: MEDIA

NR

OPBAS

PPSSPR

PERSONALIZATION PRICING: SPECIAL

NS

OPBAS

PPVDFT

PROMPT/VALIDATE DEFAULTS

PA

OPCAP

PPVOPT

PROMPT/VALIDATE OPTIONS

PB

OPCAP

PPVPRT

PRINTER DEFAULTS

PV

OPCAP

PRAAUD

RETURN AUTHORIZATION AUDIT

RA

OPBAS

PRACMT

RETURN AUTHORIZATION COMMENTS

RC

OPBAS

PRADTL

RETURN AUTHORIZATION DETAIL

RD

OPBAS

PRAHDR

RETURN AUTHORIZATION HEADER

RH

OPBAS

PRASRL

RETURN AUTH SERIAL/LOT DATA

RN

OPBAS

PRATAG

RETURN AUTHORIZATION CALL TAGS

RT

OPBAS

PRCFOF

OUTFILE: RECORD FORMAT

RF

OPCAP

PRFUSR

RADIO FREQ. USER DEFAULTS/CONTROL

RU

OPCAP

PRSEXC

RESYNC EXCEPTIONS

RS

OPCAP

PSCCMP

SECURITY COMPANIES

SC

OPCAP

PSCGRP

SECURITY GROUPS

SG

OPCAP

PSCOBJ

SOURCE MEMBER THAT IS SECURED

OJ

OPCAP

PSCPRG

SECURITY PROGRAMS

SP

OPCAP

PSCTRN

SECURITY: INV TRANS EFFECT

ST

OPBAS

PSCUSR

SECURITY USER ID FILE

SU

OPCAP
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Library

PSHCLC

SHIP/HANDLING CALC METHOD CHARTS

SC

OPBAS

PSLMAN

SALESPERSON MASTER

SM

OPBAS

PSLTOF

OUTFILE: ACCESS PATH SELECTIONS

SO

OPCAP

PSRVOF

OUTFILE: DISPLAY PROGRAM SIGNATURE

SR

OPCAP

PSTCOD

STORAGE CODES

SO

OPCAP

PSTCTL

STYLE CONTROL FILE

GA

OPBAS

PSTTCL

STATE TAXABLE CLASSES

ST

OPBAS

PSTXRF

STATE TO TAX STATE CROSS REFERENCE

SX

OPBAS

PSVFRG

SHIP VIA FREIGHT SHOP GROUP

SF

OPBAS

PSVHND

SHIPPER DEFAULTS

SH

OPBAS

PSVMAN

SHIPPER MANIFEST MASTER

SN

OPBAS

PSVRAT

SHIP VIA WEIGHT/RATE MASTER

SR

OPBAS

PSVRST

SHIP VIA RESTRICTIONS

SV

OPBAS

PSVSHP

SHIP VIA MASTER

SS

OPBAS

PSVWGT

SHIP/HANDLING 7 STATE/WEIGHT

SW

OPBAS

PSVZIP

ZIP/SHIP VIA PREFERENCE

SP

OPBAS

PSVZON

SHIP VIA ZONE MASTER

SZ

OPBAS

PTAXCD

TAXING CODES COUNTY/LOCAL

TC

OPBAS

PTAXOV

TAX OVERRIDES

TO

OPBAS

PTAXRT

TAX RATES COUNTY/LOCAL

TR

OPBAS

PTAXST

TAX TRANSACTIONS

TX

OPBAS

PTOTES

TOTE FILE

TT

OPCAP

PTRAUD

TRANSACTION AUDIT CODES

TA

OPBAS

PTRPRT

TRADING PARTNER FILE

PT

OPCAP

PTXEXZ

TAX EXEMPT ZIP CODE FILE

TE

OPBAS

PUSDFT

USER DEFAULTS

PU

OPCAP

PUSREA

USER REASON CODES

UR

OPBAS

PWBAUD

WEB: PROFILE AUDIT

GY

OPCAP

PWBCCD

WEB: CONTENT DETAIL

CD

OPCAP

PWBCCH

WEB: CONTENT HEADER

CC

OPCAP

PWBCMC

WEB: COMMENT CODE

FF

OPBAS

PWBCOL

WEB: COLOR PALETTE

BL

OPCAP

PWBCPN

WEB: COUPONS

BO

OPCAP

PWBCSS

WEB: PAGE ATTRIBUTES ALLOWED

GM

OPCAP

PWBCTL

WEB: PROFILE

GB

OPCAP

PWBDEM

WEB: DEMOGRAPHIC CODE

MW

OPBAS

PWBEMT

WEB: E-MAIL TYPE CODE

CY

OPCAP
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Library

PWBHGS

WEB: HI-LEVEL GRP SEARCH

DR

OPCAP

PWBHSQ

WEB: HIGH LEVEL GRP SEQUENCE #

BW

OPBAS

PWBISQ

WEB: ITEM SEQUENCE #

BI

OPBAS

PWBITS

WEB: ITEM SEARCH MASTER

BR

OPCAP

PWBMEM

WEB: META OPTION MASTER

BS

OPCAP

PWBMET

WEB: META

BT

OPCAP

PWBOSD

WEB: ORDER STATUS DESCR

SD

OPBAS

PWBOSH

WEB: ORDER STATUS CODE

SH

OPCAP

PWBPAG

WEB: PAGE MASTER

HG

OPCAP

PWBPGS

WEB: PROG GROUP SEARCH

WR

OPCAP

PWBPSD

WEB: PERSONALITY DETAIL

GH

OPCAP

PWBPSG

WEB: PROD GRP/SUB PER ITEM

BG

OPBAS

PWBPSH

WEB: PERSONALITY HEADER

PH

OPCAP

PWBPSQ

WEB: PROD GRP SEQUENCE #

BP

OPBAS

PWBSGS

WEB: PROD GRP/SUB GRP SEARCH

WS

OPCAP

PWBSHP

WEB: SHIP VIA

BV

OPCAP

PWBSSQ

WEB: SUB GRP SEQUENCE #

BS

OPBAS

PWBTND

WEB: TENDER

BN

OPCAP

PWBTSP

WEB: TAX SUPPORT

BX

OPBAS

PWBTXT

WEB: DELIVERED HEADINGS

GG

OPCAP

PWBUSR

WEB: USERS/PASSWORDS

BU

OPCAP

PWHPRT

PRINTER DEFAULTS BY WHSE

PW

OPCAP

PXIND1

EXPORT: CUST INVOICES DETAIL 1

EB

OPBAS

PXIND2

EXPORT: CUST INVOICES DETAIL 2

EE

OPBAS

PXINH1

EXPORT: CUST INVOICES HEADER 1

EA

OPBAS

PXPAD1

EXPORT: PO ACKNOWLEDGEMENT DTL 1

ED

OPBAS

PXPAD2

EXPORT: PO ACKNOWLEDGEMENT DTL 2

EF

OPBAS

PXPAH1

EXPORT: PO ACKNOWLEDGEMENT HDR 1

EC

OPBAS

PXPOD1

EXPORT: VENDOR PO DETAIL 1

EH

OPBAS

PXPOH1

EXPORT: VENDOR PO HEADER 1

EJ

OPBAS

PYOIC1

ORDER INTERFACE COMPANY

VD

OPCAP

PYOID1

ORD INTERFACE: DETAIL

VB

OPBAS

PYOID2

ORD INTERFACE: DTL 2/COUPON

VG

OPBAS

PYOID3

ORD INTERFACE: DTL 3/GIFT CERT

VI

OPBAS

PYOID4

ORD INTERFACE: DTL 4/PERSONL HDR

VL

OPBAS

PYOID5

ORD INTERFACE: DTL 5/PERSONL DTL

VM

OPBAS

PYOID6

ORD INTERFACE: DTL 6/LINE NOTES

VK

OPBAS
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Library

PYOID7

ORD INTERFACE: DTL 7/SERIAL/LOT

VN

OPBAS

PYOIH1

ORDER INTERFACE: HEADER

VA

OPBAS

PYOIH2

ORDER INTERFACE: HEADER 2/COUPON

VF

OPBAS

PYOIH3

ORDER INTERFACE: HDR 3/ADDTL PMT

VH

OPBAS

PYOIML

ORDER INTERFACE: MAIL LIST

VC

OPBAS

PYOITX

ORDER INTERFACE: TAX

VE

OPBAS

PZNSKP

ZONE SKIP FILE

ZS

OPBAS

WARDTL

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE DETAIL FILE

WD

OPBAS

WARGNL

AR POSTING GL ACCOUNT SUMMARY

WB

OPBAS

WARINQ

AR INQUIRY

WI

OPBAS

WARINV

TYPE 1 INVOICES

VN

OPBAS

WARLTR

LETTERS FROM AR

WA

OPBAS

WARTND

AR POSTING TENDER SUMMARY

WB

OPBAS

WBOITM

BACKORDERED ITEMS REPORT WORK FILE

WB

OPBAS

WBOOKS

BOOK ANALYSIS

WB

OPBAS

WBULKP

OPTIMIZED BULK PICKING

WB

OPBAS

WCMDTL

COMMIT DETAIL

WG

OPBAS

WCSMRG

CUSTOMER MERGE

WD

OPBAS

WDRSHP

DROP SHIP WORK FILE

WQ

OPBAS

WDSHED

DROP SHIP S/H & MISC

WH

OPBAS

WDSRCF

DROP SHIP CONFIRMATION

WR

OPBAS

WEMAIL

TEMP FILE FOR E-MAIL

WE

OPCAP

WEMSND

EMAIL WORK FILE

WX

OPBAS

WFMDDM

MEDIA DEMAND FILE

WF

OPCAP

WFRCST

FORECASTING

FF

OPBAS

WFRSHP

FORECASTING ORD SHIPPED HISTORY

FS

OPBAS

WFRVND

FORECASTING VENDOR INFO

FV

OPBAS

WGFCRC

GIFT CERTIFICATES-COUNTER SALES

VG

OPBAS

WGFCRT

GIFT CERTIFICATES

VG

OPBAS

WIITDM

ITEM MEDIA DEMAND FILE

WI

OPCAP

WIODPS

WEB INTERFACE: PERSONALIZATION

OP

OPBAS

WIODSL

WEB INTERFACE: SERIAL/LOT

GQ

OPBAS

WIORDR

WEB INTERFACE: ORDERS

IU

OPBAS

WIRDPY

WEB INTERFACE: ADDTL PAYMENTS

WQ

OPBAS

WITRAN

INVENTORY TRANSACTION

WH

OPBAS

WITSRL

WORK: INV TRANS SERIAL/LOT DATA

WH

OPBAS

WITXST

WEB TAX SUPPORT RECORDS

VX

OPBAS
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Library

WLPMAN

LOGISTIC PRO MANIFEST

WM

OPCAP

WLPSHP

LOGISTIC PRO SHIP INFO

WP

OPCAP

WMLDUP

MAIL LIST DUPLICATE WORK FILE

WN

OPBAS

WMLFLB

FINDER LABEL SEL

WL

OPBAS

WMLLBL

LABEL SELECTION WORK FILE

WL

OPBAS

WMLLST

ORD/WEB INTERFACE: MAIL LIST INQ

WM

OPBAS

WOECPD

ORDER: COUPON INFO DTL MIRROR

VB

OPBAS

WOECPN

ORDER: COUPON INFO MIRROR

VQ

OPBAS

WOEDTL

ORDER DETAIL MIRROR IMAGE

VD

OPBAS

WOEGFT

ORD DTL: GFIT CERTIFICATE MIRROR

VV

OPBAS

WOEHDR

ORDER HEADER MIRROR IMAGE

VH

OPBAS

WOELTR

LETTERS FROM OE

WO

OPBAS

WOEPSD

ORDER PERSONAL DETAIL MIRROR

VJ

OPBAS

WOEPSL

ORDER PERSONALIZATION MIRROR

VK

OPBAS

WOOSTK

WORK OUT-OF-STOCK

WS

OPBAS

WORCAN

ORDER DETAIL FOR CANCELLATIONS

WE

OPBAS

WORDLN

ORDER INTERFACE: LINE NOTES

WL

OPBAS

WORDPS

ORDER INTERFACE: PERSONALIZATION

WX

OPBAS

WORDPY

ORDER INTERFACE: ADDTL PAYMENTS

WV

OPBAS

WORDRS

ORDER INTERFACE: ORDERS

WU

OPBAS

WORDSL

ORDER INTERFACE: SERIAL/LOT

WG

OPBAS

WORDTI

ORDER DETAIL FOR S/H CALCULATION

WY

OPBAS

WORDTL

ORDER DETAIL FOR CALCULATIONS

WD

OPBAS

WORMOV

ORD RELEASE MOVE FILE

VS

OPBAS

WORRMB

ORD DETAIL FOR BULKT QTY REMAIN

WS

OPBAS

WORRMN

ORDER DETAIL FOR QTY REMAINING

WR

OPBAS

WORTTL

ORDER RELEASE TOTALS

WO

OPBAS

WORUNV

ORDER RELEASE UNAVAILABLE ITEMS

WU

OPBAS

WPCKDT

PICKING VELOCITY DETAIL

WP

OPBAS

WPCKHD

PICKING VELOCITY HEADER

WH

OPBAS

WPCSHP

PC SHIP CONFIRM FILE

WJ

OPCAP

WPGSQI

PAGE/SQ INCH SUMMARY FILE

WP

OPBAS

WPOBCH

PO BATCH CREATION

WZ

OPBAS

WPOCNL

PO DETAIL FOR CANCELLATIONS

WF

OPBAS

WPODOC

PO DOCUMENT PRINT SELECTIONS

WM

OPBAS

WPOGEN

WORK FILE FOR AUTO PO GENERATION

WN

OPBAS

WPOITM

PO BELOW MIN

WE

OPBAS
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Library

WPOLTR

LETTERS FROM PO

WP

OPBAS

WPSDTL

PC UPLOAD/SHIPPING DETAIL

W2

OPCAP

WPSFRD

POSSIBLE FRAUD FILE

WJ

OPBAS

WPSHDR

PC UPLOAD/SHIPPING HEADER

W1

OPCAP

WRAFIL

RECORD ADDRESS SORT FILE

RA

OPCAP

WRCCST

RECEIVING COSTING

WC

OPBAS

WRCDTL

RECEIVING DETAIL

WC

OPBAS

WRCSRL

WORK: PO TRANS SERIAL/LOT DATA

WC

OPBAS

WREPLN

WORK: REPLENISHMENT REPORT

VR

OPBAS

WRKSRL

WORK: OE,PO,RA ENTRY SERIAL/LOT

WV

OPBAS

WRLDTL

RECEIVING LOCN DETAIL

VC

OPBAS

WRRTVN

REVERSE RTV DTL

WC

OPBAS

WRTORD

ORDER ANALYSIS

WZ

OPBAS

WRTRET

ITEM RETURNED BY RETURN CODE

WK

OPBAS

WRTSHP

ITEM SHIPPED SUMMARY

WK

OPBAS

WRTSUM

RETURN CODE SUMMARY

WL

OPBAS

WRVDTL

REVERSE PO DTL

WC

OPBAS

WSGTRF

SUGGESTED TRANSFERS

WF

OPBAS

WSHDTL

SHIPPING DETAIL

WA

OPBAS

WSHHDR

SHIPPING HEADER

WA

OPBAS

WSHSEG

SHIPPING SEGMENT

WA

OPBAS

WSHSRL

SHIPPING SERIAL

WA

OPBAS

WSLSAN

CUSTOMER SALES ANALYSIS WORK FILE

WS

OPBAS

WSTBCH

STYLE ITEM BATCH

WS

OPCAP

WTAXST

STATE TAX MASTER WORK FILE

WX

OPBAS

WTHEBT

THEORETICAL INVENTORY HEADER

VT

OPBAS

WTHEOR

THEORETICAL INVENTORY

WT

OPBAS

WTRFIL

TRANSFER FILE OUTPUT

WZ

OPBAS

WTXCNL

DETAIL TAX BEING CANCELLED

WT

OPBAS

WVNPRF

WORK: VENDOR PERFORMANCE REPORT

WI

OPBAS

WWBCSS

INTERNET STYLE SHEET UPLOAD

WW

OPBAS

WWBDIR

IFS INFO

FI

OPBAS

WWBEML

WEB: EMAIL INFO

BH

OPBAS

WWBHTI

INTERNET COPY TO IFS

WW

OPBAS

WWBISQ

ITEM SEQUENCE # WORK FILE

BI

OPBAS

WWBITS

ITEM SEARCH WORK FILE

BR

OPCAP

WWBMET

INTERNET COPY TO IFS

WW

OPBAS
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Library

WWBOID

WEB: ORDER DETAIL

BO

OPBAS

WWBOIH

WEB: ORDER HEADER

BN

OPBAS

WWBOIM

WEB: MANIFEST DETAIL

BP

OPBAS

WWBPGS

PROD GRP SEARCH

WR

OPCAP

WWBPSQ

PROD GRP SEQ # WORK FILE

BP

OPBAS

WWBSGS

PROD SUBGRP SEARCH

WS

OPCAP

WWBSSQ

PROD SUBGRP SEQ # WORK FILE

BS

OPBAS

WWRANK

RANKING WORK FILE

WW

OPBAS
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